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Abstract 
111 

This dissertation deals with the development of a methodology and an integrated tool 

for the design of manufacturing systems. The design methodology developed 

incorporates the independence and information axioms that underlie the axiomatic design 

approach. It consists of five broad steps that provide general guidelines for the design of 

manufacturing systems. Further, through the use of these axioms, the methodology 

discusses the development of functionally independent designs that are better suited to 

handle changing design parameters or functional requirements. 

The integrated system design tool on the other hand supports the design 

methodology by evolving process variables to satisfy the design parameters determined 

by the designer. This tool comprises two core modules based on genetic algorithms that 

evolve solutions to satisfy the objective functions defined by the designer. The genetic 

algorithm generates each solution through interfaces to a simulation package and Auto

CAD. Through the use of this tool it is possible for the designer to explore many more 

design alternatives than would be manually possible. 

Further, to demonstrate the application of the tool developed in this research for real 

world applications, the design methodology and integrated design tool have been applied 

to the design of a 240,000 sq. ft. furniture manufacturing facility and the re-design of a 

sheet metal manufacturing facility. The furniture manufacturing facility based on batch 

manufacturing principles produces 2500 finished items per day. Steps in the methodology 

were used to pre-process data related to 4500 components, and develop functional 

independent designs for a dowel-drilling system and an automated assembly system. The 

genetic algorithm-simulation part of the integrated tool was also used to develop 

conceptual designs for the manufacturing facility. 

As applied to a metal fabrication facility that manufactures pre-fabricated homes, the 

genetic algorithm-Auto-CAD part of the integrated design tool was used to re-organize 

the plant floor based on cellular manufacturing principles. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1. Background 

In recent years manufacturing systems have been subject to enormous changes in 

the marketplace such as global competition, faster product development, and new 

product introduction. These changes have influenced the need to design manufacturing 

systems capable of adapting or re-configuring to meet changing needs. Through the 

integrated treatment of sub-problems involved in the design of manufacturing systems, 

designers can develop systems that are better suited to handle changing system needs. 

A review of the available literature shows that many proposed approaches and 

methodologies have lacked an integrated treatment of sub-problems involved in system 

design [Marshall, 1994] [Noble, and Tanchoco, 1993]. It can also be recognized 

through the literature review that the proposed methodologies have lacked specific 

means to develop system designs to satisfy changing needs in the market place. 

Therefore, to overcome these limitations (further discussed in Chapters 2 and 3) this 

dissertation proposes a methodology for the design of new manufacturing facilities 

based on the independence axiom of design. The dissertation also proposes a software 

tool to aid the designer in developing manufacturing system designs by an integrated 

consideration of the problems of machine requirements and system configuration. The 

methodology proposed presents the designer with concepts such as hierarchical 

decomposition of requirements and design parameters and, functionally independent 

mapping, in addition to a logical sequence of steps that can aid a designer in carrying 

out manufacturing system design (MSD). While the methodology provides specific 

means for developing a system design, the software tool presents an integrated 
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environment for the development of design alternatives, and answers "what i f 

questions during system design. 

1.1 Requirements of Manufacturing Systems 

Having provided a brief background of the research topic, and recognizing the 

main issues that will be addressed in this dissertation, we now look at the specific 

requirements a designer has to recognize in a new manufacturing facility. These 

specific requirements are a result of the changing marketplace that is fundamentally 

driven by customer requirements, which are manifested in the form of an increase in 

the number and variety, of products. These customer requirements influence the 

manufacturing system through an increase in product and process complexity, routing 

and sequencing complexity, and material handling requirements (to mention a few). 

These influences have forced the following needs in manufacturing systems [Suh, 

1992]: 

1. responsiveness and flexibility 

2. flexible workforce 

3. re-configuration 

4. uncoupled or decoupled systems 

5. minimum information for design and function. 

While these needs do not represent the complete list of requirements of 

manufacturing systems, they provide the general design requirements of new 

manufacturing systems. Further in his work, Suh [1992] also presents an axiomatic 

approach for the design of large systems that can aid a designer in developing designs 

to satisfy the needs identified above. 

As related to the design of future manufacturing systems, Gardiner [1995] also 

presents an integrated design strategy for future manufacturing systems. He identifies 

the need for robust systems that can serve the community and remain profitable despite 

the uncertainties and dynamics of global competition. The emphasis of this work is 

also on the need for a reconfigurable system that can meet fluctuating needs. Apart 
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from this salient point Gardiner [1995] identifies that cellular nature of organizations 

and engineering systems may form ground rules for the design of future manufacturing 

systems. 

A similar need for systems to deal with variability and disturbances is also 

identified by Buzacott [1996]. He theorizes that future systems may either evolve into 

integrated systems relying on computer-based pre-planned responses or cooperative 

systems relying primarily on people for opportunistic problem solving. Like Sun 

[1996], Buzacott [1996] also identifies some means for dealing with variability. He 

suggests that variability could be eliminated or its effects reduced through the use of 

inventory buffers or by reducing the transmission of disturbances throughout the 

system. He also recognizes the need to develop responsive systems that can deal with 

disturbances with the least amount of delay. 

Therefore based on, observations by Suh [1992] and [1996], Gardiner [1995], 

Buzacott [1996], and general observations of manufacturing system design practices 

some of the essential features of future manufacturing systems have been identified. In 

the next section we will recognize some of the approaches that have been used for 

MSD. 

1.2 Approaches to Manufacturing System Design 

The development of an integrated tool that may provide a suitable environment to 

develop MSD solutions by considering the sub-problems of system design is essential 

to overall (system design) process improvement. The basic approach to system design 

on the other hand deals with the methods used to arrive at the design solution(s). Noble 

and Tanchoco [1993] recognize three different approaches to manufacturing system 

design: 

1. analytic design approach 

2. experimental design approach, and 

3. procedural design approach. 
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The analytic design approach requires the definition of precise objectives and 

constraints for a clearly specified problem. Typically such an approach is based upon a 

methodology and built on certain optimization techniques. Definition of precise 

objectives and constraints, and the specification of the manufacturing system design 

problem is not a viable option [Noble and Tanchoco, 1993]. 

The experimental design approach is essentially based on the generation of 

possible solutions to match a given set of objectives. This approach also requires the 

definition of precise objectives and the use of an extensive search to arrive at the 

design parameters required to satisfy the specified objectives. 

The procedural approach uses a trade-off process where the objectives and 

constraints are modified as the design evolves. A solution to the problem at hand is 

arrived at when it satisfies all the design objectives in the best possible manner. This is 

a more practical approach to system design because it recognizes the need for the 

modification of objectives and constraints as the design evolves. This is typically the 

case in a real system design environment where the uncertainty of the design process 

makes it difficult to provide adequate information to the designer about many design 

parameters and specific objectives. 

These approaches can be generative, evaluative or a combination of the two. 

Irrespective of the approach used for manufacturing systems design, much of the 

research has isolated one component of the manufacturing system and then solved the 

problems associated with that component without fully addressing the system as a 

whole [Rao and Gu, 1995]. Noble and Tanchoco [1993] express the same concern with 

the manufacturing system design activity. 

While an integrated solution of the sub-problems of system design forms an 

important focus for research, there are other issues such as the practicality of the 

design approach to the application of real world problems, and the design 

methodologies and tools that are used in new system design. To paraphrase 

[Doumeingts et ah, 1987], a fundamental gap in many approaches present in literature 

today is that no method exists for analyzing and describing the business, its data and 
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how it operates. This is apart from any considerations of how the system will 

eventually be designed in a compact, user-friendly way. While development of a 

formal design process is still a topic of current research, the development of adequate 

tools and techniques that can be used by practitioners for system design is ongoing. 

Many consultants (system designers) still make use of extensive manual calculations 

and traditional spreadsheet calculators for system design restricting the exploration of 

different design solutions that could lead to better designs. 

So far some of the factors that drive manufacturing systems design have been 

identified and the need for an integrated approach established. Some emerging 

concepts that can make future manufacturing systems more adaptable to changing 

functional requirements have been outlined. In the following chapters some of the 

points raised in this introduction are highlighted and the need for a methodology and 

an integrated approach is expanded upon. 

1.3 Organization of the Dissertation 

Chapter 2 examines the literature and considers some of the philosophical aspects 

of manufacturing system design. It concludes with a statement of some of the problems 

that face the research community in manufacturing. 

Chapter 3 identifies the issues that are addressed in this dissertation and the 

possible impact of solutions to the research problem. This chapter also outlines the 

general research approach for the methodology and integrated tool. 

Chapter 4 describes in detail the system design methodology for manufacturing 

systems design. Identifying the key elements of design, this chapter presents an 

approach to system design based on axiomatic design principles. 

Chapter 5 presents an integrated tool for the design of manufacturing systems. It 

explains the components of integrated system design, the performance measures and 

objective functions, and their implementation using the genetic recombination 

technique. 
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Chapter 6 recognizes that the practical application of a design methodology and 

integrated system design tool can help evaluate the tool, improve its design and 

demonstrate its ability. Towards this end, the practical use of the methodology and 

integrated tool is presented. In light of the results and recommendations, the leverage 

gained and pitfalls observed from using the system design tool are discussed. 

Chapter 7 expands upon the conclusions drawn from this research. Identifying the 

key aspects of the methodology and integrated approach, the chapter analyzes some of 

the contributions of this research and their impact in the real world. It also presents 

future research that can enhance the methodology and integrated approach. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2. Introduction 

Manufacturing system design is an activity encompassing divisions in labor such 

as, research, development, process planning, manufacturing, assembly, packaging, 

distribution, marketing and so on, including an appreciation for integrating the design 

activity with the whole environment in which it will be implemented [Gardiner, 1995]. 

Design methodologies provide sound guiding principles for organizing any design 

activity. Over the years many methodologies and approaches for the design of isolated 

components applicable to a certain type of manufacturing system have been developed 

[Noble and Tanchoco, 1993]. Traditional and new design methodologies (as 

characterized by [Noble and Tanchoco, 1993]) have espoused steps from a variety of 

perspectives leading to final system design. The apparent difference between this 

approach and the new MSD process is the concurrent consideration of the performance 

and design economics during system evaluation. Research work related to traditional 

design methodologies can be found in the works of Blanchard and Fabrycky [1981], 

CDSL [1984], and Yeomans et al., [1985]. New methodologies based on simultaneous 

or concurrent engineering can be found in the works of Madison and Wu [1987], Lu 

and Subramanyam [1988], Nevins and Whitney [1989], and Kusiak and Park [1990]. 

2.1 General Issues in System Design 

This section presents the issues from a combination of strategic, tactical, and 

operational perspectives. A strategic perspective looks at the overall plans for the 
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entire manufacturing system; tactical issues address aspects of MSD that look at day-

today activities of system design such as productivity improvements and scheduling; 

and operational or implementation aspects of system design address developing the 

physical aspects of system design such as system integration. 

Tompkins [1988] in his work outlines twenty-five requirements associated with 

manufacturing system design. Some of the main requirements include manufacturing 

cost, capacity, marketing, inventory, quality, flexibility, strategy, and integration. At a 

higher strategic level, Miller and Davis [1978] explores how the manufacturing 

function can be used as management tool to develop an integrated business strategy 

consisting of marketing, sales, engineering and manufacturing, with each having a 

specific mission to support the overall strategy. The tactical issues of manufacturing 

system design have been addressed by Suh [1996] through the use of certain criteria 

that can be used to support a productivity improvement strategy. Shingo [1988] 

presents a simplifying perspective that allows for continuous improvement to occur in 

a manufacturing system at both the tactical and operational levels. 

Implementation and operational aspects of manufacturing systems design present 

issues associated with integration and system complexity. Thacker [1989] presents a 

blueprint for the computer integration of a manufacturing enterprise. In his model, the 

integration and associated information that is required are illustrated. With increased 

integration and information requirements of manufacturing systems, there is an 

associated increase in the complexity of designing and operating systems [Lardner, 

1984], [Suri, 1988]. Part mix complexity in manufacturing systems leads to difficulty 

associated with making planning, and scheduling decisions and presents similar 

problems during the design phase. 

Noble and Tanchoco [1993] state that handling problems of high complexity, such 

as the design of a manufacturing system have been approached typically by 

decomposing the problem into sub-problems, followed by optimization of the sub-

problems and a reconstruction of an overall solution from the solutions of the sub-

problems. He further quotes Lardner [1984] who states that such approaches are not 
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feasible because even though sub-problems are inextricably related, they are neither 

inherently compatible nor necessarily complementary. He maintains that optimization 

of each of the parts inevitably results in unacceptable sub-optimization of the whole. 

2.1.1 Design Methodology 

This section discusses the methodologies present in the literature. Noble and 

Tanchoco [1993] identify two classes of methodologies, the traditional approach and 

new approach to MSD. The traditional approach to MSD can be found in Blanchard 

and Fabrycky [1981] who emphasize a "macro" view of the design process, where life 

cycle issues are addressed. Yeomans et al, [1985] and CDSL [1984] describe in detail 

the factors that need to be considered in designing a manufacturing system. Engelke et 

ah, [1985] breaks down the design process into performance and economic factors, 

pointing out that the control of the design process must remain with the engineer. He 

concludes that in MSD the computer is to be a design tool, not a design controller. 

Talavage and Hannam [1988] discuss two approaches to MSD, iterative and non-

iterative. They favor the iterative approach and propose a methodology that uses it. 

New manufacturing system design methodologies have focused on integrating the 

MSD process with either product design or business functions through what can be 

termed manufacturing strategy. Madison and Wu [1987], as well as Lu and 

Subramanyam [1988] employ the use of knowledge based environments to aid in 

integrated product/manufacturing system design. Nevins and Whitney [1989] give a 

comprehensive coverage of issues related to concurrent design from an assembly 

perspective. West et ah, [1989] propose a multi-attribute method to integrate the 

design of products and manufacturing systems. Kusiak and Park [1990] present two 

methodologies for the decomposition of design activities to allow for effective 

organizational resource allocation and simplification of design management. Lewis 

and DICE [1990] relate an approach for developing and testing concurrent engineering 

systems. 
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IMMS, the integrated manufacturing modeling system [Engelke et al, 1985] 

developed by IBM, is a generic software package for manufacturing modeling. The 

package makes interactive models possible as well as building and testing. IMMS 

integrates the fundamental components of modeling namely, system description, data 

acquisition and management, graphic input and output, and performance simulation. 

The main idea is to describe the flow of information, material and resources by using 

parametric standard model building blocks. The input is done by placing function 

symbols on a graphic screen and filling in blanks for parameter data. The output 

includes all common performance measurements such as utilization, and work in 

progress, in graphic form. The simulation language used to implement the model 

building blocks is RESQP (Research Queuing Package). 

IDEF is a methodology developed by the US Air Force to describe the information 

and organization structure of a complex manufacturing system [Doumeingts, et al., 

1987]. This technique consists of three basic levels: IDEFo, IDEFi and IDEF2. IDEF0 is 

a technique that can be used to specify completely the functional relationships of any 

manufacturing environment. IDEF] is used to describe the relationship between data 

items in the environment, such that a relational data base model may be specified. 

IDEF2 is a simulation technique that can be used to investigate a system's dynamic 

behavior. These techniques may be used independently as well. IDEFo is more relevant 

to the research work discussed here and hence it will be discussed in greater detail. 

IDEFo is a systematic methodology for the static functional specification of a 

manufacturing system. It is used to produce a functional model that is a structured 

representation of the functions of a manufacturing system and the flow paths of 

information and objects that inter-relate those functions. It is a top-down approach that 

exposes one new level of detail at a time, describing each of the sub-systems within a 

hierarchy of a broadly defined model. 

The basic element of an IDEFo model is called a function block. Figure 2.1 is an 

individual function block that is linked to similar blocks through inputs, outputs, the 

mechanism and the controls. When an input is utilized to create an output, a function is 
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actuated. The performance of the function is carried out through a mechanism under 

the guidance of the control. The IDEF0 model represents only the static components of 

a system through functional relationships but does not necessarily specify the dynamic 

aspects within it. 

Inputs 
fc. 

Controls 

Outputs Inputs 
fc. 

Manufacturing Function 

Outputs 

W Manufacturing Function W W 

i i 
Mechanism 

W 

Figure 2.1: The IDEF0 functional block 

Vallespir [1992] discusses a technico-economic methodology to design 

manufacturing systems. Example presents a GRAI integrated methodology (GIM) to 

design manufacturing systems. GIM proposes several views of a CIM system: a 

functional view; a decisional view; an informational view and a physical view. 

Presenting the general GIM framework, the author discusses the development of an 

approach, within GIM, for evaluating alternate investment strategies while choosing 

between different system designs. They propose an evaluation model to take into 

account economic, social, financial, organizational and technical aspects. 

Doumeingts et al. [1987], present a methodology for the design of advanced 

manufacturing systems. They make a comprehensive survey of the conceptual models 

used in such methods, the various tools and methods for each sub-system which 

includes decisional, informational and physical methods. This paper further discusses a 

generalized GRAI method for the design of flexible manufacturing systems. The 

design method is divided into two parts: an analysis phase and a design phase, with the 

first step dedicated to the analysis of the process plan, the current production control 
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system in which the FMS system will be implemented, and analysis of the quality 

procedure. This part also proposes to define the architecture of the FMS. The second 

part proposes an intelligent design system as a possible solution to solve the design 

problem. The paper however, does not discuss any approach to integrate and solve the 

manufacturing system design problem. 

Spano et al. [1991] present a survey of the techniques for the design of FMSs. They 

point out that the design of FMS is carried out by the independent examination of the 

different design phases and suggest the need for the development of tools and 

techniques for the integrated development of FMSs. 

A number of other issues related to the design of manufacturing systems can be 

found in many publications. For example, Noble and Tanchoco [1993] discuss in 

length issues related to the economic design of manufacturing systems. They also 

provide a comprehensive review of literature related to design methodologies and 

system design tools. They conclude that the literature review shows the breadth and 

complexity of the problems associated with manufacturing system design and makes 

clear the need for new tools and design approaches. 

Research has also explored the area of integrating design activity with what is 

traditionally considered business functions. Teicholz and Orr [1987] and Greenwood 

[Greenwood, 1988] emphasize the need for integrating engineering design into overall 

business strategy. Morley and Pugh [1987] focus on the organization of design teams 

to enable integrated design to occur. In the area of integrating cost estimation within 

product design, work has ranged from developing simple cost estimating relationships 

to linking cost with CAD systems [Boothroyd, 1988], [Daschbach et al, 1988], 

[Lardner, 1984], [Westney, 1983], and [Wierda, 1988]. 

2.1.2 Design Tools 

System design tools can be classified as being generative, evaluative, or a 

combination of the two [Noble and Tanchoco, 1993]. This section discusses some of 

these tools available for MSD. Generative tools have objectives as inputs and result in 
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specific decisions. Evaluative tools have decisions as inputs and result in measures of 

performance [Suri, 1984]. 

Analytic tools rely on higher level abstractions. Thus they tend to be generative in 

nature. All classical optimization procedures can be categorized as analytical, for 

example, linear programming, integer programming, dynamic programming and non

linear programming. When the problems being solved have been classified as wicked, 

interactive or conversational optimization has been used to aid in reaching a solution 

[Smith, 1981]. 

Analytic tools that are more evaluative in nature encompass all the rough cut, 

single formula type tools that can be used to get early results in a design problem [Suri, 

1988] and the models that are based on queuing networks. Both Solberg's CANQ 

[1980] and Suri and Hildebrant's MVAQ [Suri and Hildebrant, 1984] models are 

examples of such queuing networks. An example of a combined generative/evaluative 

procedure using queuing networks has been developed by Evans and Brown [Evans 

and Brown, 1989]. Their approach interfaces a queuing network model with a 

numerical search routine to enable the optimization of a multi-attribute function. Other 

analytic tools that are evaluative in nature are perturbation analysis [Suh, 1984] and 

[Suri, 1984] and Petri nets [Jeng and DiCrease, 1990] and [Koh and DiCrease, 1990]. 

Both perturbation analysis and Petri nets allow for the analysis of the dynamics of a 

given design solution. 

The use of simulation tools in conjunction with databases is attracting greater 

interest. This is mainly due to the practicality of such a tool that can aid in the design 

of manufacturing systems in the real world more easily. Yancey and Carringer [1984] 

discuss the relevant issues required to merge the two technologies. Han and Fegley 

[1986] demonstrate an implementation they developed to handle the storage, retrieval 

and analysis of the data required in simulation analysis. Papers by Mayer and Young 

[Mayer and Young, 1984], Mathweson [1984] outline the issues related to automatic 

simulation model generation. 
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Knowledge-based expert system methods have gained more applications in recent 

years. Details regarding the use of these AI tools can be found in [Kumara et al., 1988] 

where reviews of a variety of expert systems that have been developed for process 

planning scheduling, facilities planning, and maintenance and fault diagnosis. Fisher 

and Maimon [1987] presents facilities planning expert system in the FADES system. 

They present a framework that pre-processes input information for layout analysis, 

selects an appropriate algorithm to conduct the analysis, and conducts economic 

analysis. 

The application of knowledge-based systems to various aspects (sub-problems) of 

MSD can be found in the works of Sabuncuoglu and Hommertzheim [1988]. They 

review the application of knowledge based simulation systems for manufacturing 

systems design. Mellichamp and Wahah [1987] and Shodhan [1989] developed 

specific knowledge based simulations for the design of flexible manufacturing 

systems. More general discussions of knowledge based, goal directed simulations have 

been given by Ford and Schroer [1987]. Application of object oriented concepts have 

ranged from database systems [Diederich and Milton, 1987] to manufacturing system 

simulation [Hollinger and Bel, 1987] and [Ulgen et al., 1989]. The use of decision 

support systems (DSS) for the design of manufacturing systems integrates a variety of 

decision tools and can be found in the works of [Yancey and Carringer, 1984]. 

2.1.3 Application of System Design Tools 

This section presents these tools applied to a specific subset of a manufacturing 

system design, namely manufacturing specification and are essentially analytic and 

knowledge based tools. 

As related to analytic tools, the selection of assembly equipment and operation 

assignment have been explored by using different mixed integer programming 

formulations [Graves and Whitney, 1979]. Ashayeri et al., [1985] formulated the 

design of automated warehouses as a mixed integer programming model and 

developed a solution procedure based on the formulation structure. A general 
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technology selection model has been developed by Siha and Linn [1989]. Their model 

consists of multi-attributes zero-one goal programming model to determine which 

technology is appropriate. Others have used multi-attribute methodologies for selection 

of robots [Jones, 1985] and assembly systems [Shtub and Dar-El, 1989]. 

The machine requirements problem consists of determining the number of 

machines required to meet a given production quantity. The problem has been typically 

dealt with through optimization methodologies. Miller and Davis [1978 and 1989] 

describe the problem and review approaches in their first paper, then propose a mixed 

integer-programming model in their second paper. Kusiak [1986] formulated two 

integer-programming models that are easily solved, in contrast with earlier 

formulations. 

Knowledge based systems have been used extensively for the design of 

manufacturing systems. One of the main reasons for this is the heavy involvement of 

the designer in decision making processes that may be captured using knowledge based 

systems. Many rule based systems have been developed for the selection of robots 

[Fisher, 1994] and [Leung and Tanchoco, 1983], and an extensive taxonomy has been 

developed to further the use of expert systems in robotic system design [Offodile and 

Johnson, 1990]. Seidmann [1988] has developed knowledge based models for both the 

design and control of automated storage and retrieval systems. Fisher et al. [1994] have 

developed expert systems for the selection of material handling systems. Several 

integrated knowledge based design systems for facility planning have been developed 

that incorporate the selection of machines and material handling, followed by the 

design of the layout [Abdou and Dutta, 1990]. 

In this chapter the literature pertaining to the design of manufacturing systems, 

design methodologies, and system design tools have been discussed. In the next 

chapter some specific observations regarding previous work (as related to this 

dissertation) are presented. Then the objectives of this research are discussed to 

identify the specific aspects of manufacturing system design this dissertation aims to 

address. 
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Chapter 3 

Research Objectives 

3. Literature Review Observations 

Research related to the design of manufacturing systems has addressed a plethora 

of issues ranging from developing design methodologies and tools to control systems 

and system architectures. For the purposes of the topic of research presented here 

development of design methodologies and tools hold interest. These topics have also 

been of interest to many researchers in the field. Design methodologies for example 

have been developed for JIT-based systems, flexible manufacturing systems, cellular 

manufacturing systems and so on. One of the important points identified in the 

literature review is that the solution to problems of high complexity has typically been 

tackled by decomposing them into manageable sub-problems, followed by 

optimization of the sub-problems. The design of manufacturing cells, for example has 

seen the presentation of close to 300 publications over the last three years, and most of 

them have focused on developing tools and techniques for machine-cell grouping. 

However a few researchers have explored integrated CMS design [Arvindh and Irani, 

1994]. Based on these observations it can be seen that the integrated treatment of sub-

problems in MSD is an important topic of research that needs further research and 

development. 

Black and Schroer [1988] state that the manufacturing system design problem lacks 

a theory or a set of equations that describe the system's boundaries and behavior 

through its input parameters. While this is a well known and accepted fact, work 

towards the development of a theory for manufacturing systems behavior has been 

hindered due to many inherent characteristics of manufacturing systems. The 
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conglomeration of machines, equipment and people make up for a unique combination 

of interactions and behavior that hinders the modeling or prediction of system 

behavior. Relationships may be awkward to express in analytical terms, and 

interactions maybe non-linear. Thus, well-behaved functions embodied in many 

analytical tools may result in gross approximations devoid of value. 

In spite of many existing difficulties researchers [Suh, 1992] have proposed the 

means to develop a science base for the design of large systems, such as a 

manufacturing system. In his work, Suh [1992] describes an axiomatic design 

framework that postulates two fundamental axioms for the design of manufacturing 

systems. A framework for the design of future manufacturing systems can also be 

found in the work of Noaker [1994] that postulates a set of underlying principles to 

explain the self-organizing tendencies of social and biological systems. 

Towards this end it can be observed that the design methodologies presented in 

Doumeingts et al. [1987] only provides broad guidelines for MSD. These 

methodologies or approaches are based on empiricism and heuristics and lack a 

methodological treatment of system design that can lead to design solutions that can 

handle changes in the marketplace. 

The discussion of some practical approaches to MSD is another area of 

research/application that has lacked a comprehensive treatment in the literature. Case 

studies and applications are mostly based on random data or modification of some 

practical data presented elsewhere. While these provide useful insights into the 

problem at-hand, they lack the insights that can be gained through the use of design 

methodologies and approaches in a real-world application. 

These observations are a prelude to the statement of the problem, research 

motivation and specific objectives addressed in this dissertation. They form the basis 

for developing the design methodology, integrated approach, the underlying 

assumptions and the scope of this research work. 
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3.1 Motivation 

Research motivation was drawn from the fact that the design of manufacturing 

systems lacks a comprehensive methodology. Methodologies presented in the literature 

outline general steps without any firm basis to derive the design to satisfy the 

requirements. Also, a review of the literature shows that the design methodologies 

presented show very few practical applications. Since one of the primary goals any 

research activity is to benefit the practitioners, the lack of practical applications of 

design methodologies is another important motivation for the research. A review of the 

literature also shows that designers or practitioners in the field of MSD still resort to 

manually intensive methods to develop manufacturing system designs. The 

development of a practical tool that has the ability to aid designers is lacking and 

forms a factor that motivates the development of the integrated design tool. Based on 

these factors, the next section outlines the objectives of the research. 

3.2 Research Objectives 

1. Develop a methodology for the design of manufacturing systems 

2. Develop an integrated approach for implementation of the design methodology. 

3.2.1 Objective 1 

The primary effort that precedes any research activity is a perusal of peer research 

to recognize and understand research work in a particular area and thus identify 

potential areas of new research. A recent research paper on trends and perspectives by 

Gardiner [1995] recognizes the potential for the use of holistic design principles for 

manufacturing system design. Noble and Tanchoco [1993] also espouse the need for a 

procedural design approach as compared to analytic or experimental design 

approaches. 
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This research aims to develop a methodology, based on certain identified 

procedures, taking into consideration the practicalities and constraints faced by 

practitioners involved in designing a manufacturing system. The important questions 

that need to be answered are "What is the need for a design methodology?" and "How 

does the development of a methodology contribute to or enhance the design process?" 

To answer these questions typical problems faced by a designer in dealing with a 

complex large manufacturing system must be examined and areas that a design 

methodology can address must be identified.. 

As is typical in any design problem, the designer is faced with the development of 

a "product" that satisfies the requirements of the customer. During this process there is 

a need to identify customer requirements that specify the objectives of the design, such 

as the customer needs the product has to serve or functional requirements (FRs) of the 

product (what functions the product needs to satisfy). While identifying the objectives 

of the design, the designer also has to recognize the constraints involved such as cost, 

physical limitations, and technology constraints. When the required "product" is small, 

a designer will be able to identify the customer requirements, translate them into 

desired functional requirements and identify the physical parameters required to satisfy 

the desired functional requirements subject to constraints. From the one or many sets 

of physical or design parameters identified the designer then picks a design that best 

fits the objectives of design process. While dealing with a system, such as a 

manufacturing facility, a designer is faced with many objectives and constraints that 

can obfuscate the key issues of design. Further the design of a large system also means 

having to deal with large amounts of data related to many aspects of the system such as 

products, machines, materials, and personnel. While these are some of the design 

management issues that the designer has to deal with, the development of the 

functional requirements of system design and the consequent determination of the 

physical parameters that can satisfy changing needs, are the key issues that a design 

methodology needs to address. 
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The design methodology presented in this dissertation aims to address the 

following issues that are crucial to developing a manufacturing system: 

1. a sequence of steps the designer needs to follow in order to design a 

manufacturing system 

2. a means for defining the functional requirements of manufacturing system 

design 

3. guidelines for mapping the functional requirements to physical parameters of 

the manufacturing system 

4. a means for quantifying the structural characteristics of a design. 

Issues 1 and 2 are dealt with in objective 1, while steps 3 and 4 are realized through 

objective 2. Further, specific issues 3 and 4 identified above involve the handling of a 

large amount of information concerning product designs, product structures, 

product/component routings, processing times, and product demand information. It is 

at this stage of the design process that the designer has a need to evaluate many "what 

if? " scenarios and evaluate the results. While a manual process is possible in certain 

situations such as the design of small systems, the amount of data involved in the 

design of large systems can easily make the process cumbersome and unmanageable. 

An integrated design tool can aid the designer in managing the design process through 

the development of graphical user interfaces, interface to databases for data storage 

and retrieval, and development of details of the physical parameters of system design. 

Accordingly the second objective of this research is discussed in the next section. 

3.2.2 Objective 2 

The second objective is to express the methodology in a viable tool that can be 

used for the design of manufacturing systems. Achievement of this objective will allow 

for development of tools for the integrated development of a manufacturing system. 

Towards the realization of this objective, the following tasks have been identified: 

1. the development of an integrated optimization technique that can develop 

alternate design solutions to satisfy the functional requirements 
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2. the development of graphical user interfaces for data acquisition and analysis 

3. the development of interfaces for evaluating and altering design solutions. 

3.3 Anticipated Research Contributions 

By accomplishing the above two objectives, this research aims to contribute the 

following to the field of manufacturing system design. 

1. a methodology for the design of manufacturing systems 

2. a tool that incorporates an integrated approach to manufacturing systems design 

3. evaluate the applicability of the design methodology and integrated design tool 

in practical design cases. 
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Chapter 4 

A Methodology for the Design of Manufacturing Systems 

4. Introduction 

The word "system" is used to define a relatively complex arrangement of 

physical elements characterized by measurable parameters [Black and Schroer, 1988]. 

In order to model such a system, boundaries or constraints must be defined and the 

system's behavior in response to excitations or disturbances from the environment must 

be predictable through its parameters. Manufacturing systems modeling and analysis is 

desirable but difficult because: 

1. Objectives are difficult to define particularly in systems that impact on 

social economic and political issues, because they often have conflicting 

goals. 

2. The data or information may be difficult to secure, evolving, inaccurate, 

conflicting, missing or even too abundant to digest. 

3. Relationships may be difficult to express in analytical terms, and 

interactions may be non-linear. Thus, well-behaved functions embodied in 

many analysis tools may not apply. 

4. System size and complexity may inhibit analysis due to implied time 

expenditures. 

5. Systems are always dynamic and change during analysis. The environment 

can change the system or vice-versa. 

6. All systems analysis is subject to errors of omission and commission. Some 

of these can be related to breakdowns or delays in feedback as 

manufacturing systems include people in information loops. 
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Researchers have used many approaches to tackle manufacturing systems design 

(MSD), which can be grouped into three categories: 

1. The analytical design approach, which requires a precise objective and 

specification of the problem. This approach when applied to MSD leads to 

simplified assumptions due to the inability of the designer to precisely 

specify the design objective. Noble and Tanchoco [1993] conclude in their 

work that this approach is not a viable design procedure. 

2. The experimental design approach requires searching for and evaluating 

possible solutions to match specified design attributes. The number of 

possibilities that arise during system design can render this procedure 

inefficient and practically infeasible. 

3. The procedural approach to design offers the most appropriate avenue to 

pursue manufacturing systems design. This approach helps deal with 

complexity and uncertainty through continuous refinement of objectives 

and constraints with the evolving system design. Having the designer as the 

center of the design process, this approach offers the method and flexibility 

needed to handle a complex design process. 

The methodology in this research presents a procedural approach to MSD 

incorporating the independence and information axioms of design [Suh, 1992], 

wherein the sequence of steps leading up to the generation of possible design solutions 

are outlined. This provides the designer with a broad categorization of the areas that 

need to be addressed during the design activity and the steps leading to a final design 

solution. Given the numerous variables, constraints and objectives, the methodology 

provides a logical classification to ensure accurate handling of information. It also aids 

the designer in prioritizing the objectives and constraints of system design. 

In the following sections the manufacturing systems design problem is presented, 

including the changing functional requirements that a designer has to deal with in 

practice. Following this, the axiomatic approach is presented. Finally the design 

methodology is presented including the steps involved in the design process. 
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4.1 Overview of Manufacturing Systems Design 

By providing an overview of manufacturing systems design, the discussion hopes 

to bring out the following points that are of relevance to the methodology presented in 

the following section. These points are: 

1. Manufacturing system design is a designer-centered activity. 

2. The designer has to deal with changing objectives and design goals. 

3. The designer has to focus on designing a system that will be able to handle 

changing requirements. 

4. The identification of specific design parameters to satisfy specific functional 

requirements leads to a system design better suited to handle changing 

requirements. 

Simply stated, the design of manufacturing systems can be viewed as a task that 

involves the determination of the physical entities/resources required to produce a 

given set of products profitably. Typically most new system design or manufacturing 

re-design activities result from a perceived need by the management to meet increased 

demand of products, consolidate manufacturing operations, or to cope with new 

product introductions apart from many other factors. Depending on the need identified 

the design objectives for the new or re-designed facility can be defined. While these 

broad objectives that define high-level goals of system design are fixed during the 

initial stages of design, the detailed system or sub-system objectives are time 

dependent. 

Under such circumstances the determination of the resources and system 

organization are complicated tasks. Most system methodologies developed for the 

design of manufacturing systems assume the availability of clearly defined objectives 

and constraints. But in practice, the design of large systems involves the refinement of 

objectives and constraints with the evolving system design. 

Besides requiring a major project management effort, the design of manufacturing 

systems involves the input of people from all aspects of manufacturing. Typically these 
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design activities require extensive planning with the project lasting from a few months 

to a few years. It is quite evident that during the initial stages of the design process, the 

designer has to deal with uncertainties in many aspects of the system design. 

All decisions made during the design process are subject to deadlines, and the 

decisions that are time bound and need immediate attention must be distinguished 

from those that can wait until other aspects of the design evolve. In other words, 

system design needs to be prioritized as constraints and variables have precedence 

relationships. Further, if the design process is seen as consisting of specific intervals in 

time during which design decisions need to be made, the designer is faced with 

decisions that are more flexible, i.e., design variables that need not assume fixed 

values and are open to change as the design evolves, and design decisions that are 

precedence bound and need to be determined early in the design process. As the design 

process evolves, the designer needs to make more concrete decisions during fixed time 

intervals; hence the decisions assume fixed values and need to be thoroughly analyzed. 

It is therefore possible to recognize a hierarchy of decisions in manufacturing systems 

design that helps achieve a methodical treatment of system objectives. The 

classification of tasks involved within the hierarchy could form the different steps of 

the design methodology. These steps classify tasks involved in the system design 

process into manageable, co-related groups with each design step comprising of 

objectives and design variables that are initially determined using a higher level 

planning and then substantiated using detailed planning. More precisely, the 

identification of design steps allows the design variables, process requirements and 

process variables to be categorized and accommodates changing functional 

requirements and maintains the independence of the design parameters. 

In conclusion, it is recognized that MSD involves many activities, all of which are 

dependent on the designer or design team and their experience in the relevant field of 

manufacturing. By identifying key steps in the design process, the designer is able to 

focus on the important tasks in each step, develop a hierarchy of tasks, and deal with 

issues relevant at a particular point in the design process. 
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The methodology presented in this research work outlines a sequence of steps a 

designer has to follow to achieve MSD. As the designer proceeds through the steps in 

the methodology, a hierarchy of functional requirements has to be developed, and each 

functional requirement is then mapped to the design parameters based on the 

independence axiom of design [Suh, 1992], The terms functional requirements, design 

parameters, mapping, and independence axiom of design are presented in Suh's [1992] 

work and will be discussed in the following section. 

4.2 The Axiomatic Design Approach 

The axiomatic approach to design defines the design world as a construct of 

mappings among four domains: the customer domain (consisting of customer 

attributes), the functional domain (consisting of functional requirements), the physical 

domain (consisting of design parameters) and the process domain (consisting of 

process variables). These four domains are illustrated in figure 4.1. 

Definitions 

1. Customer Requirements (CRs): the attributes of the product that 'consumers' 

desire. From the designer's point of view and as applied to MSD, consumer 

refers to the customers who buy the company's products and the management 

that defines the needs and expectations of the manufacturing system. 

2. Functional Requirements (FRs): the minimum set of independent requirements 

that completely characterizes the functional needs of the manufacturing system. 

(For example: flexibility, utilization). 

3. Design Parameters (DPs): the key variables that characterize the physical entity 

created by the design process to fulfill the FRs. (For example: layouts [U 

shaped, cells etc.], machine requirements, line balancing). 

4. Process Variables (PVs): those variables or factors that control design 

parameters. (For example: machine tool variables, material handling 

requirements, tools). 

5. Mapping: the process of determining the DPs or PVs to satisfy FRs and DPs. 
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6. Hierarchy of FRs and DPs: the evolution of design resulting from mapping DPs 

to FRs. 

Figure 4.1: The axiomatic approach and four domains of the design world 

The mapping process between the FRs in the functional domain and DPs in the 

physical domain may be characterized pseudo-mathematically. Since the 

characteristics of the required design are represented by a set of independent FRs, 

these may be treated as a vector FR with m components. Similarly, the DPs in the 

physical domain also constitute a vector DP with n components. The design process 

then involves choosing the right set of DPs to satisfy the given FRs, and can be 

expressed as: 

{FR} = [A]{DP} (4.1) 

where [A] is the design matrix developed by the designer depending on the functional 

requirements and design parameters considered, FR is the functional requirement 

vector, DP is the design parameter vector. 

Each line of the vector equation above may be written as, 

FR, = ][>£/>; (U) 

where the design matrix is of the form 



[A] = 

An An A\n 
A2lA22 Aln 

(4.3) 

Am\Am2 A 

Each element Ay- of the matrix relates a component of the FR vector to a component of 

the DP vector. In nonlinear cases, Ay varies with both FR; and DP,. When m = n, [A] is 

a square matrix, and depending on the values of Ay the following design cases can 

occur: 

Coupled design. In general, matrix A is a full matrix (Ajis * 0 for all i,j). Such a 

design is called coupled design, since a small change in one design variable may affect 

all other functional requirements. 

De-coupled design. If matrix A is either a upper or lower triangular matrix (Ajj * 0 

for all i < j), and A^ = 0 for i > j , or vice versa), the design is called an decoupled 

design. 

Uncoupled design. If matrix A is a diagonal matrix (A^ * 0 and Aj, = 0 for i * j), 

the design is called an uncoupled design. Any change in one design variable will only 

affect one functional requirement at a time. 

From these observations we can conclude that an acceptable design should 

therefore be uncoupled or at least de-coupled, thus eliminating or minimizing the 

worries of the designer about the coupling of the design parameters. This is expressed 

by the independence axiom [Suh, 1992] which states that in an acceptable design, the 

design parameters and functional requirements are related in such a way that a specific 

design parameter can be adjusted to satisfy its corresponding functional requirement 

without affecting other functional requirements. 

The final output of the design process is a block of information for use in 

subsequent manufacturing or other operations. This information which can be in the 

form of drawings, equations, material specifications, operational instructions and so 

on, can be used as a measure of the probability of success of achieving the specified 

FRs or the specified DPs. The probability of success of a design task is obtained by 
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considering all the FRs to be satisfied in the case of FR/DP mapping or all the DPs in 

the case of DP/PV mapping. Then, the total information is obtained by summing up the 

individual information corresponding to a set of FRs or DPs to be satisfied, and is 

dependent on the set of DPs chosen. The information axiom of design requires the 

designer to minimize the information content of the design. Its declarative form is: 

Minimize the information content of the design. 

In an actual design process, one always starts out with the independence axiom and 

seeks an uncoupled design. Only after several designs that satisfy the independence 

axiom are proposed may the designer apply the information axiom to determine the 

best design among those proposed. 

4.3 The Design Methodology 

The principal activities involved in the design of manufacturing systems can be 

broadly grouped as (figure 4.2): 

Step 1. Determine functional requirements of manufacturing system design 

Step 2. Selection and design of machines 

Step 3. Design of manufacturing system configuration 

Step 4. Design evaluation 

Step 5. Implementation. 

4.3.1 Overview of Steps in the Methodology 

Figure 4.2 shows the main steps in the design methodology and the hierarchies of 

the functional requirements, design parameters and process variables. 

The principal advantage of this lies in the fact that changing FRs affects specific 

design parameters and changing DPs influences only known FRs. 
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Step 1 of the methodology involves the determination of the functional 

requirements of the manufacturing system. The designer first needs to evaluate many 

aspects of the system before determining the functional requirements. The main steps 

involved in determining the functional requirements that are not necessarily sequential 

are: 

1. Determine functional requirements of manufacturing system design 

1.1 market analysis 

1.2 system analysis 

1.3 system constraints. 

These steps 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 further consist of sub-steps that lead to the 

determination of more specific functional requirements: 

1.1 market analysis 

1.1.1 determine product demand requirements 

1.1.1.1 determine product demand patterns 

1.1.1.2 determine frequency of new product introductions 

1.1.1.3 analyze the operational impact of new product introductions 

1.2 system analysis 

1.2.1 identify product operational requirements 

1.1.2.1 analyze the manufacturing operations required to process the 

products 

1.1.2.2 determine cost effective operations to manufacture the products 

1.1.2.3 determine the complexity of manufacturing operations required 

1.1.2.4 determine the tools needed 

1.1.2.5 determine tolerance requirements for the operations 

1.2.2 current system analysis 

1.2.2.1 performing current system analysis 

1.2.2.2 determining future needs to overcome current limitations 

1.2.2.3 finally determine the targeted areas of improvement 

1.2.3 characterize the manufacturing system 



1.2.3.1 determine routing and sequencing requirements for all parts 

1.2.3.2 determine production operations strategies 

1.2.3.3 determine part family classifications based on processing / 

operational similarities 

1.3 system constraint analysis 

1.3.1 identify system design constraints 

1.3.1.1 financial constraints 

1.3.1.1.1 investment available 

1.3.2.2 technological constraints 

1.3.2.2.1 feasibility of operations for example, in terms of tolerances 

and surface finish 

1.3.2.2.2 availability of tools and work holding devices 

1.3.2.2.3 feasibility of combining operations (on a machine) 

1.3.3.3 physical constraints 

1.3.3.3.1 layout constraints (space and location) 

1.3.3.3.2 constraints on material handling system. 

Step 2 of the methodology is the stage at which the designer determines the (design 

parameters) physical resources and the process variables required to satisfy the 

functional requirements. Machine selection and design comprise of the following 

steps: 

2. Machine selection and design 

2.1 Identify existing machines that can be used in the new manufacturing 

facility based on the independence axiom of design (and operational 

requirements determined in step 1) 

2.2 identify flexibility considerations 

2.3 identify the new operations required based on the independence axiom of 

design 

2.4 determine operation groupings required based on practical constraints 

2.5 determine operation duplication required 
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2.6 evolve specifications of operations and thus determine decisions to 

design or buy new machines. 

Step 3 of the methodology deals with system configuration. It deals with layout of 

machines, location and sizes of buffers, and material handling requirements. 

3. System configuration design 

3.1 machines and their capabilities 

3.2 product and component routings 

3.3 determine system characteristics 

3.4 system configuration constraints 

3.5 determine most feasible configuration. 

Design evaluation follows machine selection and design and system configuration 

design as for each set of design parameters and process variables determined in step 

3.1, there could be multiple system configurations possible. Design evaluation 

facilitates alternate design evaluations through the use of the information axiom of 

design. This is a designer-centered activity and consists of the following steps: 

4. Design evaluation 

4.1 satisfaction of the functional requirements of design 

4.2 performance measures 

4.3 cost analysis. 

Design evaluation narrows down the design alternatives to one that should be taken 

closer to implementation. System implementation deals with evaluating the final 

design to evolve details regarding machine locations, production control techniques, 

buffer space requirements and location, and work in process. This is the last step in the 

methodology and is not dealt with in great detail here as each manufacturing system 

implementation is unique. Detailed aspects of system implementation will be 

discussed in detail in the case study presented in Chapter 6. 

In our discussion so far, the design methodology has been briefly outlined to give 

the reader an overview of the steps in the methodology. In the following sections we 
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discuss the methodology in greater detail through the application of functional 

decomposition and the independence axiom of design. 

4.3.2 Functional Requirements of Manufacturing System Design 

Functional requirements of manufacturing system design are determined from the 

"customer" requirements of system design. The definition of FRs requires a review of 

many facets of the organization and consists of factors both external and internal to the 

organization. External factors include market requirements, technology position, 

anticipated growth, and investment available. Internal factors include the requirements 

identified by the management in terms of corporate vision for system operation and 

development. As the first step in the methodology, the designer is concerned with 

identifying the general requirements of the manufacturing system. These general 

requirements lead to the design goals and objectives that can be stated in terms of FRs, 

DPs and design constraints. 

At the highest level of design, functional requirements define the broad functions 

that a system needs to perform to satisfy requirements. The process of determining the 

FRs are dependent on the designer, and so are the DPs. At the highest level of design, 

the designer identifies FRs and conceptualizes the physical components such as system 

characteristics and physical layout arrangements. As shown in figure 4.2 (on page 28), 

the development of FRs is carried out at step 1. As the same figure indicates, the 

designer also develops a FR hierarchy as the design is carried out. 

As an example, consider the development of FRs with respect to the design of a 

furniture manufacturing facility designed to produce bedroom and living room 

furniture. As defined by the management many goals must be considered for the design 

of the new facility such as: 

1. increasing production by 170% to 200% 

2. minimizing the manufacturing floor space 

3. buying as few new machines as possible 

4. incorporating state of the art dust collection systems 
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5. introducing new processes to make products more reliable, easier to assemble, 

and of higher quality. 

Of all the goals identified, only one has an impact on the function of the 

"manufacturing system": increasing production by 170% to 200%. This is the most 

basic functional requirement. The manufacturing floor space required, new machines 

required, and new processes can all be derived as the designer moves along the 

functional hierarchy. At this highest level of conceptualization, the designer can 

identify a physical facility to satisfy this FR. As shown in figure 4.2, the rest of the 

functional requirements FR11, FR12, FR112 etc. in machine selection and design, and 

system configuration design are developed after determining the corresponding DPs 

and PVs (obtained by mapping the FRs to DPs and DPs to PVs). 

The steps in determining the FRs of the manufacturing system include, 

1. determine product demand requirements (step 1.1.1) 

2. identify operational requirements (step 1.2.1) 

3. characterize the manufacturing system (step 1.2.3) 

4. identify system design constraints (step 1.3.1). 

Through these steps the designer can identify various factors that are crucial to the 

design of a manufacturing facility and answer two important questions: 

1. What are the aspects of system requirements the designer has to deal with? 

2. What are the resulting functional requirements?. 

4.3.2.1 Determining Product Demand Requirements 

Anticipated or current growth is a primary reason for a company to embark on 

system re-organization. Usually the introduction of new products and markets 

contributes directly to the growth of a company. Many factors that may have 

contributed to this growth can be found and analyzed based on market conditions. 

Greater demand for a company's products and product variety directly results in two 

basic functional requirements (FRs) (quantified when the corresponding design 

parameters are determined): 
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1. the ability of a system to deal with varying product demand if required 

2. the ability to deal with frequent new product introductions if required. 

Accordingly, this stage involves: 

• an analysis of the product demand variations 

• determination of the frequency of new product introductions 

• an analysis of operational impact of new product introductions. 

In this methodology, no explicit formulations of system design under random 

product demands are considered. However, system design is carried out by varying 

product demands over a user-defined range. New product introductions are also 

dependent on the judgment of the designer are evaluated based on apparent future 

impact on operational requirements of the system. The rationale for carrying out this 

activity will be discussed as applied to practical case studies. 

4.3.2.2 Identifying Product Operational Requirements 

Operations analysis mainly involves the determination of the operations required to 

manufacture all components/products that the system needs to manufacture. The 

specification of an operation has a direct bearing on machine selection and design and 

involves the determination of the complexity of operations required to manufacture the 

products. This is necessary to choose the operations and classify the manufacturing 

system depending on its complexity. This is important not only from a cost analysis 

point of view, but also to determine process flexibility. Product complexity (product 

complexity is determined by the operational characteristics such as tolerance required) 

can be determined using the following criteria: 

• complexity of the manufacturing operations required 

• complexity of the manufacturing tools required. 

• skill level of the operators needed to process the operations. 

Following the determination of product complexity, the next step deals with 

examination of the processes that should be used to manufacture the product. This 
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governs the design of the entire manufacturing system and involves the following 

steps: 

• analysis of the manufacturing operations to process all the components and the 

products (step 1.1.2.1) 

• determining the tools needed (step 1.1.2.2) 

• determining tolerance requirements for the operations (step 1.1.2.4) 

• determining the cost effective operations to manufacture the products (step 

1.1.2.5). 

The functional requirements that are determined from operational analysis include 

the specific requirements of each operation, such as the ones identified above. 

As applied to the design of the furniture manufacturing facility typical operations 

that are required for all the products may be identified. Product structures for two of 

these products are shown figure 4.3. All the components displayed below are made-in 

items. 
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Doors Rails Drawer Box 

Box Sides Box fronts Box Sides 

Night Table 

Gables Tops Profiles Rails Drawer Box 

Insets ^ o x Sides Box fronts Box Sides 

Figure 4.3: Product structures for dresser and night table 

Typical representative operations required by each of these (particle board) 

components for the dresser and night table are: 
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Dresser Typical operations required 

Gable Cutting Edge taping Drilling Doweling 

Tops Cutting Edge taping Drilling 

Doors Cutting Shaping 

Rails Cutting Edge taping Doweling 

Drawer Box Assembly 

Night Table Typical operations required 

Gable Cutting Edge taping Drilling Doweling 

Tops Cutting Edge taping Drilling 

Profiles Cutting Shaping Wrapping 

Rails Cutting Edge taping Doweling 

Drawer Box Assembly 

The functional requirements at this stage of the design process identify the 

functions required for operations necessary to manufacture the products. The 

functional requirements identified at this stage of the hierarchy (i.e. before machine 

selection and design) for cutting are: 

1. particle board parts need to be cut from 7'x8' or 8'x9' boards 

2. parts need to be cut within the desired tolerances 

3. operation needs to perform at the required rate. 

4.3.2.3 Identifying System Design Constraints 

The next stage in system analysis outlines the financial and technological 

constraints. It is obvious that the financial constraints placed govern all the issues in 

system design. Technological constraints also play a crucial role in the determination 

of machine and process flexibility. Out of the many such restrictions that may be in 

play during system design, the ones that will be considered here are the limitations 

placed on the feasibility of grouping operations on a machine. The constraints 

discussed so far can be summarized as: 

• financial constraints (step 1.3.1.1) 
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> investment available (step 1.3.1.1.1). 

• technological constraints: (step 1.3.2.2) 

> feasibility of the operations in terms of accuracy and surface finish 

> availability of tools and work holding devices 

> feasibility of grouping operations. 

• physical constraints (step 1.3.3.3) 

> layout constraints in terms of available space 

> constraints on the material handling system. 

4.3.2.4 Characterizing the Manufacturing System 

System characterization arises directly from the need to evolve appropriate 

functional requirements and DPs. The definition of these functional requirements 

during the initial design phases has a direct bearing on the PRs and PVs in system 

configuration design. Manufacturing systems may be classified by a number of 

characteristics. Apart from classifications such as process, discrete, assembly and 

fabrication, the system can be classified based on the approach used to physically 

group the processes and configure the facility layout. The common configurations are 

product, process, group technology and fixed position [Askin and Stanridge, 1993]. 

Figure 4.4 [Askin and Stanridge, 1993] shows the difference between these product, 

process and group technology layouts and their basic classification arises from the flow 

of material on the plant floor. Fixed position layout is of interest in the manufacture of 

products that are too large to be moved around the plant floor and hence require the 

movement of workers and machines around the product. Of interest to us is the design 

of manufacturing industries that fall into the other categories. 

Product layouts are designed for a specific product and are also referred to as flow 

lines as machines are oriented such that the product flows from one machine to 

another until it reaches a semi-processed or processed stage. Assembly lines and 

transfer lines are examples of product layouts. Product lines are justifiable when the 

demand for a particular line of product justifies the cost of installing a dedicated line. 
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These configurations are usually limited to mass-produced items and machines in the 

flow line are dedicated to one or two processes and are difficult to change and adapt. 
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Figure 4.4: Layout classification based on product volume and variety 

Process and group technology layouts comprise a large percentage of system 

configurations. Askin and Stanridge [Askin and Stanridge, 1993] reported that 75 

percent of all parts manufactured are made in batches of less that 50. In such 

environments, machines must be able to perform many different production operations 

on a variety of parts. The traditional approach to dealing with process layouts has been 

to adopt a job shop layout grouping machines with similar processing capabilities in 

one section or department (functional layout). These layouts are characterized by high 

WIP, throughput times and many other disadvantages and but can have the advantage 

of grouping all required capacity related to one type of machine in one area (as against 

spreading it around the facility in cells). 

Group technology or cellular manufacturing can be used to convert otherwise 

process layout systems to pseudo product layout environments. Similar parts are 

grouped together based on processing requirements and quantities to justify a 

dedicated group of machines. Grouping of parts and machines to process those parts 

generally leads to simplicity in scheduling, material handling, and reduces set-up time, 

WIP and throughput time. 
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The classification of manufacturing systems discussed so far is usually based on 

the volume variety combination. An appropriate layout based on product demand 

volume and variety of products or parts produced is shown in Figure 4.4. 

As a simple rule of thumb, given the choice, a designer should select cells over 

process layouts, and flow line cells over unstructured cells. It is left to the ingenuity of 

the analyst to choose or derive combinations of concepts presented, based on the 

situation and manufacturing industry. 

Design of a manufacturing system involves a much more complicated analysis of 

the product mix and volume criteria to decide on the system required to process a 

group of parts. In reality many systems fall in between two classifications (process/GT 

or GT/product) and the designer has to make a more detailed analysis of product 

demand history, frequency of product changes in the past and those evaluated in the 

future and the nature of product changes that are expected and their impact on 

production requirements. Depending on these factors it may be possible for the 

designer to identify product, process and GT systems existing within the same 

manufacturing facility. The steps discussed in functional requirement design are 

summarized in figure 4.5. 

4.3.3 Mapping Functional Requirements to Design Parameters 

Once the functional requirements are identified by the designer, the subsequent 

steps of the design methodology lead to machine selection and design, and system 

configuration design. These steps involve the determination of the design parameters 

(DPs) and process variables (PVs) of system design. The DPs and PVs chosen depend 

on the definition of the functional requirements. 
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Figure 4.5: Evolving FRs, activities in Step 1 of the methodology 

The design process begins in step 1 of the methodology with the specification of 

the first level FRs. Having stated the first level FRs, the designer must conceptualize 

the physical entity to satisfy those FRs. After this process the first level FRs are then 

decomposed further into lower level FRs. The designer then needs to switch from the 

FRs to DPs and vice-versa in order to be able to proceed with the design process. This 

is the mapping process that determines the design parameters to satisfy the functional 

requirements. Once the physical entities are determined based on the independence 

axiom of design, the next step maps the design parameters to the process variables as 

applied to machine selection and design, and system configuration design. 
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Accordingly the mapping process between the FRs/DPs and between DPs/PVs 

involves: 

1. defining the functional requirements at each level of hierarchy 

2. with the definition of FRs at each level, conceptualizing the DPs based on the 

independence axiom 

3. with the definition of DPs at each level, conceptualizing the PVs based on the 

independence axiom 

4. repeating steps 1, 2 and 3 above until all FRs have been defined and their 

corresponding DPs and PVs have been identified 

5. developing the design matrix 

6. Ensuring that the design is uncoupled or de-coupled. 

4.3.4 Hierarchy of FRs and DPs: Steps 1 and 2 of the Mapping Process 

The hierarchies of the FRs and DPs are two important aspects of the system design 

process that a designer has to exploit. The following aspects of FR/DP and DP/PV 

hierarchies are important: 

1. FRs and DPs, and DPs and PVs have decomposable hierarchies. 

2. The designer needs to zig-zag between the functional domain and physical 

domain to develop physical elements to satisfy the FRs at the ith level. The 

designer has to perform this mapping at the i* level before proceeding to the 

( i + i f level. 

Figure 4.6 shows the hierarchy in the functional and physical domains as applied to 

a general manufacturing systems design problem. 

The functional requirement specified at the highest level by the designer is 

required to conceptualize a physical system that can satisfy the needs of the customer. 

This activity will involve the ideation process leading to the recognition of the 

functional requirements at the next level of the hierarchy. The requirements identified 

at level 2 include the need to manufacture the product set/s in quantities demanded by 

the customer. This is a transient (i.e. subject to change during the design process) 
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functional requirement that has a pervasive effect on the design process and the design 

parameters. All the functional requirements identified under this hierarchy also are 

transient. In fact since manufacturing systems are subject to ever changing customer 

requirements and technological changes it is apparent that almost all functional 

requirements of the system undergo change. The important question that a designer has 

to address is the "what is the frequency of change associated with each functional 

requirement?" This aspect of system design is highly subjective and dependent on the 

industry and the market conditions that influence the nature of the products 

manufactured. While the design of systems facing a lower transience in FRs is 

complex enough, it is the design of systems that need to undergo constant change that 

proves even more problematic. 

The functional requirements identified in level 2 are the most fundamental to the 

design of a manufacturing system. They lead to many other FRs that evolve with the 

determination of associated physical elements. The functional requirements at level 1 

(refer to figure 4.6) will be denoted by FRl 1, FR12, and the FRs at level 2 by FRl 11, 

FRl 12, and so on. The FRl 1 "satisfy product demand" is a broad definition of the need 

identified by the designer at this level. 

It requires that the designer conceptualize a physical system/sub-systems (DP11) 

that can fulfill the FR and could consist of the following activities: 

1. product demand analysis using historical data and forecasting tools 

2. analysis of the operations (at a high level of abstraction) required to 

manufacture the products 

3. analysis of the processing sequences 

4. analysis of the product structures to determine: 

• commonality in processing requirements 

• commonality of components in the products 

5. analysis to determine the relative value and volume ratio of the products. 
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Figure 4.6: Hierarchy of FRs and DPs in manufacturing systems design 

The floor space requirement of the current and future manufacturing system is one of 

the first FRs a designer has to deal with. This requirement (FR12) leads to the 

determination of the manufacturing floor space (DP 12) required to meet the current 

and future needs of a manufacturing system. FR13 identifies the need to satisfy the 

functional need of the system to satisfy frequent new product introduction, which is 
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satisfied by the design parameter DPI3, system flexibility. FR11 can be further broken 

down into three requirements at level 2. These FRs are: 

1. choose system characteristics (FR111) 

2. adequate system flexibility (FR112) 

3. adequate system resources (FR113). 

FR111 leads to the design parameter DPI 11 and requires conceptualization of the 

layout type (for example: product, process, cellular or a combination). This is a direct 

result of the DPI 1 and the other activities that were outlined before and actually deals 

with the functional need to satisfy product routing (processing sequence) requirements. 

System flexibility (FR112) is a qualitative definition of the flexibility requirement 

in the manufacturing system. It is based on product demand, frequency of new product 

introduction and anticipated demand growth, layout type and system characteristics. 

Based on these FRs the design parameters could be product flexibility, operational or 

volume flexibility, machine flexibility, routing flexibility, out of which product 

flexibility and operational flexibility deal with new product introductions and demand 

growth and uncertainty. While FR112 deals with system flexibility, the definition of 

the FR to satisfy the operational needs of the products (FR113) depends on product 

demand and variety (that is a direct result of CRs). This FR is constraint bound (cost), 

and is based on the functional requirement FR112. FR113 results in the definition of 

the design parameters DPI 13a, DPI 13b ... DP113n which indicate the physical 

products needed to satisfy the customer requirements. 

At the next level FR12 breaks down into three main requirements that satisfy the 

FR at the first level. These FRs are: 

1. satisfy floor space requirements (FR 121) 

2. satisfy storage requirements (FR122) 

3. satisfy layout flexibility (FR123). 

The first FR deals with estimating the manufacturing floor space (DPI21) required 

to accommodate the machines and resources on the plant floor. Since cost is identified 

as one of the constraints the designer has to deal with, its important that a layout meet 
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current system needs and take future needs into consideration as well. Adequate 

storage areas are also determined based on current and future needs of the firm. These 

FRs, when mapped into the physical domain require an estimate that is based on 

customer requirements. This decision therefore is usually based on similar or previous 

manufacturing facilities that are/were used to manufacture similar products and results 

in the design parameter DP 121 (estimate manufacturing floor space). DP 122 estimates 

the storage areas needed. 

The third functional requirement flexibility (FR123) deals with the design of a 

manufacturing facility to meet uncertain future needs. This requires certain knowledge 

of concepts from civil and construction engineering and gives the designer the 

flexibility to consider flexible building (DP 123) designs to deal with future expansion. 

Level 3 FRs deals with a much more detailed definition of the requirements needed 

to satisfy the FR of level 2. FR111 is further broken down into detailed configuration 

design to determine the various sub-systems and the functional need to satisfy 

product/product family's processing requirements. The associated DPI 11 are the 

configuration parameters required of each system or sub-system, such as the number of 

cells needed or the maximum number of machines per cell and so on. DPI 12 deals 

with the type of flexibility needed to satisfy system flexibility needs, and DPI 13 

determines the system resources needed to satisfy product demand requirements. 

Level 3 deals with more detailed definition of the requirements needed to satisfy 

the FRs of level 2. FR111 can be further broken down into FRs that result in DPs as 

follows: 

FR11U satisfy layout aspects of 
product/operation needs at sub-system 

or machine level 

DP1111 configuration parameters (such as 
number of cells, or machines at each 

work center) 
FR1112 satisfy flexibility requirements of the 

system 
DPI 112 system flexibility 

FR1113 satisfy material handling needs DPI 113 material handling system 

At level 3 FR113 can be further broken into the following FRs and DPs: 
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FR1131 satisfy throughput DP1131 throughput 
FR1132 satisfy machine flexibility DPI 132 machine flexibility 
FR1133 satisfy processing requirements DPI 133 operations 
FR1134 satisfy material handling needs DPI 134 material handling system 

The breakdown of the FRs discussed so far should provide general information about 

the procedure the designer employs to decompose FRs at any given level. 

From figure 4.6 we can see that the design parameters have been chosen to satisfy 

one functional requirement. This is in accordance with the independence axiom of 

design. But in reality it may not always be possible to maintain functional 

independence. In an example presented in chapter 6, it can be seen that the design of 

an assembly system originally proposed has certain elements of the design coupled. 

The example also shows the comparison between the designs obtained by a 

practitioner's approach (the coupled design) and through the application of the 

axiomatic design process. 

4.3.5 DP/PV Hierarchy in Machine Selection and Design 

Steps 2 and 3 of the methodology consist of selection and design of machines and 

manufacturing system configuration. These steps determine the specifications of 

machine tools, material handling systems, and tools and tooling requirements, etc. This 

is the detailed design phase of MSD. 

When selecting machines, we should take the following into account: 

1. accommodation of uncertainties in demand forecasts for a certain time period 

2. the number of each type of operation required to be present within the system 

3. determination and incorporation of desired operational and process flexibility 

4. incorporation of the technological constraints identified at the conceptual 

stage while determining the number and type of operations to be present on 

each machine 

5. a concurrent consideration of system configuration 

6. a concurrent consideration of material handling requirements. 
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Based on the above analysis, selection or design of machines can be carried out. 

The output of this stage is a list of machines to be purchased, designed or selected 

from an existing set. 

This step also determines values for the process variables as related to the physical 

resources present in the system such as machine tools, tooling and tools, fixtures and 

so on. Process variable hierarchies are defined similar to the FR/DP hierarchies that 

were discussed previously. The mapping process in this domain can be represented in 

the following equation: 

{PVs}=[B]{DPs} (4.4) 

where [B] is the design matrix consisting of the elements required to obtain the PVs to 

match the DPs. The {PVs} in this case are derived from the design parameters that are 

in turn derived from the FRs defined in the functional domain. Process requirements 

that are defined at this stage of the design process (as related to machines, tools, set-up 

etc.) are more specific to the type of tools or processes required to satisfy the design 

parameters. The hierarchy of DPs/PVs at this stage is shown in figure 4.7. 

The DPs and PVs chosen in machine selection and design influence system 

configuration design and material handling system design. For example the choice of 

process variables is dependent on product flexibility, volume flexibility and 

technological constraints. Volume flexibility has an impact on the number of duplicate 

machines in the system, and product flexibility influences the material handling 

requirements. Both these flexibilities affect system configuration design. 

Figure 4.7 shows some of the DPs and PVs that a designer may need to address 

during this stage of the design process. Machine selection and design could for 

example call for design parameters DPI, DP2, DP3 and DP4 as shown in figure 4.7. 

DPI could depend on PV11 and/or PV12, DP2 could depend on PV21 and/or PV22 

and so on. The designer at this stage has to apply the independence axiom of design 

and ensure that solutions obtained are un-coupled or de-coupled. 
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Figure 4.7: Process variables in machine selection and design 

4.3.6 DP/PV Hierarchy in System Configuration Design 

Once the machine requirements are worked out, the next step would be to derive 

the process requirements for system configuration design. System configuration design 

precedes the design of intra machine/cell material handling system design, while the 

design of inter machine/cell material handling system follows machine requirements 

design. The DP/PV hierarchies for system configuration design are shown in figures 

4.8 and 4.9. 

Configuration design 

Adequate buffer 
space DPC1 

{DPC1,DPC2,DPC3 DPcn} 

Resource 
locations DPC2 

Material Buffer Inter Inter cell 
transfer space machine distance 
devices location distance PVC22 
PVcll PVC12 PVC21 

Figure 4.8: Process variables in system configuration design 
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Transfer rate 
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Figure 4.9: Process variables for material handling system design 

System configuration design includes aspects of system design that deal with the 

layout of a manufacturing facility. Figure 4.8 is not an exhaustive list of all the process 

requirements at this stage of the design process. Rather it gives the reader an idea of 

the aspects that form 'process requirements' and the subtleties of design using the 

axiomatic approach. Unlike other layout optimization techniques that just deal with the 

placement of rectilinear objects within a given area, this technique goes beyond layout 

specifications and actually deals with many aspects of placing a machine on the plant 

floor. These include, location of buffer spaces, location and orientation of the machine, 

in-feed, out-feed, inter machine distances and the like. Working into greater detail, the 

process domain looks at aspects of the 'processes' that can satisfy the process 

requirements specified. The detailed design of the system is achieved by choosing the 

right set of process variables to satisfy the process requirements. 

The mapping process at this stage of the design process can be represented by, 

{DP} = [B] {PV} (4.5) 

where [B] is the design matrix. 

Figure 4.8 shows that configuration design may include some of the design 

parameters shown. For example, DPC1 and DPC2, DPclcould be dependent on process 

variables PVC11 and/or PVC12, and DPC2 could be dependent on process variables 
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PVC21 and/or PVC22. Here again the designer applies the independence axiom of 

design to develop an un-coupled or de-coupled design. 

Figure 4.9 shows some of the design parameters and process variables that may be 

present during material handling system design. Some of the DPs could be DPml, 

DPm2 and DPm3. These DPs could be dependent on PVmll, PVm12 and/or PVm13. 

Once again the designer has to ensure an un-coupled or de-coupled design through the 

choice of appropriate DPs and PVs. 

4.3.7 Applying the Design Methodology 

Before delving into the details of the methodology, this section summarizes the 

design methodology and how a designer would actually use it. For a designer using the 

methodology outlined through the steps presented previously, step 1 indicates to the 

designer that the first thing that needs to be done is the identification of the 

requirements of the manufacturing system. Out of the many requirements that may be 

identified, there will be a few requirements that can be satisfied through the execution 

of certain functions within the manufacturing system. For example if the requirement 

identified is to produce a part at the rate of 100/hr, then this requirement can be 

classified as a functional requirement as it can be satisfied by the function a machine 

performs. During the initial stages of system design (step 1 of the methodology), the 

designer is more concerned with the identification of higher level requirements such as 

total system output, layout specifications, flexible building design and the like. The 

designer at this stage of the design process cannot be concerned with factors such as 

machine specifications. Once the higher level FRs are identified by the designer, the 

next step determines the physical parameters (or design parameters) that can satisfy the 

FRs. For example in the design of a furniture manufacturing facility where the FR is to 

produce 2000 finished goods per day, the designer conceptualizes (at the highest level 

of design) a manufacturing system having flow line characteristics as the designer 

parameter that can satisfy the FR. 
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The next stage of the design methodology is based on two fundamental tasks the 

designer has to carry out to implement the methodology. The first one is the definition 

of a hierarchy in the FRs, DPs and PVs in the design process. This is based on the 

recognition that there exists a hierarchy in the FRs, DPs and PVs in any design activity 

[Suh, 1992], 

The second task is the determination of the design parameter that satisfies a given 

functional requirement. The process of determining the DPs to satisfy FRs, or PVs to 

satisfy DPs is called mapping. The next questions that arise are, how does the designer 

perform the mapping and why do it the way its being proposed? 

Mapping is based on the independence axiom of design. This axiom states that 

each FR has to be satisfied independently or it is necessary to maintain the 

independence of the FRs. 

Further, as the designer goes through the mapping process, the first step 

encountered is step 3 of the methodology. At this stage the designer is concerned with 

finding the number of machines, their specifications, flexibility and so on. Figure 4.10 

discusses an application of the methodology for the design of a furniture 

manufacturing facility. The basic FR is to produce 2000 finished goods per day (70% 

increase in production), and the designer conceptualizes a physical system with 

approximate plant floor dimensions to meet this demand (a very rough calculation, can 

yield, machine space + storage space to an initial approximation; experience with 

existing facilities also aids the designer in this process). 

The main FR is further broken down into other FRs that make up the 2000 products 

per day and the particular manufacturing technique that should be used to make the 

products is identified. To satisfy FRll (functional requirement at level 1 of 

requirement #1), it needs to be recognized that DPI 1 is the required demand that needs 

to be satisfied and a set of operations are defined abstractly (such as 'drilling', Note: 

details of the type of drilling operation are not clarified at this stage of the design 

process) to satisfy the design parameters, DP11, DP 12 ....DPI5. Note that the 

mapping processes at these stages are straightforward and mostly heuristic (meaning 
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no design matrix was developed explicitly). It should be noted that many stages of the 

design process are guided by such heuristic decisions. 

FR Description DP Description PV Description 

FRl Manufacture 2000 
finished goods per 

day 

DPI A flow-line batch 
manufacturing facility 

PVl Approximate physical 
dimensions 253,000 sq. 

ft. 
FRll Make Night Tables 

for dowel assembly 
DP11 Make x Night Tables 

per day 
PVll N number of operations 

required 
FR12 Make Dressers for 

dowel assembly 
DP12 Make y Dressers per day PV12 M number of operations 

required 
FRl 11 Make Gables with 

drilling pattern 
GR1022 

DPI 11 Design a flexible drill 
head configuration 

PVl 11 Re-configurable drill 
head with tri-axial motion 

FRl 12 Make Tops with 
drilling pattern 

TR1022 

DPI 12 Design a flexible drill 
head configuration 

PVl 12 Re-configurable drill 
head with tri-axial motion 

FRl 13 Make Rails with 
dowels 

DPI 13 Design lateral drilling 
and dowel insertion 

mechanism 

PVl 13 Dowel drilling and 
insertion accuracy 1mm. 

FRl 14 Make Solid Wood 
Profiles with WX 

Profile configuration 

DPI 14 Profiler with flexible 
routering mechanism 

PVl 14 Multi-purpose Jig 

FRl 15 Make multiple size 
Drawer Boxes 

DPI 15 Adjustable drawer box 
assembler 

PVl 15 Flexible top and lateral 
supports 

FR126 Make Doors from 
laminated boards 

DP126 Manual and Straight 
Edge Banding 

PV126 Speed of the Edge 
Banding machine 

FRl 
* 

FRll FR12 
.'JM-.-.-.,,' , ^ J3KT" 

FR111 FRl 12 FR113 FRl 14 FR115 

DPI 
* 

FR126 

DP11 DP12 
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Figure 4.10: FRs and DPs in the furniture manufacturing facility 
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The determination of 'coupling' in the design mapping guides the designer through the 

process. Development of design matrices is possible in the design of physical sub

systems and will be discussed when the case study is presented in Chapter 6. 

The designer thus proceeds through the steps in the methodology with the design 

process evolving details. The identification of operations required forms the third step 

in the design process (machine selection and design). This stage requires the 

determination of the machines required to perform the operations identified, number of 

duplicate machines required, how to group operations on a single machine, and 

throughput/cycle time requirements of each machine. These are the process variables 

that are determined at this step in the methodology. This is once again done through a 

hierarchical decomposition of the FRs, DPs and PVs. 

The next stage of the methodology takes the designer to system configuration 

design. At this stage the designer has information about the machines that include 

approximate or exact sizes, material handling equipment, buffer storage requirements 

at each machine or between work cells etc. Using this information the designer can 

evaluate different layout combinations to satisfy the FRs of a system configuration 

design. Using this information further, FRs can be hierarchically decomposed and the 

DPs and PVs determined. 

The activities carried out by the designer thus far have to do with the main sub

systems within the manufacturing facility. With these steps, the designer has 

determined the machines and other associated information (as mentioned in machine 

selection and design), and has developed many conceptual layout designs. The next 

stage of the design process would be to evaluate each of these design solutions to 

narrow down the design alternatives to a few feasible ones. 

4.3.8 Mapping the Functional Requirements to the Design Parameters: An Example 

Mapping functional requirements to evolve the design parameters involves some 

special problems in manufacturing systems design. Let us consider the following 

example that involves the determination of the design parameters using a design 
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matrix. The process of determining the design parameters to match the given set of 

functional requirements involves the use of a design matrix. This essentially is a matrix 

that identifies the relationships that exist between the functional requirements and the 

design parameters. Under ideal conditions of operation, i.e. with minimum uncertainty 

and deterministic operational conditions, the total number of products required can be 

directly matched to the required number of machines. Other functional requirements 

associated with manufacturing such as quality and reduced work in process may be 

planned and tackled accordingly. The problem, as is well evident, is the need to predict 

the behavior of the system with uncertainty prevailing in the input (product demand 

and design changes), manufacturing (process, process time, handling uncertainty, 

human factors), and other uncertainties that may be involved during other phases of 

manufacturing and associated supporting functions. Typically most manufacturing 

system designers account for uncertainties by relying on historical data, for example to 

make reasonable estimates for product demand, and similar historical data and 

statistical analysis to account for uncertainties on the plant floor. However, other 

problems in analyzing system requirements mainly arise due to the lack of adequate 

data or due to the lack of defined relationships that can aid the designer in estimating 

the impact of minor and major disturbances on the entire system. 

Most of the approaches to manufacturing system design such as the design of 

cellular or flexible manufacturing systems that can be found in the literature assume 

clearly defined objectives and constraints. In a real-world system design activity, the 

objectives and constraints though broadly defined during initial stages of system design 

evolve and change during the course of the design activity, i.e. the functional 

requirements change, leading to a re-evaluation of the design parameters. To explore 

the impact of the independence axiom on the design of manufacturing systems we 

consider the design of a simple cellular manufacturing system. In its simplistic form 

the independence axiom requires the matching of the functional requirements of 

system design to a set of design parameters. Towards this, the first step would be to 

conceptualize the system to define the functional requirements. Mapping between the 
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functional domain and the physical domain follows system conceptualization in order 

to derive the design parameters required to satisfy the set of functional requirements. If 

for example we have three product families, represented in the matrix below, with 

functional requirements of the system defined by: 

1. satisfying the processing requirement FR1 

2. satisfying product demand FR2 

3. satisfying set-up requirements and changes FR3 

4. satisfying material handling requirements FR4. 

A set of design parameters can then be evolved to satisfy these functional 

requirements by applying the independence axiom. The independence axiom states 

that changes in a certain subset of design parameters ought to influence an identifiable 

subset of functional requirements. 

Ol 02 03 04 05 06 
PI X X 
P2 X X 
P3 X X X 
P4 X X 
P5 X X X 

Ol, 02 , . . . 06 denote the operations 

P1,P2, P5 denote parts 

The design parameters in this case involve the determination of the 

operations/processes (DPI) required to satisfy the functional requirements (i.e. 

operations needed to satisfy the product's processing requirements). Further the design 

parameters also include the number of machines or processes (DP2) required to satisfy 

the product demand requirement and operational capabilities of machines or processes 

to satisfy the set-up functional requirement (DP3). The location of these machines on 

the plant floor (DP4) forms another design parameter that deals directly with the 
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material handling functional requirement. The parameters identified above form a 

general set of FRs that are applicable to all the products and are summarized as: 

DPI - operation specifications 

DP2 - number of operations 

DP3 - operation and tool specifications 

DP4 - machine location on the plant floor 

Assuming that the operational requirements for product set I (PI and P2) are the 

same, we could probably select a single or a group of machines that can satisfy the 

functional requirements. This design variable again could be influenced for example 

by requirements such as throughput, cycle time and flow time. Assuming that 

machines 1 and 2 can satisfy the requirements of product set 1, we can be sure that any 

changes to these design parameters can affect the functional requirements for the 

product set I. Thus at the highest level of design, axiom 1 maintains independence of 

the functional set {FR1, FR2, FR3 and FR4}. Also, at this level of design axiom 

application, the approach seems similar to group technology principles but the 

independence and information axioms go beyond the principles of group technology 

and the resemblance is superficial. The mapping between the functional domain and 

the design domain can be represented as shown below. 

FR\ ~xooo~ DPI 

FR2 

FR3 
• — 

0X00 

00X0 

DPI 

DP3 

FRA^ _000X. DPA_ 

Functional / I ^ Design parameters 
requirements L Design matrix 

4.3.9 System Evaluation 

System evaluation is the fourth step of the design methodology. It is a user centered 

activity that requires the determination of the process variables to satisfy the design 

parameters. The integrated design tool, discussed in Chapter 5, gives the designer the 
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integrated environment needed to develop and determine user defined performance 

measures. At machine selection and design, the integrated design tool aids in 

developing alternate solutions by satisfying constraints: 

1. machine capacity 

2. operational grouping 

3. operation duplication. 

The process variables satisfied at this stage of the design process include: 

1. number of machines needed 

2. capability of machines (machine flexibility) 

3. machine throughput requirements. 

Evaluation of system configuration design is based on minimizing of material 

handling on the plant floor. For example in the case of a cellular manufacturing 

system, the minimization of inter and intra cell movement of material is an evaluation 

criterion. Apart from minimizing the cost function, the practical constraints that are 

involved in the design also form a basis for evaluation. 

4.3.10 System Implementation 

The design information obtained from the integrated design tool can be used by the 

designer for final implementation or further analysis. The results from machine 

selection and design the satisfaction can be used to satisfy operation group 

requirements using existing machines or through the design or acquisition of new 

machines. Each operation group is therefore translated to machine specifications and 

detailed design is carried out to determine buffer space locations, material handling 

requirements and tooling and set-up requirements. 

The layout developed using the integrated tool is subject to further analysis and 

changes based on practical constraints. This can be due to, for example, the 

approximation of machine sizes by the designer for layout arrangement and space 

requirement calculations. If there is an operation that can be satisfied by an existing 

machine, sizes and material handling requirements are known in advance and used by 
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the integrated tool. If not the designer approximates this requirement and change is 

imposed accordingly during implementation. One such detailed design example is the 

design of an automated assembly system. To accomplish this, initially the throughput 

and cycle times were determined. Following which assembly system details such as 

clamping requirements, flexible assembly requirements and support requirements were 

evolved using detailed design through axiomatic design principles. This case is 

discussed in detail in Chapter 6. 

4.3.10.1 Sub-system Design 

The designs evolved by the integrated tool provide the designer with initial 

solutions that can be used to carry out the final design and implementation of the 

manufacturing facility. These solutions are not intended to be complete and ready for 

implementation. However, they do give sufficient information in terms of machine 

requirements, specifications and layout information that can take the designer closer to 

implementation. 

The detailed design of sub-systems is an essential and integral part of the design 

process and requires detailed analysis of machine specifications, tools, and material 

handling requirements. Each sub-system represented, as a block in the layout diagram 

needs to be further analyzed in order to take the solutions closer to implementation. 

This is essential to ensure that the physical sub-system envisioned in the earlier stages 

of system design actually matches the requirements. In other words, the designer needs 

to ensure that the FRs of the sub-system is satisfied by the DPs, and that the PVs truly 

satisfy the DPs. 

Therefore, system implementation forms the last stage of the design process 

addressed in this research, through the methodology. System design, as was realized 

during the design of a furniture manufacturing facility, includes many other issues such 

as maintenance, MRP, scheduling, human interactions etc. that take detailed designs 

from the drawing board to final realization. The following section summarizes the 
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methodology presented in this chapter and leads the reader to the integrated design 

tool. 

4.4 Summary and Conclusions 

• The methodology consists of a sequence of steps that results in the mapping 

between the functional domain and the physical domain as well as mapping 

between the physical domain and the process domain. 

• The mapping process determines the design parameters of the system at a level of 

detail commensurate with the clarity of the functional requirements at a specific 

point in the design process. 

• The mapping between the physical domain and the process domain clarifies the 

details of the design parameters depending on the availability of design details and 

antecedent requirements. 

• At the beginning of the design process the product design is assumed to be known. 

Comparatively, in an actual situation, given the dynamic nature of customer 

demand, a considerable percentage of the products originally planned for 

manufacture may actually change either in product volume or design. While 

production volume affects the planned capacity of the system, production design 

changes have far reaching ramifications on design parameters. To aid the designer 

in dealing with such changes, and to obviate expensive re-designs, mapping 

processes deal with uncertainties that are involved in the design by tackling only 

those parameters that are significantly affected. 

• Decoupling of the functional requirements from the design parameters presents a 

unique solution for dealing with changing functional requirements that can have an 

effect on design parameters. Changing customer demands during the design 

process presents a similar problem, i.e., changing functional requirements and 

affecting design solution. By decoupling the design process, it is possible to deal 

with transient requirements more easily and methodically, because a decoupled 

design results in a partitioned mapping of FRs and DPs. 



• The concept of uncoupled design espouses the need for designing systems that 

have non-overlapping sub-systems. This essentially means that a certain change in 

one design variable will only affect one functional requirement at a time. In MSD 

this could for example, mean that changes in product design or volume of a 

particular product or group of products will only affect a particular sub-system. But 

in the real world the design of uncoupled systems could prove prohibitively 

expensive, in which case it might be necessary to resort to decoupled designs, 

wherein a designer can evaluate the impact of changes to design variables as long 

as their rough relationships can be established. 

4.5 Prelude to Chapter 5 

The design methodology presented in this chapter shows the use of the axiomatic 

design principles for the design of a manufacturing system. The customer, functional 

and physical design domains discussed are conceptual in nature and aid the designer in 

making decisions regarding general aspects of system design. Design at this stage still 

lacks the level of detail required to make comparative analysis. The process domain 

involves the detailed design of the manufacturing system. This is the stage at which the 

conceptual designs (qualitative) obtained are analyzed (quantitative) to make more 

concrete decisions regarding the performance of the system. This evaluation of the 

system requires a design tool that can generate conceptual designs and evaluate the 

design variables in the machine requirement and system configuration designs. The 

integrated design tool discussed in Chapter 5 incorporates a combination of tools to 

evolve conceptual designs and evaluate them based on the functional criteria specified 

by the designer in the functional domain. In other words, the tool aids the designer in 

mapping the functional requirements to the design parameters. Once the design 

solutions are obtained, the application of the independence and information axioms of 

design are carried out by the designer to further evaluate and choose the system that 

most closely matches the specified FRs and CRs. 
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Chapter 5 

Integrated Tool for the Design of Manufacturing Systems 

5. Introduction 

The design methodology presented in the previous chapter discussed steps that 

lead to the design of a manufacturing system. This discussion pointed out that the 

designer needs to identify the process variables used to satisfy the design parameters. 

The integrated design tool presented in this chapter aids the designer in developing 

these process variables through an integrated treatment of sub-problems involved in 

the design of a manufacturing system. The integrated (software) tool can be used by a 

designer for applications in the real world to develop concrete results that can be used 

in the development of implementation details. This chapter also discusses the use of 

genetic algorithms that is central to the integrated tool, to evolve solutions in machine 

selection and design and system configuration design. 

5.1 The Integrated Approach 

The main goals behind the development of an integrated approach are: 

1. the integrated treatment of the sub-problems in manufacturing systems design 

2. the development of alternative solutions through the integrated treatment of 

sub-problems. 

Manufacturing system design is a complex task involving many objectives and 

constraints, which are subject to change during the design process. A designer has to 

evaluate the impact of changes to design parameters and process variables on the entire 

manufacturing system. For example, changes to machine specifications could have an 
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impact on buffer storage requirements, routings and hence system configuration. The 

integrated design tool aids the designer in evaluating such effects. The general 

sequence of steps used to integrate the various sub-problems is as follows: 

1. determine the operational requirements (operations required to manufacture the 

products) 

2. determine the number, type and combination of operations needed to meet 

specified production objectives (such as, throughput, flow time etc.) 

3. ensure satisfaction of functional requirements and constraints in machine 

selection and design 

4. determine the system configuration for each solution generated in step 2 

5. ensure that all constraints and functional requirements are satisfied for each 

system configuration developed 

6. verify that all objectives and constraints are satisfied in machine selection and 

design after system configuration 

7. evaluate each solution, comprising machine requirements and layout 

configuration, based on satisfaction of functional requirements and constraints 

in all stages of design. 

For example, if {01, 02, 03, 04 On} represents the set of operations 

required to process all the products then machine selection and design involves the 

determination of operation sets {01, 02}, {02}, {03}, {04, 05}, etc., which denote 

the machines, and also the number of duplicate machines needed and the practical 

feasibility of grouping operations together. Depending on the number of operations 

involved and the feasibility of grouping operations, there could be many possible 

solutions in machine selection and design. In reality, the number of solutions that can 

be generated is restricted to a large extent by constraints in the design. These include 

factors such as technology, which can limit machine flexibility (grouping operations 

on machines), or cost which limits the duplication of operations on the plant floor. For 

each set of solutions obtained in machine selection and design, an arrangement of 

machines on the plant floor is obtained based on the objective functions of design. 
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Along with that, process variables related to material handling such as frequency of 

material movement, material transfer rate, and buffer storage requirements are 

determined. For each set of solutions (consisting of machine selection and design, 

layout and material handling requirements) a cumulative evaluation is carried out to 

determine the most appropriate solutions(s) that can be considered for implementation 

or further analysis. 

Therefore the design of manufacturing systems is essentially a constrained 

optimization problem. However, due to the complexity of optimization problems, a 

simulation model is often needed to grasp reality. That is why optimization algorithms 

that can successfully deal with such black box-type situations have been developed. 

Further, in "traditional optimization" the manner in which the algorithm moves from 

one point to the next in the design space is typically based on the gradient of the 

objective function at the current point. This gradient vector determines the direction in 

which the next point in the search will be located. In this manner, the gradient should 

always direct the optimization search toward a point that has a gradient of zero (a 

minimum or maximum point). With relationships hard to define, one alternative 

optimization technique that can be used are genetic algorithms. In the genetic 

algorithm (GA), the search is not conducted from point-to-point; rather it searches 

from a population of points to a new population of points. The GA does this by using 

"probabilistic" rules which are crossover and mutation operations usually conducted 

using some type of "weighted" or "biased" coin flip to specify how the new population 

of points will result from the current population. As a result the GA can be used to 

optimize functions for which derivatives are difficult to find or are even non-existent, 

because the GA does not require any knowledge of the objective function's gradients. 

Having outlined the general guidelines for developing an integrated approach, the 

next few sections deal with the use of a GA-based optimization technique that can 

implement the integrated design approach. 



5.1.1 Tasks and Boundaries of the Integrated Design Tool 

As discussed in the methodology (Chapter 4), mapping determines the design 

parameters from functional requirements, and process variables to satisfy the design 

parameters. The mapping between the FRs and DPs is a manual process carried out by 

the designer. Process variables (such as throughput requirements of a machine, buffer 

sizes, etc.) however are determined using GAs. This is necessary because the 

determination of PVs is based on evaluation of many possible alternatives (subject to 

constraints) in machine selection and design, system configuration and material 

handling requirements. More precisely, genetic algorithms are used to aid the designer 

in machine selection and design, and system configuration steps of the methodology. 

At these stages of system design, the designer has to evaluate alternate design 

parameters and determine the consequent process variables. The integrated design tool 

does not provide a means for mapping the DPs to PVs based on the independence 

axiom. Ensuring independence of DP*-»PV mapping (<-> denotes unidirectional 

mapping) is a designer centered activity, and the integrated design tool provides a 

means for exploring the possible set of solutions to satisfy variations in design 

parameters. For example, in the design of the furniture manufacturing facility, the GA 

has been used to determine process variables such as throughput requirements of each 

machine, system configuration, and buffer space requirements to satisfy respective 

design parameters (details of the design are presented in Chapter 6). Another example 

of application of the integrated design tool is re-design of the metal fabrication facility. 

In this case, the integrated design tool has been used to evaluate alternate cellular 

configurations to minimize material handling. 

Thus the integrated design tool can be used to do the following tasks: 

1. evaluate alternatives in machine selection and design 

2. evaluate alternatives in system configuration design 

3. evaluate requirements in material handling. 
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The integrated design tool can only be used to evaluate the alternatives of system 

design based on the objective functions established by the designer. Alternatives can 

be narrowed down to a few and the decision on the final solution for implementation, 

is based entirely on the designer and the limitations of practical implementation. With 

this established the following sections present a detailed description of the GA 

application. 

5.2 Determining Process Variables (PVs) using Genetic Algorithms 

The strength of genetic algorithms is that they are robust in search and 

optimization and can deal successfully with a wide range of problem areas. The main 

operations of the traditional genetic algorithms consists of the following steps: 

1. Calculating the fitness of each individual in the population; where each 

individual I, is represented as a bit string of fixed length, L, i.e. I s P , where P 

= {0,1}. 

2. Selecting the individuals to produce offspring for the next generation. The 

crossover operator (pc) exchanges arbitrary sub-strings between two 

individuals, choosing the length and position of the sub-string at random. 

3. Generating offspring for the new population by crossover, and mutation a bit 

reversal operation that occurs with a small probability pm per bit. 

The first stage of mapping for design of manufacturing systems is between the 

design parameters in the physical world to process variables in machine selection and 

design. The mapping process from FRs to DPs to PVs is also a designer-centered 

operation where the genetic algorithm provides the necessary means (to optimize and 

explore possible solutions) for exploring different combination of solutions and their 

performance measures. 

The process variables involved in the machine requirement design satisfy the 

design parameters identified by the designer. For example if, DPd represents the design 

parameter varying production demand of a group of products, and the objective is to 

identify the set of operations required to satisfy the design parameters. 
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The genetic algorithm in its basic form could determine the number of operations 

required (based on operational and grouping constraints placed by the designer), use 

DPC, which defines the design parameter for system configuration, and determine a 

possible system configuration and specifications of the material handling system. The 

solutions generated by the genetic algorithm after machine selection and design, and 

system configuration design are shown in Figure 5.1. 

5.2.1 Mapping DPs to PVs in Machine Selection and Design 

The multi-chromosomal representation deals with exploitation of the GA structure 

to represent many solutions (sets of, machines and operations). This approach 

facilitates the exploration of many possible solutions that may exist for the 

manufacturing system design problem. This technique is also important because the 

machine requirement design stage of the design process forms the input for 

configuration design, the stage at which the machines are arranged to 

minimize/maximize objective functions while satisfying the specified constraints. The 

generation of multiple machine requirement designs will facilitate the exploration of 

alternative configurations. The multi-chromosomal approach is shown in Figure 5.2. It 

shows the chromosomes (different solutions Si, S2, S3 .... SN) representing the 

manufacturing system. Each gene or allele in this chromosome consists of 'sub-

chromosomes' which represent the machines (Mi, M2, M3,...., Mn) and the operations 

they are capable of performing (Pls P2, P3,...., Pn). 
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Figure 5.2: The multi-chromosomal representation 

5.2.1.1 Recombination Operators in Machine Selection and Design 

The selection of the chromosomes for reproduction is based on their fitness values. 

The fitness value of each individual is determined by the fitness of the machines or 

genes within that chromosome or individual. 

For example, machine utilization and queue length are used to form the fitness 

function, an individual solution (representing a design) can have a high fitness if the 

machine (and the operations it is representing) has a high utilization. A higher 

utilization may also reflect a higher queue length and a high demand for the operations 

on a particular machine. So subject to one or both of these conditions, a chromosome 

is assigned a high fitness value to improve its chances of recombination. The fitness 

value assigned to each chromosome is proportional to the values of utilization and the 

queue length at the machine requirement design stage and is dependent on the material 

movement between the machines at the system configuration stage and on the material 

handling system utilization at the material handling system design stage. 
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The input and output of the genetic algorithm in machine selection and design are 

illustrated in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3: Inputs and outputs in machine selection and design 

The factors used to evaluate the goodness (fitness) of each solution (chromosome) 

are crucial to the performance of the genetic algorithm and for a realistic system 

design. The approach, at this stage of implementation, aims at the incorporation of 

various manufacturing system performance variables: machine utilization, queue 

length at each of the machines and material handling costs, while satisfying the total 

demand. The number of machines and duplicate processes within the system can be 

controlled or specified beforehand. In the current implementation, the machine 

selection and design are carried out while maintaining the utilization of machines 

within user-specified limits. Alternate solutions (machine requirement designs) are 

generated to satisfy the multiple constraints and objectives at the configuration and 

material handling design stages. 

Based on this information the genetic algorithm evolves machine requirement 

designs while satisfying the given constraints and objectives. The operations needed to 
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process the given set of parts form the alleles of each chromosome. The problem here 

is to determine the number of each type of operation required within the system to 

achieve the required production and the number and types of operation that are to be 

assigned to each machine (alleles on the chromosome) to obtain an equi-distribution of 

load on the machines within the system. The approach also aims to reduce the 

occurrence of bottleneck machines within the system by searching for those groups of 

operations that can achieve the desired production objectives. 

If mu denotes the average machine utilization for each individual, then the 

objective would be to maintain this utilization within a user specified range: 

Cmin ^ mu < Cmax (5.1) 

If mq (number of jobs) denotes the queue at each machine, then the objective would 

be to distribute the workload to bring each of the queues as close to the average as 

possible. The information about the machine utilization and the queue length is 

obtained from the simulation model. Further, the cumulative objective function 

consists of mu and mq but can be further extended to include other objectives as 

needed. Realizing that each system design can be entirely dependent on the importance 

the designer places on each of the objectives, the cumulative fitness function is derived 

as a weight based function with user defined 'weights' or emphasis placed on each of 

the objectives. 

The machine utilization and queue length obtained from the simulation model are 

in different scales or modes of measurement. Therefore it is necessary to convert this 

into a common scale to derive a cumulative fitness function. As for machine 

utilization, the conversion scale used aims to realize the objective of not only 

maintaining the utilization between the specified limits, but also scaling the utilization 

to suit the selection scheme. For example: if a machine utilization exceeds the 

specified range, then it reflects the importance of the operations on that particular 

machine and therefore the fitness scaling should assign a high fitness value to that 

particular chromosome /machine. Further the fitness scaling has to be compatible with 

the selection criteria used. If mu > C ^ , then the fitness value given to that particular 
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chromosome has to be high as it has to have a high chance of being picked for 

reproduction or crossover. On the other hand, if a particular machine has low 

utilization (mu < 0 ^ ) then the fitness scale has to assign a low fitness value as the 

selection operator carries out the crossover operation between a high fitness 

chromosome and a low fitness chromosome, the rationale being that a 

machine/chromosome with low fitness indicates a set of operations with low 

utilization. Therefore an exchange of operations between the high-fitness and low-

fitness chromosomes helps in the distribution of workload to maintain the machine 

utilization between Cm;n and Cmax. 

The two fitness functions used for machine utilization and queue length help 

impose the objectives of system design. The fitness function assigns a low fitness value 

to a machine that has a utilization lower the specified lower range ( C J and assigns a 

higher fitness value to a machine with a utilization higher than the specified upper 

limit. This is consistent with the objectives of system design and the selection scheme 

used to pick chromosomes for reproduction. The fitness function is used to assign 

fitness values for machine queues. In this case deviation on either side of the average 

queue size is penalized equally. This is so because, this being an initial design it will 

not be possible to impose actual buffer size limitations at each of the machines. 

Therefore this objective function tries to keep the queue length at each of the machines 

as close to the average queue length as possible. This is also consistent with the 

previous objective which assures equal workload distribution. The cumulative fitness 

function for each machine is given by: 

F = wu fu + wq fq (5.2) 

where, wu and wq are user defined weights, fu and fq are the scaled fitness values for 

utilization and queue length and F is the cumulative fitness function. 

In the design of manufacturing systems, the genetic algorithm based approach uses 

the information about the different operations (the fundamental building blocks) 

required to produce a given set of parts for a specified time period, and generates the 

requirements of the machines. The selection scheme used in this manufacturing system 
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design problem incorporates an adaptive mutation probability operator, which varies 

the mutation probability of each allele (gene) according to a discrete probability 

calculated from the product demand distribution. The discrete probability (qO of each 

operation is the ratio of the demand on each operation vs the total demand on all the 

operations within the system. Since a variety of product mix and demand scenarios are 

considered, the evolved design will be suited to handle demand changes within the 

specified variation. The mutation operator described below is applied after the 

crossover phase. 

The mutation probability of each allele of any individual m/ is determined by the 

discrete probability of occurrence of each operation at time t. This simulates the 

change in design parameters and functional requirements discussed previously. The 

capabilities of the novel genetic-recombination technique (to implement and integrate 

the design) are summarized as follows: 

a) Initially the inputs to the genetic algorithm are, demand and operational 

requirements of the parts. The ability of the system to handle changing product 

demands is an important design parameter. The GA evolves the number and type of 

machines (operational requirements) needed to tackle the changing needs of the 

system. The genetic algorithm developed is capable of generating the number and 

the required capabilities of machines to produce the desired number of parts. As to 

the technique used in the GA itself, it should be noted here that since the demand 

of parts is uncertain at any point in time, the GA produces different machine 

combinations to accommodate the variations in demand. In other words the genetic 

recombination technique, starting off with a randomly initialized set of machines, 

adaptively increases the population size to meet the desired production. The result 

of this stage of the GA process is the determination of machine requirements 

(process variables in the machine requirements design). The solutions developed 

by the genetic algorithm consists of machines with different capabilities and 

operational flexibility. The solutions evolved are subject to constraints identified 

during systems requirement design. These include: 
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1. machine capacity constraints 

2. operational grouping constraints 

3. operation duplication constraints. 

The process variables evolved at this stage of the design process include: 

1. number of machines needed 

2. capability of machines (machine flexibility) 

3. machine throughput requirements 

4. machine utilization. 

b) An adaptive mutation factor (mutation probability) increases or decreases the 

mutation rate in accordance with the operational demand. This helps increase the 

chances of meeting the fluctuating demand while inducing operational flexibility 

into the system design. 

c) The genetic algorithm developed is also capable of reducing the population size 

(number of chromosomes) adaptively to uniformly distribute the machine 

utilization within a desired range. This is achieved by using a crossover technique 

that changes once the demand of the parts is met. Consequently, this helps in 

maintaining the utilization of the machines at a specified range while eliminating 

the occurrence of bottleneck or under utilized machines. 

Following the identification of solutions in machine requirement design, the next 

stage of the design process deals with the process variables in configuration design that 

determine the location of machines on the plant floor. The basic characteristics of a 

configuration used for a particular design is determined by the user, and the following 

section discusses the use of a GA-based design tool that can be used for manufacturing 

system design. Based on the design characteristics identified and the inputs given to 

the design tool, the same set of programs can be used for the design of manufacturing 

systems with different layout characteristics. 



5.2.2 Mapping DPs to PVs in System Configuration Design 

The input and output from the GA in system configuration design is shown in 

Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.4: Inputs and outputs in system configuration design 

As described earlier, the process of evaluation, selection, recombination and 

mutation forms one generation in the execution of a genetic algorithm. The following 

describes the coding, fitness function evaluation, selection, and reproduction 

components of the genetic algorithm used in the generation of alternate cellular 

configurations. 

5.2.2.1 Coding 

A potential solution to a problem is represented as a set of parameters. These 

parameters (known as genes) are joined together to form a string of values (often 

referred to as a chromosome). For example, coding of a chromosome (which 

represents the machines and the cells they are in) in a layout design problem will look 

something like: 

Chromosome [X^ —*{ 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 } 



In this case the chromosomes (chromosome X representing cell 1 is denoted by X|) 

are represented by bit strings where the position of a bit T represents the machine. The 

chromosome above represents a cell and the position of the '1 ' bit as in this case 3, 4 

and 6 indicates their assignment to that cell. This representation is bound by the 

following constraints (m - number of machines, n - number of cells): 

Constraints: 

m where / is the maximum limit on the 
y X iq < I for each i number of machines in each cell (5.3) 
? = 1 i=l,2,3,...n 

n 

1 < ]T Xtq < w for each q for q-1,2, 3 ...m (5-0 
i = i 

where w represents the maximum allowable duplication for each q 

Equation 5.3 ensures that the number of machines in each cell does not exceed the 

user specified limit /. Equation 5.4 ensures that at least one gene in the chromosome 

(each gene represents a machine) population assumes a bit value 1 thus indicating the 

presence of at least one machine of that type in the population. This is required to 

maintain the integrity of the population during mutation and maintains the maximum 

number of duplications for each machine within a user specified limit w. 

5.2.2.2 Fitness 

The fitness function is unique for each problem and returns for a particular 

chromosome, the fitness function or figure of merit, which is supposed to be 

proportional to the utility or the ability of the individual that a chromosome represents. 

In the layout problem for example, the fitness could be the inter and intra cell 

movement resulting from a particular combination of machines in each cell. The 

objective function computes the weighted sum of the inter and intra cell distances: 

» m 

Inter-cell material handling load I, = ]T £ M k, • dn, i= 1,2,3 ...n-1 (5.5) 
k-i+l J=1 

where: 

My = load frequency between machines 



dy = distance between machines 

n = number of cells 

Intra-cell material handling distance for cell i 

m -\ m 
N; = Yu I djt • LJk (5.6) 

where: 

djk - distance between machines 

Ljk - load frequency between machines within a cell 

m -number of machines 

If g(t) gives the total distance traveled within a cell i and between other cells, the 

fitness of each chromosome is, 

f1(t)=l/g(t) (5.7) 

where, g^^+N, (5.8) 

The fitness function f;(t) for each string is the same as the objective function shown 

above as it adequately reflected the objectives of a higher f(t) value corresponding to 

strings with a better combination of alleles. 

5.2.2.3 Selection 

Selection is the process of picking individuals for reproduction depending on their 

fitness value. It depends on the problem, but some general selection strategies include 

roulette wheel selection, or picking the individuals which have a better than average 

performance. In this case we have used a better than average performance of the 

individuals as the selection criteria. In keeping with the steady state replacement 

strategy two individuals are picked for reproduction. 



5.2.2.4 Reproduction 

Having selected the individuals, their chromosomes are recombined, typically 

using mechanisms of crossover and mutation. Choosing a very low mutation factor and 

using a random crossover point, we exchange the individual's information and 

reproduce two offspring. According to the steady state replacement strategy two 

individuals from the old population are replaced using inverse fitness values. The 

parameter values chosen in this study are as a result of our own observations, and also 

based on the works of De Jong [De Jong, 1975] and Grefenstette [Grefenstette, 1989]. 

De Jong has conducted experiments with various mutation and crossover probabilities 

and recommends a crossover probability of 0.9 and a mutation probability of 0.001. 

The value of population size has also been chosen based on our own observations and 

using the techniques suggested by De Jong. 

5.2.3 System Configuration Design: Evolving Material Handling Requirements 

Many aspects of material handling design are resolved after configuration design. 

Important information such as the frequency of material movement, selection and 

design of machines, utilization of machines and production control strategies form 

critical inputs to the design of the material handling system. The integrated design tool 

is not directly capable of designing the material handling system. Rather the 

information generated from mapping in the machine requirement design and 

configuration design can be used directly to generate the process requirements for 

material handling design. The following are some of the process requirements 

generated for material handling design. Some decisions regarding the physical material 

handling devices that are needed could be decided or conceptualized much earlier in 

the design process. At this stage of the design process, the designer is more concerned 

with detailing of the requirements that are generated after machine requirements and 

configuration design such as: 

• input and output feed requirements 
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• material handling equipment specifications (speed, orientation etc.) 

• number of material handling units needed 

• support and orientation requirements. 

5.3 The Integrated Design Tool: Software Implementation 

The word 'integrated' in integrated design tool refers to the ability of the software 

and optimization tool to bring together machine requirement design, configuration 

design and material handling system design. This software tool has been designed to 

give the designer the means to accomplish some of the manual intensive tasks of 

manufacturing system design such as the calculation of product routing maintenance, 

bill of materials, product demand information and the subsequent calculations of 

machine requirements, system configuration and material handling requirements. 

Without this tool, a designer would have to resort to large spreadsheets that are used 

for calculating and evaluating all the different combinations of product demand and 

mix, different machine requirements and layout configurations. Design of 

manufacturing facilities, that are small in terms of the number of physical resources 

and personnel, can be to a large extent accomplished using manual methods of 

calculation with a certain degree of computerization using spreadsheets and the like to 

maintain data and automate certain tasks. As the number of resources and products 

(and components) increase, manual methods of calculations become unwieldy and 

error prone and may lead to costly mistakes. It is a process the designer has to 

undertake along with a team aiding to accomplish a myriad of tasks. Most system 

designs are usually a transition from an existing facility to a new facility with many 

changes to system requirements, resources and the like. The first two tasks that a 

designer faces are: 

1. Defining the objectives of the new facility and what the management envisions 

its capabilities to be. This essentially is the stage at which the designer faces 

many different options about the kind of facility that can best suit the 

conditions and objectives on hand. A designer at this stage of the process 
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usually relies on personal (team) knowledge and experience of the market 

demands of the industry in question and the typical systems that have been 

successful in meeting similar goals and objectives. This is usually the starting 

point of the design process. The integrated design tool at this stage of the 

design process has very little to offer. What little it has to offer can come in 

terms of specifying some design parameters in the physical domain that can aid 

the optimization tool focus the realm of exploration. For example, the designer 

may specify the basic characteristics of system configuration at this stage of the 

design process which narrow down the alternate system configurations 

explored to concepts based on group technology. The integrated design tool has 

been designed to specify, design parameters and objectives as the system 

design activity progresses. Using the user interface and the database, the 

designer can store alternatives that can be retrieved and changed as objectives 

and constraints change as the design evolves. In a way the integrated tool also 

serves as a design management tool that can be used to store and retrieve 

information as the design task progresses. It has the capability to have time 

based constraints defined, i.e. constraints that need to be handled within a 

specified time period or decisions that need to be made within a preciously 

defined time frame. This can be a useful design management tool as MSD 

involves many variables, objectives and constraints, that in many cases will 

have to be centrally managed and controlled by one person. 

2. A second major task the designer has to deal with is detailed acquisition of data 

regarding many facets of the organization. It is usually the case that the 

designer is not only involved in the decisions regarding machine acquisition, 

layout configuration and material handling system design, but also has to look 

at the design from all spheres of activity. This may involve details of system 

implementation that are usually considered concurrently during the design 

process such as production control techniques, information structure on the 

plant floor, inventory control, system maintenance (machine and other 
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resources), safety, shipping, packaging and so on. While all these aspects of 

data acquisition are crucial for system design, the integrated design tool aids in 

acquisition and maintenance of data regarding one crucial aspect of system 

design, product information. This includes aspects such as product structure, 

bill of materials, sales demand history, product and component routings, 

production time information, capability of existing tools and resources, and 

information regarding sub-assemblies. Details regarding the information 

acquisition module and evolving solutions are discussed in the next few 

sections. 

5.3.1 Description of Modules and their Relevance to the Methodology 

The integrated design tool consists of three main modules. The data acquisition 

module, system requirements module and system evaluation module. Figure 5.5 shows 

the data acquisition module (user interface), and the system requirements and 

evaluation modules (GA based optimization tool). 
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Figure 5.5: Implementing the integrated design tool 
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5.3.1.1 Data Acquisition Module 

The data acquisition module, as the name indicates, consists of user interfaces 

designed to acquire and store the information in a format that is easy for the designer 

to retrieve and manipulate as the FRs and DPs change during the design phase. The 

data acquisition module allows the following data to be input and maintained: 

1. operational requirements 

2. operational flexibility 

3. operational grouping constraints 

4. number of cells 

5. maximum number of machines in each cell 

6. layout constraints 

7. operational constraints 

8. estimated upper and lower limits for product demand, etc. 

These constraints and design parameters are used by the genetic algorithm to 

develop solutions that can be used by the designer for choosing the design that satisfies 

the FRs and constraints. 

5.3.1.2 System Requirements Module: Mapping DPs to PVs. 

This includes evolving the following PRs through the machine requirement module 

and system configuration module. The objective functions and constraints discussed in 

the previous sections are incorporated in this module and can be accessed and analyzed 

using the GUI's developed. The software interaction to achieve machine selection and 

design is shown in figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6: Software interaction to achieve machine selection and design 

The following process variables can be determined using the interfaces (see figure 

5.7) with Auto-CAD and the simulation package: 

1. number of machines required, subject to constraints such as: utilization of the 

machines, estimated shifts per day, evolving machine specifications such as, 

speed, feed, material handling capabilities required, manual or automatic set-up 

required, number of operators required, input feed rate, output rate, tools 

required, changeover times, maintenance issues, cost 

2. tentative system configuration 

3. approximate buffer sizes and locations 

4. material handling system envisioned and its capabilities. 
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Figure 5.7: Software interaction to achieve system configuration design 

The integrated design tool has been developed in C/C++ on the HP-9000 

workstations. Due to the demands of the industrial case study (presented in Chapter 6) 

the integrated tool had to be adapted for use on a PC. The following sections give a 

description of the PC based tool. 

The basic idea behind developing the PC based tool is to give the user an 

inexpensive and reliable means for making improvements to existing facilities and 

exploring what if scenarios. The industrial case study worked on recently gave insight 

into the kind of problems faced by small scale industries and it was demonstrated that 

this tool with further development can be beneficial for strategic decision making and 

future planning. The basic software requirements for this tool are a C/C++ compiler 

and Auto-CAD. 

The user interface provides an effective medium for gathering information required 

for initializing the software. Based on the design methodology, it captures the physical 

information such as machine capabilities, tools, product information such as process 
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plans, physical plant layout, physical constraints and a variety of other information. 

The user interface also generates data to explore what if scenarios. 

The input information module has been developed in Windows and uses some of 

the well known spreadsheets (MS-Excel) and MS-Access for data input and data 

storage and retrieval. During the initial design stages the designer will have to deal 

with a large amount of information about the products, routing, bill of materials and 

processing time information etc. The PC-based tool has been structured to deal with 

data input through forms in MS-Access and stores the information about products, its 

structure, bill of materials, routing and processing time information in a methodical 

manner. The designer, has the ability to access information regarding specific 

information through MS-Query and thus retains the flexibility to alter data as the 

design process evolves. Through file export options, data that has been stored in MS-

Access and Excel can be transferred to the GA-based design tool for mapping the 

design parameters to the process variables. The use of these data forms and 

interactions as used in a real world application are discussed in Chapter 6. 

5.4 Interactions between the GA and Simulation Model 

The interaction between the GA and simulation model is achieved through a shell 

program that controls the GA and the user-customized simulation model (written in 

SIMAN). The shell program can be accessed through the pull down menus with 

headings GA-module and layout module shown in figure 5.8. The shell program 

(program listing 5.1 in appendix) gives the user the flexibility to specify the number of 

generations, crossover and mutation probability values and so on. Once these 

parameters are specified by the user the GA generates the solutions (starts with an 

initial random solution, subject to user specified constraints). These solutions consist 

of machine requirements (number of machines, and the processing capability of the 

machines) in machine selection and design (module I discussed shown in figure 5.9). 

The simulation model (program listing 5.2 and 5.3 in appendix) consists of a user 

specified number of resources (that represent machines 1,2, 3... n) with part creations, 
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processing times and part sequences controlled by an external C program. The number 

and type of part that needs to be created during a simulation run is generated by the 

external C program (using the product demand data and the bill of materials of the 

product) prior to the simulation run. This part demand data generated is read into the 

simulation program through a variable array declared in the experiment file. The input 

to the simulation model is then controlled through a CREATE block that creates all the 

parts (based on the part demand data in the variable array) for the given simulation run 

length. All parts created are assumed to have the same priority and routing of the parts 

in the model is controlled by a user-written C program (program listing 5.4 in 

appendix). The user-written C-program determines the next operation (using the 

process plan) and assigns a part (with the processing time) to a resource with the 

respective processing capability (the processing capability of each resource is 

determined through the solutions generated by the GA, figure 5.2). 

The total run length of the simulation model is determined based on the number of 

demand scenarios that need to be simulated. For example is we need to find the 

performance of a solution generated by the GA for 10 demand scenarios, over 480 

minutes, then the total run length will be 4800 minutes, with demand for each period 

created at a time interval of 480 minutes. 

After each solution is simulated, the average utilization of the machines is 

determined and used to calculate the fitness of each chromosome. Crossover and 

mutation are then carried out to evolve a new solution that is re-evaluated using 

simulation. Iterations are carried out for n number of user specified generations. 

5.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter we set out to present an integrated design tool for evolving the 

process variables in the physical domain. The integrated tool maps the design 

parameters determined by the user to process variables in machine requirement design 

and configuration design. Considering MSD, this tool forms an important part of the 

design process. The actual design and implementation of a manufacturing system is a 
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highly involved task that goes beyond the results obtained from this genetic algorithm 

based integrated design tool. However, the results obtained from the integrated design 

tool are part of key decision making and can aid the designer in exploring alternate 

system designs easily. During the initial stages of the design process, this tool is used 

by the designer more as a conceptual aid. As the design evolves and more and more 

detailing of the design becomes necessary, the integrated design tool can be used to 

carry out the generation of alternate design solutions within the confines of the system 

design constraints and detailed analysis. 

The most difficult part of evaluating alternate system designs in reality is the 

manipulation of data and the consequent evaluation of a proposed design. Alternatives 

can be chiefly in the form of alternate machines (both number and specifications), 

alternate system configurations, storage locations and such. While alternatives for 

machining systems are evaluated through intensive manual calculations or certain 

modeling and simulation tools, the evaluation of alternate system configuration is 

usually in terms of changes machine locations and storage locations on the plant floor. 

These changes to system configuration are usually incorporated in graphical drafting 

packages such as Auto-CAD. Therefore in reality a designer has to interact constantly 

with modeling tools and graphical drafting packages to go through one iteration of 

change. What is more disadvantageous is the fact that the designer has to go through 

many time consuming manual operations (aspects such as data preparation and 

manipulation, data transfer) and has difficulty in examining the impact of design 

change on all other aspects of system design, for example, the changes to machine 

capacity or specifications of a machine on the cell, subsystem or the entire 

manufacturing facility. 

The integrated design tool, as described in the previous sections, has a graphical 

user interface, which aids the designer's interaction with data management tools such 

as MS-Excel and MS-Access, a graphical drafting package and a simulation tool 

(SIMAN). The core of the package is a C/C++ program that effectively transfers and 

manipulates data among the modules and aids in the generation of feasible alternate 
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system designs through design optimization. In other words, the genetic recombination 

technique generates solutions that can be used by the designer to arrive at possible 

system designs. 

The use of the independence and information axioms of system design presents the 

user with a basis for designing system that are functionally de-coupled or uncoupled. 

Further, the information axiom aids the designer in evaluating alternate system designs 

by calculating the total information content of each design. 

Some novelties can be seen in the genetic recombination approach as well. The use 

of GA and Auto-CAD for placing machines on the plant floor is a unique approach to 

system configuration design. There are many packages available for the design of 

layouts. The uniqueness of this approach lies in the fact that this tool can be used to 

configure a system taking into consideration other aspects of system design such as 

machine capabilities, manufacturing flexibility, storage locations while also taking into 

consideration production strategies as well. To test the performance of the genetic 

recombination technique it has to be first compared against a similar technique present 

in literature and evaluated based upon the formulation of objective functions, cross 

over techniques and problem encoding. Based on this comparison with an existing 

optimization tool [Gupta et ah, 1995] we can infer that the GA technique can be 

applied to system configuration design. The comparison of the integrated tool as a 

whole was not quite possible, as similar techniques are not available in literature. But 

the approach to system design has been based on principles that have been tested on 

real world problems. Further, in the next chapter we present the use of the integrated 

design tool for the design of manufacturing systems. These two case studies further 

demonstrate the use of this tool for real world applications. This case study has also 

identified some shortcomings of the tool that will be dealt with in later chapters. 
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Chapter 6 

Case study I: Design of a Furniture Manufacturing Facility 

6A. Introduction 

Manufacturing system design is a pervasive activity that involves making decisions 

regarding many facets of an organization. It is a complex process requiring many 

heuristic decisions and optimizations. It also requires team effort and expertise from 

sales, product design, manufacturing, maintenance, inventory, production control and 

many other groups within an organization. These experts/experienced members of the 

team are the key decision-makers during various stages of system design. They also 

form the core team of professionals and management who define the objectives, 

identify constraints and decide the direction in which the organization is headed in 

terms of strategies for system design. The design process itself usually lasts anywhere 

from a few months to a few years depending on the complexity of the system design 

undertaken. During this period, system design is constantly reviewed to refine and 

redefine objectives as requirements evolve and constraints (financial, logistic or 

technological) are imposed on the system design process. The design methodology 

presented in the previous chapters discussed the steps involved in the design of 

manufacturing systems. The integrated tool was presented as a means for the designer 

to explore different design alternatives. This case study presents an application of the 

design methodology and integrated system design tool for the design of a new 310,000 

sq. ft. furniture manufacturing facility. The methodology has been applied for system 

analysis, system conceptualization and system structure design while the integrated 

system design tool aided the design process through evaluation of alternate system 

design options through the satisfaction constraints and objectives. 
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6A.1 Background 

The local furniture manufacturer, Dynamic Furniture Corporation (DFC), is the 6th 

largest furniture manufacturer in Canada. With an annual turnover of $60 million, they 

have experienced continuous growth for their economical furniture over the last few 

years. Having started as a 5- person company 15 years ago, they currently occupy three 

separate manufacturing areas totaling over 200,000-sq. ft. of manufacturing space. 

Experiencing greater demand for their products, DFC recognized the need for a new 

manufacturing facility a couple of years ago mainly to consolidate their manufacturing 

operations in Calgary. The primary reason behind this decision was to gain better 

control of the manufacturing operations which are spread over 3 separate 

manufacturing facilities and to reduce the material handling of processed and pre-

processed material from one facility to the other. Apart from this DFC also needed to 

cope with insufficient warehousing facilities and many other logistic problems. A 

combination of all these factors led DFC to consider a new manufacturing facility to 

solve existing problems and meet an anticipated increased demand for its products. 

Having recognized the need for a new manufacturing facility, the process of land 

acquisition and financial arrangement process began in June 1995. As discussed in the 

methodology, need or requirement analysis of the system is the first step towards the 

design of a manufacturing facility. This is reflected in the initial work done by DFC 

personnel to identify and define the facility that can best suit their current and future 

needs. The factors listed below are the result of interviews conducted with key 

personnel at DFC. Their quest for building a state of the art manufacturing facility in 

Calgary involved substantial research work by a team that acquired data about other 

manufacturing facilities around the world. Their requirements were derived not only 

from their own needs but also the desire to be one of the most sophisticated plants in 

the world. These factors, combined with others that will be discussed in the next few 

paragraphs, form the key elements that define the goals for the new manufacturing 

facility and hence its functional requirements. 



6A.2 DFC Project Objectives 

The objectives of this case study are twofold. First, through application of the 

design methodology we aim to demonstrate the use of the methodology and gain 

important insight into the application of a "research" methodology in the real world. 

Secondly, the case study aims to use the integrated design tool for detailed system 

design and analysis. Specifically this project looks at the intricacies involved in the 

design of a manufacturing facility. At the time this project was initiated, work related 

to the definition of the project objectives, initial system requirement and analysis, and 

initial system layout were already in place. Part of the work during the first few 

months, included a qualitative analysis of the current system, its limitations and 

advantages, in order to learn about the products and the manufacturing processes 

involved. Following this initial phase of knowledge acquisition and database building, 

the methodology and integrated tool were used to develop alternate conceptual 

designs. These designs were then evaluated to determine satisfaction of the defined 

functional requirements. Some of the results presented in this work have already been 

implemented while others have been presented to the management as 

recommendations. Specific areas of the application (as a result of the application of 

concepts developed in this dissertation) will be discussed in the detailed design 

sections of this chapter. 

6A.3 Application of the Methodology and Integrated Design Tool 

Application of the methodology and the integrated design tool go hand-in-hand. 

The methodology provides a sequence of steps for the designer to follow to develop 

system design using the design axioms. The integrated design tool aids in developing 

solutions in the process domain (determining factors such as machine capabilities, 

throughput for new machines, buffer sizes etc.) as the designer follows steps in the 

methodology and needs to explore what if scenarios. 
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The methodology has been used throughout the design process and the following 

tasks have been accomplished: 

Step 1 of the methodology (Functional requirements of manufacturing system 

design) was used to: 

1. Identify the functional requirements of the manufacturing facility. The use of 

the design axioms, specifically the need for identifying the primary functional 

requirements as stated in the design theorems, aided in narrowing down the 

many design objectives into primary functional requirements. FRs were derived 

by analyzing the objectives of the management and customer requirements. 

This procedure is based on heuristics, consultations with plant and production 

personnel and by analyzing product and manufacturing requirements. 

2. Identify the product requirements, that includes, product structure, product 

demand needs, future demand expectations, operational requirements, and 

processing time. 

3. Analyze the product requirements based on concepts identified in the design 

axioms. Since the main goal of system design is to satisfy the primary 

functional requirement, product manufacturing needs are analyzed and design 

parameters are developed to match the FRs of each sub-system and machine in 

the manufacturing facility. 

4. Identify the basic system characteristics that the designed system should have 

to satisfy the FRs identified in the previous steps. In this case study, two system 

configuration options were identified through this analysis. 

5. Create a database to enable easy update and retrieval of information for the 

design activity after the data about the products, components, processes, 

product demands and operation time are ready. The FRs, DPs and constraints 

identified in step 1 are now used to set-up the genetic algorithm by establishing 

the objective functions and constraints of system design. 
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Step 2 of the methodology is used to identify the machines needed to meet the 

product demand scenarios. The genetic algorithm was used to evolve conceptual 

designs. Two important factors are considered during this stage: 

1. The existing machines that will be used in the new manufacturing facility are 

presented as constraints during the design process. 

2. The new operations and capabilities that are needed to satisfy the 

manufacturing needs are determined and detailed design of each machine is 

carried out to determine all aspects of the machine/machining sub-system that 

can satisfy the primary functional requirement of system design and the FR of 

the machine or sub-system. This information is then used in new machine 

design or machine acquisition decisions. 

The results from step 2 also include information about buffer spaces and material 

handling needs of each machine or sub-system. This information is used to 

determine the system configuration to reduce floor space and the material handling 

system. Floor space required for each machine or sub-system is calculated based on 

the buffer space requirements at each machine, section and the location and 

orientation of each machine. In this case study, the number of system 

configurations that need to be analyzed were narrowed down to a couple based on 

production sequences, production control techniques, prevailing industry practices 

in similar systems and management recommendations. If the number of options are 

not narrowed down, as they were in this case study, the second module in the 

integrated design tool could have been used to develop alternative system 

configurations. However, for each feasible solution (in machine requirement 

design) evolved by the genetic algorithm, the two concepts were evaluated. 

System evaluation is a task that is continuous throughout the design process. Final 

design evaluation is based on the ability of the design options presented to satisfy the 

global and local functional requirements. System designs evaluated in this case have 

been based on ability of the system to satisfy the primary functional requirement. 

Additional performance measures such as WIP and flow time were also evaluated. 
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System evaluation has been carried out "based on" the information axiom of design 

during the detailed design of the drilling and automatic case clamp sections where its 

use was most relevant. 

6A.4 The Furniture Manufacturing Facility 

To understand the furniture manufacturing system, the reader needs to be aware of 

the processes involved. The next section gives an overview of all the processes 

involved in the manufacture of particle board based products. During this discussion, 

we'll also identify the functional requirements of each machine and apply the design 

axioms to determine functional coupling if any. Functional coupling in this case will 

be determined by mapping the lower level FRs to the primary functional requirements 

of the manufacturing system. 

6A.4.1 The Products 

DFC is in the business of manufacturing economical bedroom furniture. Their 

products include Night Tables, Dressers, Chests, Entertainment Units, Head Boards, 

Ward robes, Wall units and a number of other products made out of particle board, 

solid pine or oak. These number to about 376 unique products considering color and 

style and can be further classified into the following categories based on the 

manufacturing process and material used for manufacture. The categories are: 

1. laminated parts (Particle Board) 

2. pine products (Pine Wood) 

3. solid wood products (Oak Wood) 

4. veneered products (Varnished Solid Wood) 

6A.4.2 The Manufacturing Processes 

The principal manufacturing processes involved in panel processing are: 

1. Lamination 
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2. Cutting 

3. Edge Banding 

4. Drilling 

5. Pre-assembly 

6. Oak manufacturing 

7. Assembly 

The manufacture of particleboard products begins with raw boards with dimension 

5'x8\ The first operation performed on these boards is lamination, which is the 

process of covering the raw particleboard with different colored polyurethane sheets. 

The second operation performed is cutting, the process of cutting the laminated 5'x8' 

boards into components required to make the products. The third step usually is edge 

banding, which is the process of covering the rough edges of the particleboard with 

tape matching the color of the laminated sheet. The fourth operation is drilling to 

facilitate assembly of the components. The fifth process is pre-assembly which 

involves the preparation of certain components for final assembly. The sixth operation 

is final assembly of the components into its respective finished products. 

6A.4.2.1 Lamination 

Lamination is the first operation that is performed on a particle board. Particle 

boards are essentially manufactured by compacting and gluing granulated wood. To 

obtain the required finished and color, particle boards that are (glued) laminated with 

waterproof sheets with customer specific color and designs. Lamination is the key 

operation that drives entire particle board manufacturing and production time involves 

a curing time of at least 24 hours. The lamination machine at DFC requires a similar 

curing time and hence produces to stock and forecast. 

6A.4.2.2 Cutting 

The cutting machine is characterized by high volume and low set-up times 

(approximately 3-5 minutes between batches). It is a CNC machine (see figure 6A.1) 



that can be programmed to optimize on the utilization of boards while accommodating 

multiple sized components on each particle board. The particle board measures 5'X8' 

and is manually loaded on to the input station. The machine is capable of orienting the 

piece/pieces and off loading the cut pieces. This section drives the entire production 

after the lamination process. Typically nesting optimization of the parts on the 5'x8' 

particleboard drives the production. Production requirements for a certain time period 

are accumulated to group and cut parts required for production. No typical batch sizes 

can be determined as cutting of parts is based entirely on daily production 

requirements that change from day to day. 

w 

Automatic 
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Automatic feed belt 
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Saw Blade Manual stacking 
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Figure 6A. 1: Schematics of the cutting machine at DFC 

The number of resources available in cutting consists of two high speed machines 

with a production capability to cut 85-100 boards per hour with a tolerance ±lmm. The 

variance in the production is mainly due to the experience of the workers operating the 

machine, tolerance of the machine is specified by the manufacturer and quality studies 

have indicated that the tolerance is within the specified limits 98% of the time. Apart 
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from these two main cutting machines, there are two other machines that aid by 

carrying out low volume cutting operations. One of these machines is used exclusively 

to cut parts to size where required and the other is dedicated to the production of a 

variety of high volume parts (drawer box parts). 

6A.4.2.3 Edge Banding 

While the lamination machine glues a sheet of paper on the top and bottom of a 

part, the edge banding machine (figure 6A. 2) glues similar color and design tape on the 

edge of the part. Depending whether an edge is straight or curved, the type of material 

used to glue the edge banding is separated in four distinct operations. They are; 

1. Straight edge banding using hot glue 

2. Manual edge taping for curved edges with hot glue 

3. Straight edge taping with foil 

4. Manual edge taping for curved edges with T-mold (T-shaped metal fittings) 

Straight edge gluing is performed by a machine without manual intervention, while 

manual edge taping is, as the name indicates a manual operation and production rate is 

usually 60-70% slower than machine taping. The straight edge banding machine can 

operate from 3m/min to 25 m/min and the speed of machine operation is determined 

by quality and process considerations. 
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Figure 6A.2: Schematics of the straight edge banding machine at DFC 

6A.4.2.4 Drilling 

The drilling machine performs two main operations, drilling holes on the parts 

(through holes and blind holes) within ±lmm and horizontal drilling for dowel 

insertion. Depending on the capability of the machine, drilling machines can also 

perform routing on the parts as the need may be. The main considerations as far as the 

manufacture of parts at DFC are concerned, are to reduce the set-up time involved in 

switching the parts from one type of drilling pattern to another and performing drilling 

on opposite faces that may involve two passes to complete drilling on one part. These 

considerations form some of the limitations in the drilling section and contribute to 

bottlenecks. 

The existing machines at DFC include both CNC and manual drilling machines. 

CNC machines are used for drilling complicated drilling patterns and routing 

operations. Some CNC machines have the capability to perform automatic setup and 

tool changes while other machines require manual set-up and tool changes. In the 

existing facility DFC has a total of two automatic CNC machines and one high speed 

CNC machine with manual set-up requirements. Apart from these there are three other 

drilling machines that are used for a variety of simple drilling operations. Figure 6A.3 

shows an automatic CNC drilling machine. 
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Figure 6A.3: Schematics of the CNC automatic drilling machine at DFC 

6A.4.2.5 Pre-assembly 

Pre-assembly operations mainly deal with preparing the parts for final assembly. 

These operations are mainly manual and involve attaching molds and special 

decorative fittings on to the parts. This section is divided into separate sections based 

on the part type. It has specialized operators trained to perform specific operations on a 

part. In other words, the pre-assembly section has work cells that are self-sufficient 

with all tools required to perform an operation. The basic operational requirements in 

this section (within each work cell) are essentially the same. They Involve orienting 

the attachment to parts, stapling the attachment to the part and quality inspection. 

6A.4.2.6 Final Assembly 

Final assembly is the key manufacturing area within the facility. This area 

assembles all the products made by DFC and needs a highly skilled workforce to carry 

out multiple tasks on different products and be aware of product structures and 
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construction. The assembly stations are called case clamps as clamps are need to hold 

and support the components and apply force where required. DFC has 8 main manual 

assembly stations some dedicated to one product group and others capable of 

assembling different product groups. All assembly stations are equipped with jigs and 

fixtures to carry out the assembly of respective product groups. Schematic of a manual 

case clamp assembly station is shown in figure 6A.4. 

Figure 6A.4: Schematics of the manual case clamp assembly machine at DFC 

6A.4.2.7 Oak Manufacturing Area 

The oak manufacturing area is another section that supplies finished solid wood 

parts such as drawer fronts and doors for final assembly. The oak area has three 

principal machines that process parts with their finish. The three machines are a cutter, 

a gluing machine, and a router. Solid oak parts are made from gluing strips of solid 

wood together, shaping and finishing the parts. Finishing operations include 

performing a routering operation to make intricate patterns on drawer fronts and doors. 

Samples of parts (figure 6A.5), and the processing steps (figure 6A.6) are shown in 

schematics. 
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Figure 6A.5: Sample parts in oak manufacturing 
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Figure 6A.6: Processing steps in oak manufacturing 

6A.5 Applying Step 1 of the Methodology: Deriving the Functional Requirements 

The basis for deriving the objectives of system rests on the following factors: 

1. increased demand of the products and a projected need to increase production 

by 170% to 200% in 12-18 months after system implementation 

2. a need to shore up present production to reduce waste and gain better control of 

production through computerization 

3. reduce waste and improve quality of the products 

4. facilitate quick new product introductions 

5. introduce a basic new method of product construction, a major departure from 

current manufacturing techniques 

6. computerize inventory control through bar coding 

7. streamline scheduling through computerization 
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8. plan storage space taking into consideration future production requirements 

9. minimize plant floor space (maximize space utilization) 

10. gradually move towards just-in-time production. 

Listed above are some of the general requirements of the new manufacturing 

facility. As discussed previously the methodology developed does not intend to cover 

all these aspects of system design. Perusing these objectives can very easily obfuscate 

the fundamental functional requirements of the manufacturing facility. As stated in the 

design axioms, the designer should always aim to satisfy the primary FRs first. These 

primary functional requirements as recognized and addressed in this case study are 

listed below in table. These functional requirements can be derived from the broad 

objectives defined by the management/customer. 

Description of Customer 
Requirements (Customer Domain) 

Cumulative Functional Requirements as 
defined by Designer (Functional 
Domain) 

FR() 

Introduce new products to meet 
external requirements 

Increase production to meet projected 
demands 

FRl 

Expect varying increased demand for 
products 

Increase daily output to match increasing 
demand for the products 

FR2 

Anticipate shorter delivery lead time 
Low "manufacturing" costs 
High quality of products to ensure 
customer satisfaction 

The functional requirements FRl and FR2 specify two requirements of the new 

manufacturing facility that are stated from different viewpoints. FRl states a 

requirement of the new system that it must satisfy a projected increase of product 

demand that is contributed by introduction of new products and anticipated increase in 

demand for all products. FR2 deals with increasing daily production demand of the 

products that can contribute to shorter delivery lead-time. In fact the first FR can be 

satisfied by FR2 and this can be considered as the most basic requirement of the new 

manufacturing facility. The design of the rest of the manufacturing facility will be 

based on this primary functional requirement. 
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Therefore, as defined by the management many factors were considered for the 

design of the new facility such as: 

1. Increase production by 170% to 200% 

2. Minimize the manufacturing floor space 

3. Buy as few new machines as possible 

4. Incorporate state of the art dust collection systems 

5. Introduce new processes to make products more reliable, easy assembly, and 

higher quality 

Of all the factors identified, only one has an impact on the function of the 

"manufacturing system". The functional requirement that can be identified is, 

"increase production by 170% to 200%. This is the most basic functional requirement 

out of which the manufacturing floor space required, new machines required, new 

processes can all be derived as we move along the functional hierarchy. At this level of 

conceptualization, we can identify a physical facility that satisfies the primary FRs. A 

couple of generalized concepts that are explored are presented in the following section. 

This is the stage at which general system characteristics are evolved by the designer, 

based on knowledge of the products, manufacturing techniques, product demand, 

manufacturing lead time, machine characteristics, general industry standards and so 

on. 

The two concepts discussed here are driven by the basic FR to increase production 

by 170%-200% per day, and are bounded by layout size. Concepts 1 and 2 are 

presented to give the reader an idea of the generalized concepts that need to be 

developed to meet the FRs. These two concepts have been considered because, based 

on the primary FR and the operational needs of the products, we can identify the 5 

main operations required to manufacture the products. If FR1, FR2, FR3, FR4 and FR5 

denote the functional requirements of cutting, edge banding, drilling, pre-assembly and 

assembly, then the sixth FR would be throughput that governs the design of all these 

sub-sections/machines that are required to satisfy the FRs (FR1-FR5). One crucial 

design parameter that is the result of the sixth functional requirement is batching of 



products and components to increase the yield at the cutting machines and the batch 

sizes for production at each of the machines. The design parameters that satisfy the 

primary functional requirement and the functional requirement of each section is the 

throughput which will be denoted by DPI, DP2, DP3, DP4 and DP5. If the throughput 

at each of these sections matches the total required throughput of the system then this 

design can satisfy the FRs of system design. Accordingly, the following design matrix 

can represent concept 1: 

FRl xoooo DPI 
FRl 0X000 DPI 

-FR3 • = 00X00 DP3 > 
FRA 000X0 DPA 
FRS oooox DPS 

The matrix shows no coupling between the elements. This is because, each sub

system that is to be designed to satisfy DPI, DP2,...,DP5 is required to satisfy the 

primary functional requirement and their respective FRs. 

6A.5.1 Concept I 

The following objectives and system characteristics lead to a batch manufacturing 

system. 

1. Product characteristics - 20% of the products contribute to 80% of the volume 

and sales 

2. 20% of the products need to be manufactured in high volume to optimize on 

board utilization, reduce set-up time, and increase batch sizes of the products 

3. Similarity in processing requirements of the components 

4. Cutting utilization based on high volume production of parts 

5. Edge banding utilization based on high volume production of the parts 

6. "Make to order" kind of production system envisioned for the new facility 

7. Production orders expected in varying quantities and at short notice 

8. Future expansion 
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Figure 6A.7: Concept I 

Features of Concept I 

1. Reconfigurable building configuration 

2. Straight line flow concept 

3. Production system and layout concept designed for high volume 

production 

4. Components produced to intermediate stock 

5. Lower product delivery lead time due to "assemble to order" production 

technique utilized 

6. Doweled products contribute to lower flow time 

7. Material handling is simpler with clearly de-marked work-in-process 

buffers at each section and at the machines 

6A.5.2 Concept II 

Concept II would be similar to concept I but for the application of cellular 

manufacturing principles for the design of sub-systems. This approach is once again 

guided by the need to satisfy the primary functional requirement at each sub-section. 

This conceptual design is based on the fact that: 

1. products within a family have similar construction and use common parts 



2. parts used within each product family and across product families have similar 

processing requirements. 

Based on these two observations, an operational analysis was performed to 

determine the specific operational requirements of each component, its tolerance 

requirements, and the drilling pattern requirements. The operational requirement of the 

components is presented in Rao and Gu [Rao and Gu, 1998]. This analysis revealed 

that the commonality in processing requirements of the parts and products can be 

exploited through the development of cells with fixed set-ups to increase throughput in 

the edge banding and drilling sections. These two sections form the core of the 

processing that is performed on all components. As analysis of these sections will 

reveal in the following sections, set-up times form a very crucial element of the 

throughput at each of these machines. By grouping similar edge banding and drilling 

requirements of components that are in great demand (based on historical demand of 

the respective products) the system can be better suited to handle the throughput 

requirements. 
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Figure 6A.8: Concept II 

An analysis of the product demand and the operational requirements of the 

products at DFC it can be seen that almost all components that are manufactured need 
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straight edge banding, face drilling and doweling operations. Based on the economies 

of scale, it is profitable to produce these components with minimum set-up changes. 

Based on this analysis of the products and similar processing requirements of the 

components, the second concept is developed (figure 6A.8). 

The design matrix that can be derived for this case is shown below. 

FRl "zoooo" 'DPI 

FK2 < 0X000 DPI 

FR3 00X00 DP3 

FR4J _oooxo. DP4 

The functional requirements in this case are cutting (FRl), edge banding and 

drilling (FR2), pre-assembly (FR3) and assembly (FR4), and satisfied by design 

parameters. The design parameters in this case represent the cumulative throughput of 

the components from the edge banding and drilling section. Coupling again in this case 

is not envisioned as each sub-system will be designed to satisfy the primary functional 

requirement and the respective FRs. Further in both the concepts production will be to 

component stock and is not required to be continuous. 

6A.5.3 FRs Identified for the Furniture Manufacturing Facility: Analysis and Rationale 

Manufacturing in furniture industries is traditionally done in batches. Practice has 

shown that these batches are usually less than 75. Due to the nature of the product 

construction and manufacturing techniques involved in this furniture manufacturer, 

most components required for a majority of products involve similar operations. An 

analysis of the products at DFC reveals such a situation. DFC manufactures 380+ 

products that have been classified under unique stock codes. The component 

operational information and the part family classifications are given in tables 6A. 1 and 

6A.2 [Rao and Gu, 1998]. 



Part 
family 

Machines Part 
family 200 210 230 233 260 261 300 700 
1100 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
1111 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 

s_ 

Table 6A. 1: Component routings 

Product 
Code 

Product 
Description 

Product 
Family 

1001 Mirror no 
1199 Dresser mirror 110 

Table 6A.2: Product family classifications 

A simple perusal of the operational requirements of the products and the parts 

clearly reveals similarity in processing requirements right down to the tolerance 

requirements. Further, analyzing the processing requirements of each of the parts in 

cutting, edge banding and drilling, the following conclusions can be drawn. 

6A.5.3.1 The cutting section 

The cutting operation needs to cater to a variety of cutting needs in part sizes. 

Since the basic material used in manufacture is particleboard, cutting parameters such 

as changes in speed, feed, cutting tools and material handling needs remain the same 

over the whole spectrum of the parts cutting requirements. The basic FR is to increase 

production by 170%-200% per day. This FR affects the cutting section directly and 

needs a more clear analysis of the precise FR as cutting of high volume parts is based 

on optimization of material usage rather than throughput requirements. 
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The cutting machine used at Dynamic has a cutting optimization program that 

performs a nesting of the parts on 8 'Xll ' boards to achieve maximum material usage. 

Cutting time in many cases is sacrificed to attain better yield. Also to achieve better 

yield at the cutting machines, orders for 2 days or more are usually combined to obtain 

better yield. This essentially means that the basic FR of cutting to satisfy yield 

requirements rather then satisfy throughput requirements, as will be required of the 

new facility. (Cutting machines are not being acquired, old machines will satisfy the 

requirements in the new plant as well). 

The FR - throughput at the cutting machine is controlled by two design parameters 

(cutting time) and nesting patterns. Cutting time is a dependent variable, i.e. it is 

directly dependent on the complexity of the nesting patterns and the material 

optimization. This is a coupled design and hence needs to be de-coupled. As this is an 

existing machine and needs to be used in the new facility, we need to vary the 

complexity of the nesting patterns or in other words control material utilization to 

achieve desired cutting time and hence the throughput desired. 

Volume flexibility considerations will be one of the primary flexibility 

requirements at the cutting section. The demand history indicates system range lies 

within a standard deviation of 15 boards/hr (at about an average of 80 boards per 

hour). With the anticipated increase in the number of boards per hour due to the 

primary FR, the following conclusions can be drawn from the anticipated design 

ranges and the existing system range: 

1. cutting section will not be adequately suited to handle demands 

2. cutting section will be directly affected by any change in primary FR 

3. intricate patterns will not affect this section 

4. volume flexibility and its limitations. 

6A.5.3.2 Edge banding section 

The next section that we need to analyze is the edge banding. Principal operations 

in edge banding are: 
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1. Straight edge banding 

2. Manual edge banding 

3. Foiling 

4. T-molding 

An analysis of the part sizes and the process requirements are shown in table 6A.3. 

Operation Description Part Dimensions Machine Speed 
Length Width 

Straight Edge Banding 0.8m- 1.8m 16mm-0.5m 22m/min 
Round Edge Banding 0.8m-1.8m 16mm-0.5m lOm/min 

T-molding 0.8m-l.6m 16mm-0.5m lOm/min 
Foiling 0.8m-1.6m I6mm-0.5m lOm/min 

Table 6A.3: Part sizes and operational requirements at the edge banding section 

The operating parameters of the straight edge banding machine remain the same 

over the entire range of parts (different length, width and thickness). The machine 

speed is set at 22m/min based on years of experience and quality considerations. 

One of the crucial elements in the design of the edge banding section is the set-up 

requirements at each machine. DFC has five single side EB machines, three of them 

have the same bed length while two others have a longer bed length (giving it the 

capability to edge band parts exceeding 1.2m in length). Parts arrive at this section in 

small batches and on the average, 6-8 different colors are edge banded at this section. 

Since each set-up takes about 10-12 minutes, a machine typically goes through 4-5 set

up changes a day. So one of primary design (parameter) considerations would be set

up time reduction to meet the throughput functional requirement. 

The existing EB machines have been planned for use in the new facility. The 

throughput requirement at the EB machines is satisfied directly by the speed of the EB 

machine. However the type of EB and quality considerations dictate the speed of a 

machine. The maximum speed of the EB machines in the existing facility is 

manufacturer specified to be between 3-25m/min. The operating speed of the machines 

is 22m/min as required by quality considerations. As this value is close to the 
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manufacturer's specified limits, the FRs at the EB machine is satisfied by one DP and 

hence the objective would be to determine the design parameter 'operating speed' and 

the process variable that specifies the actual value (subject to quality considerations). 

Flexibility considerations at the edge banding section have to consider two issues: 

1. process flexibility 

2. volume flexibility 

Process flexibility deals with the ability of the edge banding machines to satisfy the 

operations requirements of all the parts that need to be manufactured at this machine. 

The operational needs of the parts at the edge banding section are shown in table 6A.3. 

Based on the demand variation of the products (demand history), following is the 

system range (22- 25m/min) for volume flexibility. The design range of the machine 

and the operational requirements (sizes) limit the design range of the machine. 

The following conclusions can be drawn from these: 

1. volume flexibility requirements maybe insufficient to satisfy existing demand 

2. future demand requirements call for: 

• new machine if operating a single shift only 

• overtime if new machines are not acquired 

• second shift if future demand justifies. 

New product introductions can impose additional requirements on straight edge 

banding, but most of these requirements will be in terms of production requirements 

(#pieces/hr), or will have an impact on volume flexibility considerations rather than 

processing considerations. 

6A.5.3.3 Drilling section 

Drilling requirements are essentially dual in nature 

1. Drilling (face and dowel) 

2. Dowel insertion 

Demand history shows that the process demand at this section will bear the greatest 

impact. This is because, as a part of the product re-design strategy DFC decided to 
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convert all its products to dowel construction. This introduced an additional functional 

requirement. This requirement was the manufacture of parts with dowels inserted to 

facilitate the assembly process. 

The design parameters and process variables that govern the design of this section 

are; 

1. Throughput (drilling, accuracy and so on) 

2. Machine flexibility 

3. Quick set-up changeover 

The requirements of the drilling machine are based on the different drilling 

patterns. The most common drilling patterns required to manufacture the parts were 

summarized and used to determine the most common drilling patterns performed. 

Future demand requirements and new product introductions will affect drilling 

section in two ways: 

1. multiple pattern drilling requirements 

2. volume flexibility requirements 

3. quick changeover requirements 

4. automatic tool change and set-up requirements. 

DFC has three drilling machines that can be used to perform drilling operations (all 

dowel drilling and dowel insertion machines need to be acquired). Of these machines 

FR-throughout is governed by design parameters (drilling speed, change over time) 

that are geared to meet this FR, i.e. multiple simultaneous drilling. However holes 

required on opposite sides of the part requires a side changeover. Also one of the 

machines requires manual set-up changes and tool changes to accommodate different 

part sizes and drilling patterns. This is apart from side change over requirements. This 

couples the design and hence production strategies need to be adapted to circumvent 

this coupling. 

System can be de-coupled by: 

1. retro-fitting machine with auto set-up changes 

2. increasing capability to drill two faces at same time 
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3. automating material loading, orientation and unloading. 

Production can be scheduled so as to send parts of same size to FM400 or parts 

requiring minimum set-up changes to FM400 (essentially bigger batches). The other 

coupling element (side changeover) cannot be avoided with the existing machine. 

6A.5.4 Deriving System Characteristics 

Based on the operational requirements and the following factors of system 

operation and system characteristics are obtained: 

1. Lamination section involves extensive set-up time to changeover from one color of 

lamination to other. This means that once a color roll has been loaded for 

lamination, boards are laminated until the roll is finished. This requires that large 

batches of boards need to be laminated to meet a week or two week's demand. 

This can be done by: 

a) accumulating demands over a week or 2 weeks 

b) In case orders are not available two weeks in advance, then produce to 

stock based on historical demand (DFC uses this approach extensively as in 

many lean months orders are not placed until very short notice, 2-3 days in 

a majority of the cases) 

2. Lamination technique used (based on glue and paper used) requires a minimum of 

24-36 hours of recommended curing time. So there is always a stock of laminated 

boards maintained in the finished buffer. The number of boards and their color 

depends entirely on production demand or historical data. 

Therefore, lamination production is entirely for stock and requires sufficient buffer 

space to handle peak demands. Minimum buffer space required is equal to (production 

demand for at least two days) boards required to satisfy production needs. Before we 

delve into details of other FRs and constraints the reader is referred to Rao and Gu 

[Rao and Gu, 1998] for a detailed review of the products, processes and the 

manufacturing strategies that are involved in the design of DFC's manufacturing 

system. 
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Cutting boards to obtain the required components for edge banding and drilling is 

the first operation after lamination. This section typically creates the batches of 

components that need to be edge-banded and drilled. Since the size of the batches play 

an important role in edge banding and drilling (due to set-up requirements) this section 

essentially drives the performance of the manufacturing facility. Since larger batch 

sizes are also critical to the performance of the cutting section, the following batch 

production technique will be evaluated when considering concepts I and II. 

Salient features that impact 
FR-throughput 

Impact on EB section Impact on Drilling 
section 

1 Set-up time for color changes Significant No change 
2 Set-up time for size changes No change Significant on one 

particular machine 
3 Set-up for drilling patters NA - „ -
4 Set-up for side changes NA Two passes required on 

certain machines 
5 For edge changes Two passes required on all 

machines 
NA 

6 Tool changes NA Significant on one machine 
7 Machine adjustments Marginal (2-3 minutes per batch, 

for all color and size changes) 
Marginal (2-3 minutes for 

size changes) 
8 First part inspection for each 

batch 
Not significant Marginal (2-3 minutes) 

Table 6A.4: Alternatives in the edge banding and drilling section 

A general approach towards batch manufacturing is shown in figure 6A.9. It shows 

the cutting section, and the other sections to follow, incorporate a batch production of 

the components. In this technique of operation, the cutting section needs to accumulate 

2 days orders and produces those orders to stock. The edge banding and drilling 

sections also produce to stock and pre-assembly produces components as required by 

assembly (and produces high demand components to stock as well). Based on this the 

following characteristics can be identified: 

1. batch production 

2. components made to stock 

3. sequential flow 

4. assembled to order (to meet daily demand). 
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Alternatives explored in EB and Drilling sections are shown in table 6A.4. 

Cutting to suit two day demand 

T 
Buffer holds cut parts 

A Design Edge Banding section to process 
assembly requirements for one day 

Limit: Parts required to assemble 2500 
products of all types 

Design Drilling section to process assembly 
requirements for one day 

Limit: Parts required to assemble 2500 
products of all types 

Buffer to hold one day's 
production ready for 

assembly/pre-assembly 

A 
Pre-assemble components required 

in high demand to stock 

X 
Pre-assemble daily orders 

Assemble products to satisfy demand > Package Ship 

Figure 6A.9: System characteristics 

Alternatives based on (shown in figure 6A. 10 and 6A. 11): 

1. On the average (based on historical data) products produced per day are in 6-8 

colors. This means that the edge banding section requires significant set-up 

downtime. Certain drilling machines will also require significant set-up 

downtime if multiple part sizes are routed through them. 

2. Estimates also reveal that the drilling section (see spreadsheet calculations) 

will be heavily loaded to produce components for the throughput goal of 2500 

products/day. The EB section however will be able to handle the required load 

for 2500 finished products per day. 

To reduce set-up times the alternatives explored leads two system characteristics: 
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EB Machine 1 
Color 1 & 2 

EB Machine 2 
Color 3 & 4 

EB Machine 3 
Color 5 & 6 

EB Machine 4 
Color 7 & 8 

Foiling 

Manual EB 

High volume production 
of similar parts 

FM400 Face Drilling Dowel Drilling 
and Dowel Insertion 

± Made to Stock 

Pre-assemble components required 
in high demand to stock 

"S 
Case clamps grouped 

by similarity of 
product assembly 

I 
Pre-assemble daily orders 

Figure 6A. 10: Color based classification in the edge banding section 

Edge Banding Edge Banding 

I 
Buffer 

Edge Banding 

Drilling 

I 
Drilling 

Buffer 

Edge Banding 

I 
Buffer a Drilling 

T— —r 
i 

Buffer 

Drilling 

I 
Made to Stock 

Pre-assemble components required 
in high demand to stock 

Pre-assemble daily orders 

£ 

Case clamps grouped 
by similarity of 

product assembly 

Figure 6A.11: Product based classification in the edge banding and drilling sections 
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6A.5.5 Modeling Product Demand for System Design 

The number of products produced at DFC exceeds 376 and new products are being 

introduced, and old ones discontinued. Analyzing the demand variation of the products 

over the last 12 months it can be seen that the demand patterns have noticeable peaks 

and valleys common to all the products. 

The first step towards modeling product demand is to fit a possible theoretical 

distribution to predict the behavior of demand the following general guidelines for 

fitting distributions to raw data are used; 

1. value of p should be less than 0.05 

2. if the value of p is greater than 0.05, we can consider fitting an empirical 

distribution 

Empirical distribution was used to fit the data available from DFC. It was felt that 

the empirical distribution varies values between a highest and lowest value drawn from 

the raw data. It however does not reflect the demand occurrences, as is evident from 

the fact that demand could easily cross pre-existing bounds (analysis based on demand 

history). 

To circumvent the problems, it was therefore decided that the product mixes from 

historical data would be used to estimate the demand for each product category. Also, 

the objective of the management is to increase production of manufactured products by 

170%-200%. Since profit is certainly the motivating factor, the total value added by 

each product was calculated (ABC analysis) to determine product demand for those 

products. Also based on marketing estimates the figures were obtained from DFC for 

future demand estimates. The product demand data used for designing the facility is 

shown in table 6A.5 [Rao and Gu, 1998]. 
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Product 
Family 

Product 
Code 

Demand Periods 

1 2 3 4 5 22 
110 101 9 7 

- - ^ 1 1 

Table 6A.5: Product demand data 

A point to note, since the number of products exceeds 375 it is fairly cumbersome 

to consider demand variations for all the products. To deal with this more concisely, 

products have been grouped into 20+ families and the 4500+ parts have been grouped 

into a more manageable 50+ part families (table 6A.2, [Rao and Gu, 1998]). The 

demand information used for system design is pictorially represented as shown in 

figure 6A.12. 

Based on the analysis carried out so far, the following analysis and options will be 

explored by the genetic algorithm based on the product demand data, product routing 

information, processing capability of the existing machines and bill of materials of the 

products. 

1. The primary FR of the system will be to produce 2500 finished goods per day 

2. The GA algorithm will be used to determine the process variables required to 

satisfy the FRs of system and sub-system design 

3. Lamination and cutting machines are already present and will be used in the 

new manufacturing facility. Hence these will be treated as constraints in the 

GA 

4. Five edge banding machines are available for use in the new manufacturing 

facility, and hence these will also be treated as constraints in the GA 

5. Three drilling machines are available for performing face drilling operations 

and will be treated as constraints in the GA 



6. New face drilling and doweling machines are needed to meet new operational 

requirements and will have to be designed. The GA will be used to explore 

different-combination of operations, and the number of operations required 

Product 
Families 

dn 

Converted 
to 

Part 
Families 

/>1100 
p l l l l 
p2011 

/?8000 

Data from 
BOM 

Input 

Other Inputs 

1. Existing machines 
2. New operations required 
3. Operation grouping 

constraints 
4. Utilbation constraints 
5. Expected throughput 

GAMbdulel 

Simulation 

Output 

1. No. of machines 
2. Alternate machine 

capabilities 
3. Buffer space 

requirements 

Optimization based on 

1. Constraint satisfaction 
2. Average flow time 
3. Average utilization 
4. Average WEP 
5. Average queue length 

Figure 6A. 12: Generation of component demand for the GA 

7. Concept I, based on the batch production technique will be analyzed. 

Performance measures include machine utilization, throughput, WIP, material 

handling and buffer space requirements. The system configuration explored 

will be a sequential flow line system. 

8. Concept II, based on the batch production technique with product based 

configurations in edge banding and drilling sections will be analyzed. 

Performance measures will be similar to concept I. 
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9. Case clamp assembly system will be designed based on product family 

classifications. Number of assembly system required, cycle times, throughput 

and buffer space requirements will be the performance measures used. 

10. Concept I, based on the batch production technique will be analyzed. 

Performance measures include machine utilization, throughput, WIP, material 

handling and buffer space requirements. System configuration explored will be 

a sequential flow line system. 

11. Concept II, based on the batch production technique with product based 

configurations in edge banding and drilling sections will be analyzed. 

Performance measures will be similar to concept I. 

12. Case clamp assembly system will be designed based on product family 

classifications. Number of assembly system required, cycle times, throughput, 

buffer space requirements will be the performance measures used. 

13. A case clamp assembly system required for a new class of products will also be 

designed based on axiomatic design principles. 

6A.6 Steps 2 and 3 of the Methodology: Results Obtained from the Genetic 

Algorithm 

The following conceptual designs were developed using the genetic algorithm. The 

inputs to the genetic algorithm are: 

1. Product demand 

2. Component family demand 

3. Processing requirements of the components 

4. Constraints 

A. Operation grouping: 

a) Edge banding and drilling grouping feasible 

b) Edge banding and cutting grouping feasible 

c) Drilling and doweling grouping feasible 

d) Lamination and cutting grouping in-feasible 
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e) Manual edge banding operations cannot be grouped with any other 

operation 

f) Pre-assembly operation cannot be grouped with any other operation 

g) Assembly operation cannot be grouped with any other operation 

h) Oak operations cannot be grouped with any other operation 

B. Existing machine constraints 

a) Cutting machine with an average capacity of 90 boards/hr 

b) Lamination with an average capacity of 2400 boards/day 

c) Straight edge banding machine with an average capacity of 25m/min 

d) Manual edge banding machine with an average capacity of 12m/min 

e) Face drilling machines with an average capacity of 2 minutes/piece 

6A.6.1 The Simulation Model 

The simulation model receives input from the genetic algorithm for different 

operation combinations (for each machine). The design deals with the edge banding, 

drilling, oak and profile sections. Typically the required components for the parts are 

to be processed in two days time. The simulation model has a run time of 920 minutes. 

The objective of the model is to evaluate the total throughput of the whole section 

(consisting of the four sub-sections) and hence the orders generated for each demand 

period is evaluated separately. 

The following solutions (shown in tables 6A.6, 6A.7 and 6A.8) were generated by 

the genetic algorithm. These solutions were generated under the following constraints 

placed on grouping the operations on machines. Grouping operations on machines 

could be interpreted in two ways: 

1. operations grouped can be performed by the same machine or 

2. operations can be performed by a series of individual resources placed together and 

linked by a material handling system. 



The solutions presented in the following sections will be based on the second 

interpretation. The first solution evolved by the genetic algorithm was subject to the 

following constraints and objective functions: 

1. operation grouping is subject to the practical considerations discussed in an earlier 

section. 

2. solutions generated need to satisfy the utilization constraints (user defined). 

Machine utilization denoted by u.i, i = 1,2,..., n, where n is the number of machines 

is subject to: 

u u < Hi > oi 

where uu is the upper limit of utilization, and Uj is the lower limit of utilization 

3. the objective function of the genetic algorithm is based on the assigning fitness 

values to chromosomes proportional to their performance in the population. The 

performance is based on the utilization of each chromosome (that represents a 

machine) and its relative performance w.r.t. other chromosomes. To compute this 

value an average fitness value of the chromosomes in a population is computed, 

and the performance of each individual chromosome is measured against this 

value. 

4. according to the steady state replacement strategy two individuals from the old 

population are replaced using inverse fitness values. The parameter values chosen 

in this study are as a result of our own observations and based on the works of De 

Jong [De Jong, 1975] and Grefenstette [Grefenstette, 1989]. De Jong has conducted 

experiments with various mutation and crossover probabilities and recommends a 

crossover probability of 0.9 and a mutation probability of 0.01. 

Points 2, 3 and 4 are common to all the solutions generated by the genetic algorithm. 

Constraint 1 is relaxed based on practical considerations and lead to different solutions 

as will be discussed in the next few paragraphs. The performance of the genetic 

algorithm over 800 generations is shown in figure 6A. 13 and 6A. 14. 



Production rate over 800 generations 
with mutation rate 0.01 

•Mutation rate 0.01 
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Figure 6A.13: Plot of total production (in batches of 10) over 800 generations 
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Figure 6A. 14: Performance of the GA over 800 generations with a mutation factor 
0.01 

The results presented in the following sections are based on the performance of the 

machine and operation combination (discussed above) over the 22 representative 

demand patterns. The utilization of the machines over the demand horizon, queue 

length at each machine and the total parts produced by this combination is important to 

determine the feasibility of this solution. All these machines discussed above are 

present at DFC and their typical production rates are known. The drilling and doweling 

machines need to be designed. However the processing time estimates for these 

machines have been assumed (based on manufacturers estimates) during design 

evolution. This is true for all the solutions discussed. The tables presented in 6A.6, 
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6A.7 and 6A.8 show the utilization of the machines 230 (edge banding machine), 233 

(manual edge banding machine), 260 (drilling machine), 261 (doweling machine), 300 

(solid wood section) and 700 (profiling section) over the 22 representative demands. 

6A.6.2 Solution I 

The first solution is a variation of solution II and models concept II discussed 

before. It discusses the color-based classification of parts for straight edge banding 

operation. The basic assumptions and data used for this case are similar to the ones 

used for other solutions. Solution I models the effect of dedicated set-ups on the design 

of the manufacturing facility. An initial analysis of different products showed that they 

were manufactured daily in 6-8 colors. Dedicating these colors to say 4 machines 

could substantially reduce set-up time at the machines (set-up lasts 5-6 minutes for 

each batch). The effect of batching components based on similar color requirements 

for edge taping is shown in table 6A.6. Based on the results shown in table 6A.6, it can 

be seen that the utilization of the machines exceeds the given capacity to produce the 

required number of batches of components. These demand periods for which the 

capacity exceeds the given capacity however are due to the number of products that are 

required to be produced. The machines in the edge banding and drilling areas exceed 

the required capacity. This situation has been anticipated and will be dealt with in the 

final design recommendation, either through new machine acquisition or through the 

increase in the number of working hours for these sections. This situation matches 

with the current capacity problems at DFC, and the use of additional working hours to 

keep up with the overdue jobs at these machines. With this design solution, which was 

generated by the GA based on practical limitations on machine duplication, the 

primary functional requirement, throughput, will not be satisfied. The additional 

capacity required at these machines will have to be dealt with by adopting one of the 

solutions recommended above (increase working hours or machine acquisition). 

Compared to solution II solution I offers better utilization for certain demand periods. 



However, this solution alone will not be able to satisfy the primary functional 

requirement. 
Machines 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
230 230 230 230 233 260 233 260 233 233 260 261 300 700 261 260 

Demand 
Periods 

1 74.3 74.3 74.0 74.0 65.3 80.9 64.3 80.5 64.3 64.3 80.5 99.6 31.3 35.7 99.6 80.5 
2 92.4 92.4 92.4 92.2 79.1 98.9 79.1 98.9 79.1 78.1 98.9 99.6 48.5 22.2 99.6 98.9 
3 78.4 78.4 78.1 78.1 76.2 94.7 76.2 94.7 75.2 75.2 94.7 99.6 55.2 24.4 99.6 94.4 

4 61.3 61.3 61.0 61.0 73.2 77.2 73.2 77.2 73.2 73.2 77.2 99.6 41.3 15.2 99.6 77.2 
5 54.6 54.3 54.3 54.3 53.4 80.2 53.4 80.2 53.4 52.4 80.2 99.6 78.9 27.4 99.6 80.2 

6 33.8 33.8 33.8 33.5 39.6 60.3 38.6 60.0 38.6 38.6 60.0 99.6 21.1 12.2 99.6 60.0 

7 77.5 77.5 77.5 77.2 64.3 87.3 64.3 86.9 63.3 63.3 86.9 99.6 39.4 30.4 99.6 86.9 
8 86.3 86.3 86.3 86.0 74.2 83.2 74.2 83.2 73.2 73.2 83.2 99.6 64.1 22.4 99.6 82.6 

9 85.4 85.4 85.4 85.4 83.1 98.9 83.1 98.9 83.1 82.1 98.9 99.6 79.8 22.6 99.6 98.9 

10 55.2 55.2 54.9 54.9 67.3 73.5 67.3 73.1 67.3 66.3 73.1 99.6 66.1 17.8 99.6 73.1 

11 59.6 59.6 59.6 59.3 66.3 68.1 66.3 68.1 65.3 65.3 68.1 97.8 33.0 13.0 97.4 68.1 

12 31.7 31.7 31.4 31.4 37.6 40.4 37.6 40.4 37.6 36.6 40.1 74.8 25.0 6.1 74.8 40.1 
13 49.3 49.3 49.0 49.0 61.3 80.5 61.3 80.2 61.3 61.3 80.2 99.6 35.7 27.0 99.6 80.2 

14 59.6 59.6 59.6 59.3 62.3 86.3 62.3 86.3 61.3 61.3 85.9 99.6 38.7 27.4 99.6 85.9 

15 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 80.1 85.7 80.1 85.4 79.1 79.1 85.4 99.6 28.5 25.0 99.6 85.1 

16 91.9 91.6 91.6 91.6 72.2 94.7 72.2 93.7 72.2 71.2 93.7 99.6 46.3 25.0 99.6 92.0 

17 31.4 31.4 31.1 31.1 39.6 45.2 39.6 44.8 38.6 38.6 44.8 70.9 40.2 5.2 70.4 44.8 

18 55.2 54.9 54.9 54.9 75.2 78.9 74.2 78.9 74.2 74.2 78.5 99.6 44.8 19.6 99.6 78.5 

19 58.1 58.1 58.1 58.1 61.3 83.6 61.3 83.6 61.3 61.3 83.6 99.6 47.6 32.0 99.6 83.6 

20 64.0 63.7 63.7 63.7 64.3 87.6 64.3 87.6 63.3 63.3 87.6 99.6 47.6 22.6 99.6 87.6 

21 92.7 92.7 92.4 92.4 77.2 98.9 76.2 98.9 76.2 76.2 98.9 99.6 37.8 28.3 99.6 98.9 

22 87.5 87.5 87.2 87.2 95.0 98.9 94.0 98.9 94.0 94.0 98.9 99.6 62.2 21.1 99.6 98.9 

Avg 67.3 67.2 67.1 67.0 66.7 81.1 66.5 80.9 66.1 65.9 80.9 97.1 46.0 21.9 97.0 80.7 

Table 6A.6: Machine utilizations for solution option I 

6A.6.3 Solution II 

Solution II was based on the grouping of doweling and face drilling operations. In 

this case, based on practical considerations, two individual machines capable of 

performing face drilling and dowel insertion operations are modeled as one machine 

linked by a material handling system. Since these machines are interdependent they 

will be considered as one machine for simulation purposes. This is also in accordance 
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with design axiom principles, as our primary goal is to satisfy the primary functional 

requirement (throughput). 

Machines 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

230 230 230 230 233 260 233 260 233 233 260 261 300 700 261 260 

Demand 
Periods 

1 88.0 88.0 87.7 87.7 65.3 80.9 64.3 80.5 64.3 64.3 80.5 99.5 31.3 35.7 99.5 80.5 

2 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 79.1 97.4 79.1 97.4 79.1 78.1 97.0 99.5 48.5 22.2 99.5 97.0 

3 92.9 92.9 92.5 92.5 76.2 94.7 76.2 94.7 75.2 75.2 94.7 99.5 55.2 24.4 99.5 94.4 

4 72.7 72.7 72.4 72.4 73.2 77.2 73.2 77.2 73.2 73.2 77.2 99.5 41.3 15.2 99.5 77.2 

5 64.7 64.4 64.4 64.4 53.4 80.2 53.4 80.2 53.4 52.4 80.2 99.5 78.9 27.4 99.5 80.2 

6 40.0 40.0 40.0 39.7 39.6 60.3 38.6 60.0 38.6 38.6 60.0 99.5 21.1 12.2 99.5 60.0 

7 91.8 91.8 91.8 91.5 64.3 87.6 64.3 87.6 63.3 63.3 86.6 99.5 39.4 30.4 99.5 86.3 

8 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 74.2 81.3 74.2 80.9 73.2 73.2 80.5 99.5 64.1 22.4 99.5 80.2 

9 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 83.1 98.9 83.1 98.9 83.1 82.1 98.9 99.5 79.8 22.6 99.5 98.9 

10 65.4 65.4 65.0 65.0 67.3 73.5 67.3 73.1 67.3 66.3 73.1 99.5 66.1 17.8 99.5 73.1 

11 70.6 70.6 70.6 70.3 66.3 68.4 66.3 68.1 65.3 65.3 68.1 97.8 33.0 13.0 97.4 67.7 

12 37.6 37.6 37.2 37.2 37.6 40.4 37.6 40.4 37.6 36.6 40.1 74.8 25.0 6.1 74.8 40.1 

13 58.4 58.4 58.1 58.1 61.3 80.5 61.3 80.2 61.3 61.3 80.2 99.5 35.7 27.0 99.5 80.2 

14 70.6 70.6 70.6 70.3 62.3 86.3 62.3 86.3 61.3 61.3 85.9 99.5 38.7 27.4 99.5 85.9 

15 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 80.1 74.9 80.1 74.5 79.1 79.1 74.2 99.5 28.5 25.0 99.5 73.9 

16 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 72.2 92.0 72.2 86.9 72.2 71.2 86.9 99.5 46.3 25.0 99.5 81.5 

17 37.2 37.2 36.9 36.9 39.6 45.2 39.6 44.8 38.6 38.6 44.8 70.9 40.2 5.2 70.4 44.8 

18 65.4 65.0 65.0 65.0 75.2 78.9 74.2 78.9 74.2 74.2 78.5 99.5 44.8 19.6 99.5 78.5 

19 68.9 68.9 68.9 68.9 61.3 83.6 61.3 83.6 61.3 61.3 83.6 99.5 47.6 32.0 99.5 83.6 

20 75.8 75.5 75.5 75.5 64.3 87.6 64.3 87.6 63.3 63.3 87.6 99.5 47.6 22.6 99.5 87.6 

21 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 77.2 96.1 76.2 95.8 76.2 76.2 95.6 99.5 37.8 28.3 99.5 95.4 

22 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 95.0 93.7 94.0 93.4 94.0 94.0 93.0 99.5 62.2 21.1 99.5 93.0 

Avg 77.2 77.2 77.1 77.0 66.7 80.0 66.5 79.6 66.1 65.9 79.4 97.0 46.0 21.9 97.0 79.1 

Table 6A.7: Machine utilizations for solution option II 

Solution II depicts a similar scenario as solution I, with no color based 

classification at the edge-banding machine. This results in increased utilization for 

many more demand periods as compared to solution I. This solution is essentially 

developed to show the advantages of color based classification at the edge banding 

machines. The use of color-based classification or quick set-up change over (currently 
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does not use quick roll changers that are available for these machines) is a 

recommendation that has resulted from this analysis. Results are presented in table 

6A.7. 

6A.6.4 Solution III 

Solution III is based on solution II (for the edge banding section), however depicts 

a operation grouping scenario generated by the genetic algorithm (based on the 

operation grouping constraints). Solution I and II depicted the use of separate face 

drilling and dowel drilling machines. 

Solution III has been evolved as DFC was at that time seriously considering the use 

of dowel insertion and face drilling machine combinations to deal with the face 

drilling, and face drilling & dowel insertion operations that are common to many of the 

components. This solution depicts the drilling section as close to reality as possible. 

The results obtained however show that the utilization of the dowel/face drilling 

machines exceeds the given capacities for many demand scenarios. As in the edge 

banding section where the capacities exceed the given demand for part production, the 

drilling section will have to deal with the problem by the acquisition of new machines 

or through additional working hours. 

This situation once again depicts the true happenings on the plant floor. In fact, 

during the design process this was quite apparent, as the new product construction 

techniques at DFC required the use of drilling operations quite substantially compared 

to the old product construction techniques. 

The crucial question however is the kind of drilling machine that needs to be 

acquired to satisfy the drilling requirements at DFC. Details regarding the design of the 

drilling section, where new machines need to be acquired, will be discussed further in 

another section. Results are presented in table 6A.8. 



Machines 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

230 230 230 230 233 261 233 261 233 233 261 300 700 260 

Demand 
Periods 

1 88.0 88.0 87.7 87.7 65.3 99.5 64.3 99.5 64.3 64.3 99.5 31.3 35.7 98.9 

2 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 79.1 99.5 79.1 99.5 79.1 78.1 99.5 48.5 22.2 98.9 

3 92.9 92.9 92.5 92.5 76.2 99.5 76.2 99.5 75.2 75.2 99.5 55.2 24.4 98.9 

4 72.7 72.7 72.4 72.4 73.2 99.5 73.2 99.5 73.2 73.2 99.5 41.3 15.2 98.9 

5 64.7 64.4 64.4 64.4 53.4 99.5 53.4 99.5 53.4 52.4 99.5 78.9 27.4 98.9 

6 40.0 40.0 40.0 39.7 39.6 99.5 38.6 99.5 38.6 38.6 99.5 21.1 12.2 98.9 

7 91.8 91.8 91.8 91.5 64.3 99.5 64.3 99.5 63.3 63.3 99.5 39.4 30.4 98.9 

8 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 74.2 99.5 74.2 99.5 73.2 73.2 99.5 64.1 22.4 98.9 

9 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 83.1 99.5 83.1 99.5 83.1 82.1 99.5 79.8 22.6 98.9 

10 65.4 65.4 65.0 65.0 67.3 99.5 67.3 99.5 67.3 66.3 99.5 66.1 17.8 98.9 

11 70.6 70.6 70.6 70.3 66.3 99.5 66.3 99.5 65.3 65.3 99.5 33.0 13.0 98.9 

12 37.6 37.6 37.2 37.2 37.6 78.9 37.6 79.1 37.6 36.6 78.9 25.0 6.1 73.8 

13 58.4 58.4 58.1 58.1 61.3 99.5 61.3 99.5 61.3 61.3 99.5 35.7 27.0 98.9 

14 70.6 70.6 70.6 70.3 62.3 99.5 62.3 99.5 61.3 61.3 99.5 38.7 27.4 98.9 

IS 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 80.1 99.5 80.1 99.5 79.1 79.1 99.5 28.5 25.0 98.9 

16 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 72.2 99.5 72.2 99.5 72.2 71.2 99.5 46.3 25.0 98.9 

17 37.2 37.2 36.9 36.9 39.6 80.9 39.6 80.7 38.6 38.6 80.6 40.2 5.2 78.9 

18 65.4 65.0 65.0 65.0 75.2 99.5 74.2 99.5 74.2 74.2 99.5 44.8 19.6 98.9 

19 68.9 68.9 68.9 68.9 61.3 99.5 61.3 99.5 61.3 61.3 99.5 47.6 32.0 98.9 

20 75.8 75.5 75.5 75.5 64.3 99.5 64.3 99.5 63.3 63.3 99.5 47.6 22.6 98.9 

21 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 77.2 99.5 76.2 99.5 76.2 76.2 99.5 37.8 28.3 98.9 

22 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 95.0 99.5 94.0 99.5 94.0 94.0 99.5 62.2 21.1 98.9 

Avg 76.7 76.7 76.6 76.5 66.8 97.7 66.6 97.7 66.2 65.9 97.7 46.7 21.3 96.8 

Table 6A.8: Machine utilizations for solution option III 

6A.6.5 Initial Recommendations in Machine Selection and Design 

Based on the analysis of the solutions and the design alternatives the following initial 

recommendations were made about further design solutions that need to be explored. 

1. A total of four edge banding machines are present in this section. They show 

improvements in performance due to color based classification of the parts to 

reduce set-up time. This recommendation is based on the fact that each edge 

banding machine undergoes a minimum of 6-8 set-ups per day with each set-up last 

5-7 minutes (for color tape roller changes). Set-up change time is based on time 
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study analysis performed for the edge banding machines. However, this design 

change alone will not be able to satisfy the primary function requirement at this 

machine. Based on practical constraints placed on the design, any other design 

alternative that can be proposed such as, the acquisition of new machines, does not 

seem to be feasible as the edge banding machine has not been targeted as one of 

the key investment areas. However, it is recommended that the final design 

solution consider the design recommendation presented in solution I as it offers a 

way of increasing edge banding performance without substantial investment. 

2. The oak (300) and profile (700) sections show that the utilization is not in the 

higher ranges expected. This section performs crucial operations that feed the pre-

assembly area and have sufficient capacity to deal with daily demand needs. No 

detailed analyses of these sections were performed as these sections have the 

needed capacity to deal with anticipated needs. 

3. The drilling section is a crucial design point. This section is slated for new 

machine acquisition due to the changes in product construction techniques. The 

new machines that need to be acquired have to be based on detailed system 

analysis to verify the following functional requirements: 

I. throughput 

II. drilling pattern requirements 

III. batch size requirements. 

These initial recommendations need to be incorporated in the final design solution. 

6A.7 Layout Design 

The design of the conceptual layout of the facility is based on the calculations in 

the edge banding, drilling, solid wood, profile and pre-assembly areas in machine 

selection and design. Analyzing the sequence of operations required for the 

components, it can be seen that the operational flow is sequential with no back flow. 

The flow of materials in the plant is shown in figure 6A. 15. 



The GA is capable of developing alternate layouts based on the material movement 

between the machines or work stations. In this case the layout of the facility, is based 

on linear sequential flow and does not necessitate the use of GA for generating 

alternative layouts. However what is important from a layout point of view is the 

design of adequate buffer storage areas between the sections. To determine the buffer 

storage areas we need to determine the primary functional requirement of the buffer 

storage areas. 

The buffer storage requirements at each section are determined by calculating the 

material movement between each section. It is quite clear from the material flow 

diagram above that the material flows from, 

Cutting => Edge banding => Drilling => Pre-assembly => Final Assembly 

Based on the flow of material between the sections that were obtained from 

simulating the system over the 22 demand periods, the following material storage 

requirements can be obtained for the buffer storage area after cutting and the buffer 

storage area after the edge banding and drilling sections. 

Buffers 
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Figure 6A. 15: Material flow and buffer space locations 
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Average total number of batches that are put out of the cutting section at a batch 

size of 10 is 1092. This value is based on simulation carried out over 22 representative 

demand periods. Usually at this batch size, which is one of the lowest possible batch 

sizes, three to four different part batches can be grouped together on one single pallet. 

Based on this grouping of batches on the same pallet (4'X 2.5'), and the total number 

of batches that were calculated based on simulation, the lower and higher limit of the 

number of pallets that will precede the (cut parts storage) edge banding and drilling 

area, and the area after this section (parts storage area), the lower and higher limits on 

the number of pallets that need to be accommodated are, 

Lower limit - 273 pallets 

Higher limit - 346 pallets 

Based on the availability of space on the plant floor, the buffer storage space 

between section have been designed to accommodate the following number of pallets: 

Cutting area, 61 conveyors (of 22') for material storage and handling, each 

conveyor is able to accommodate up to 5 pallets. 

The parts storage area after the drilling and edge banding areas have been designed 

to accommodate a total of 47 conveyors of 40' length and each able to accommodate 

at least 9 pallets per conveyor. This area can accommodate 360 pallets. The 

intermediate storage areas have been designed taking into consideration the material 

movement between the sections. 

The design of the cutting parts storage area was based not only on the total parts 

that were required to flow through the cutting area per day, but also on the operation 

policies that underlie scheduling of the manufacturing facility. Based on observations, 

it has been estimated that the cutting section operates 1-2 days ahead of the drilling 

and edge banding areas. Parts required for these sections are cut from boards and 

placed in the cut parts storage area. Due to the space limitations this section has been 

designed to accommodate 300 pallets. Space limitations will be dealt with through 

another conveyor set that precedes the edge banding and drilling sections. 



Observing the movement of material it can be seen that there are some parts that 

are required in higher batch sizes such as case backs, and raw boards that need to be 

transferred from the cutting section directly to the final assembly area. To facilitate the 

movement of material from the cutting section to the final assembly area that is 

towards the other end of the plant floor, express conveyors are created next to the 

center aisles for quick and easy movement of pallets from one end of the plant to the 

other. This is important, as the pallets used to stack the parts cannot be transported 

using forklifts. 

To 

230 230 230 230 233 261 233 261 233 233 261 300 700 200 260 
230 0 0 0 0 0 35 0 35 0 0 34 0 0 0 27 
230 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 36 0 0 35 0 0 0 26 
230 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 35 0 0 36 0 0 0 26 
230 0 0 0 0 0 36 0 34 0 0 34 0 0 0 27 
233 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 5 0 0 4 0 0 0 50 
261 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

233 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 4 0 0 5 0 0 0 50 

261 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
233 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 6 0 0 4 0 0 0 51 

233 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 4 0 0 5 0 0 0 50 
261 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

300 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 211 0 
700 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 

200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
260 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

158 159 157 311 307 

Table 6A.9: Average material movement per day between machines in batches 

Concepts I and II presented initially were explored using the integrated design tool. 

Results obtained from the integrated design tool were used for obtaining initial 

comparisons in terms of the buffer space requirements, machine requirements, and 

machine utilization. 

Steps 6 and 10 discussed above have resulted in the detailed design of the drilling 

and doweling machines, and the automated case clamp assembly system. The results 

obtained from these designs will be used in making machine acquisition decisions. In 

the following section the design of the drilling and doweling machine is discussed. 



6A.8 Detailed Design of the Drilling Section 

Throughput requirements of a machine depend on many factors such as process 

time, set-up time, material handling time and so on. The objective of developing the 

design matrix is to identify the coupling that may exist between these factors, and 

develop design alternatives to de-couple the design parameters. 

In the design of the drilling section, throughput is dependent on batch sizes, batch 

arrivals, set-up time requirements and the drilling pattern requirements. The design 

matrix presented above is a result of the analysis of the drilling section based on 

drilling pattern requirements, different batch sizes (based on historical data), set-up 

time requirements and material handling requirements. 

\FRl] 'xoxxx' DPI 
FR2 0X000 DPI 

• FR3 . = 00X00 DP3> 
FR4 000X0 DPA 
FR5 oooox DP5 

Functional requirements of the drilling section are: 

1. throughput requirements (FR1) 

2. drilling multiple drilling patterns using the 32mm system (FR2) 

3. high/Medium/Low volume production of similar drilling patterns (FR3) 

4. material handling requirements (FR4) 

5. machine flexibility requirements (FR5) 

Design parameters derived from these functional requirements are: 

1. machine throughput to be calculated, critical design parameter, set-up 

requirements (DPI) 

2. flexible drilling heads (DP2) 

3. set-up (Manual or Automated) (DP3) 

4. input and output buffer requirements (DP4) 

5. operation grouping (DP5) 

Process variables obtained are: 
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1. Machine speed and feed to match throughput for varying demand and projected 

demand (PV1) 

2. drilling head and bed configuration based on part drilling patterns (DP2) 

3. minimum set-up time (DP3) 

4. buffer sizes and material handling systems (DP4) 

5. operation grouping, throughput requirements (DP5) 

The design matrix presented above shows the coupling between the functional 

requirements in the drilling section. The drilling section consists of four machines, 

each with the same basic set of FRs and DPs, and the design matrix is generalized to 

capture the coupling existing in all these machines. The objective in identifying this 

design matrix is to examine the coupling between FRs, and seek solutions to de-couple 

these elements so that the primary FR of system design is satisfied. As discussed 

before, the primary functional requirement of system design, and the FR of this section 

is throughput. As shown in the design matrix, FR1 is coupled to FR3, FR4 and FR5. 

FR3 dictates the number of batches that come through a drilling machine and the size 

of the batches and hence the set-up changes at a machine. Further, depending on the 

drilling machine (for example; CNC with automatic set-up changes or manual set-up) 

coupling between FR1 and FR3 has a negative effect on the primary FR (FR1). 

FR4 is the functional requirement satisfied by the design parameter DP4 which 

determines the total buffer space available at each of the drilling machines and hence 

has an in-direct effect on throughput. FR5 deals with the flexibility of each machine, 

such as, operation capability and material handling flexibility. For example if two 

operations, face drilling and dowel insertion, are to be performed by the same 

machine, then the throughput of that machine will be quite different from a machine 

with different operation capability. By examining these couplings, we hope to evolve 

the machine requirements for the two new machines that need to be acquired to satisfy 

the FRs at the drilling section. 



6A.8.1 Decoupling FR1 andFR3 

This analysis is mainly focused on one critical machine in the drilling machine 

(FM400). An analysis of this machine is crucial, as it is one of the machines being 

considered for acquisition. Further through this analysis, the factors that can de-couple 

the FRs are identified and used to evolve the design parameters and process variables 

required for the new machine that will be acquired. 

The two primary operations at this machine are: 

1. face drilling 

2. face and dowel drilling. 

To analyze the effect of batch sizes, and drilling patterns on the set-up time at 

FM400, we first need to study the demand of components with these drilling 

requirements. Face drilling and doweling requirements in the drilling section over the 

last one year are summarized in table 6A.10 [Rao and Gu, 1998]. Based on the data in 

this table it can be seen that the batch sizes of the components typically vary between 

10-200. In other words this machine needs to be suited to handle small batch sizes, and 

hence minimal set-up downtime is required. The effect of batch size on production at 

this machine is shown in table 6A. 11a. Based on data in this table it is not yet possible 

to make a comparative analysis. However since we know that the primary FR of 

system design if to produce 2500 products/day, it is estimated that the total part 

production at the drilling section should be in the upwards of 4800/day. Based on this 

value, we can see that the FM400 will be unable to meet this design requirement for 

smaller batch sizes. The existing drilling machine has the following characteristics: 

Part Stock Code Description Orv T, W T 
1110 GRH2204 Rieht Gable 225 548 397 16 
1111 GLH2204 Left sable 225 548 397 16 

^ 

Table 6A. 10: Drilling and doweling requirements 
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FM400 is a high speed drilling machine that has a fixed set of drilling heads that 

have to be configured for each new drilling pattern. Typical set-up requirements for 

this machine, include changing the drill bits, changing spindle configuration and 

adjusting the bed to accommodate different part sizes. These adjustments typically 

take 18-20 minutes and result in the coupling of set-up requirements to throughput at 

this particular machine. Also, the FM400 is designed to be typically used for large 

batch sizes (with fewer set-up's). Due to the existing coupling at this machine, it is not 

suitable for small batch sizes of different products that are manufactured at DFC. The 

existing design matrix for this machine can be written as: 

FRl "xoxoo" DPI 
FRl 0X000 DPI 

• FR3 • = 00X00 DP3-
FRA 000X0 DP4 
FR5 oooox DPS 

6A.8.1.1 Solution approach 

The dependencies at this machine to an extent can be de-coupled by introducing a 

new design parameter, batching. This is based on part production requirements to 

reduce the impact of set-up time requirements (this design solution was proposed to 

DFC at an early stage in the design and was implemented to an extent). The results are 

presented in table 6A.lla and 6A.llb and show the effect of batching components 

based on similar processing requirements over a typical day's production (studied over 

a month's production, 22 working days, 7.66 hours/day with no overtime). Figure 

6A. 16 shows the plots for FM400 and AR660. 



Process time and Set-up time Plot for FM400 and 
AR660 (for all batch sizes) 
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Figure 6A.16: Plot of performance of FM400 for different batch sizes 

FM400 at Set-up time per Batch (mins) = 18.00 
Process time per 
part (mins) = 0.06 

Batch Size Process time per 
Batch (mins) 

Process time + Set-up 
time per batch (mins) 

Number of Batches 
per Day (460 mins) 

Number of Parts per 
day 

50.00 3.00 21.00 21.90 1095.24 
75.00 4.50 22.50 20.44 1533.33 
100.00 6.00 24.00 19.17 1916.67 
125.00 7.50 25.50 18.04 2254.90 
150.00 9.00 27.00 17.04 2555.56 
175.00 10.50 28.50 16.14 2824.56 
200.00 12.00 30.00 15.33 3066.67 
225.00 13.50 31.50 14.60 3285.71 
250.00 15.00 33.00 13.94 3484.85 
275.00 16.50 34.50 13.33 3666.67 
300.00 18.00 36.00 12.78 3833.33 
325.00 19.50 37.50 12.27 3986.67 
350.00 21.00 39.00 11.79 4128.21 
375.00 22.50 40.50 11.36 4259.26 
400.00 24.00 42.00 10.95 4380.95 
425.00 25.50 43.50 10.57 4494.25 
450.00 27.00 45.00 10.22 4600.00 
475.00 28.50 46.50 9.89 4698.92 
500.00 30.00 48.00 9.58 4791.67 

Table 6 A. 11a: Effect of different batch sizes at FM400 



AR660 at Set-up time per Batch (mins) = 2.00 
Batch Size Process time per 

Batch (Mins) 
Process time + Set-up 
time per batch (Mins) 

Number of Batches 
per Day (460 mins) 

Number of Parts per 
day 

50.00 8.00 10.00 46.00 2300.00 
75.00 12.00 14.00 32.86 2464.29 
100.00 16.00 18.00 25.56 2555.56 
125.00 20.00 22.00 20.91 2613.64 
150.00 24.00 26.00 17.69 2653.85 
175.00 28.00 30.00 15.33 2683.33 
200.00 32.00 34.00 13.53 2705.88 
225.00 36.00 38.00 12.11 2723.68 
250.00 40.00 42.00 10.95 2738.10 
275.00 44.00 46.00 10.00 2750.00 
300.00 48.00 50.00 9.20 2760.00 
325.00 52.00 54.00 8.52 2768.52 
350.00 56.00 58.00 7.93 2775.86 
375.00 60.00 62.00 7.42 2782.26 
400.00 64.00 66.00 6.97 2787.88 
425.00 68.00 70.00 6.57 2792.86 
450.00 72.00 74.00 6.22 2797.30 
475.00 76.00 78.00 5.90 2801.28 
500.00 80.00 82.00 5.61 2804.88 

Table 6A.1 lb: Effect of different batch sizes at AR660 

Objective: To satisfy primary the functional requirement, throughput 

Typically lower batch sizes 
with different drilling 

Observation 1: Coupled solution results 
typically in 8-10 set-up changes per day, 
=each set-up ranging from 15-20 minutes 

Observation 2: Jigs and drilling head 
configuration needs changing for each 
drilling pattern 

FM400 
->jFace Drilling Machine 

Coupled 
parameters: 
Throughput and set
up change 

Constraints: 
Set-up time per change 
cannot be avoided or 
reduced under prevailing 
conditions 

Figure 6A.17: Summary of the parameters in the drilling section 
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Summary of the parameters at FM400 is shown in figure 6A.17. Some of the 

options available to un-couple FR3 and FR1 (i.e. set-up time and throughput) 

1. Product and component standardization 

2. Batching components with similar drilling patterns 

3. Batching production requirements of components (products), make to stock of 

A-class components. 

Product and component standardization has been carried out at DFC to change the 

product construction. While this change has brought about improvements in product 

quality, there are certain aspects to construction that can bring about improvements in 

production efficiency. A design for batch manufacture approach has been 

recommended as a part of this research work to bring about improvements in 

production. This recommendation bears impact not only on this machine, but has an 

affect on many other machines in the plant that have been acquired to manufacture 

components in batch sizes of greater than 100. 

The design for batch manufacture mainly arises due to the need to produce 

components with different drilling pattern requirements. Changes in drilling pattern 

occur due to different styles of products and the assembly requirements of profiles, 

rails and base plates. These assembly requirements call for different drilling patterns 

(holes on gables and tops to accommodate profiles, rails and base plates). During 

product re-design at DFC all profiles, rails and base plates were doweled requiring 

multiple drilling pattern requirements within the same product family. Through 

analysis of the product's construction, it was found that many product families are 

related through similar basic construction with differences introduced due to profiles 

and other superficial accessories. Since different drilling patterns are primarily due to 

these accessories, it is quite possible to staple these accessories (as was being done 

before product re-design) without any loss to product quality. However this approach 

introduces an additional step in the assembly process, while reducing the need for 

multiple drilling patterns within the same product family. 
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Batching components to reduce the coupling between throughput and set-up 

changeover forms another crucial design decision that has resulted from the 

application of the design axioms. To operate the FM400 with minimum set-up 

changes, it is necessary to determine the batch size that can optimize production table 

shows the different batch sizes and the total component throughput. It can be seen 

from this table that at higher batch sizes the number of changeover reduces 

considerably and results in higher throughput. However, based on demand history, it 

can be seen that the batch size of components usually lies between 50-200. Hence this 

machine will remain coupled and affect productivity at the drilling section. 

6A.8.2 Conclusions: Detailed Design of the Drilling Section 

Throughput requirements at this machine can be de-coupled to a certain extent by 

product standardization and grouping component and product requirements. While 

grouping of similar components (based on drilling patterns) contributed directly to 

throughput improvements, batching of products has an affect on buffer space 

requirements. As presented in the first design matrix, FRl and FR4 are coupled. FRl 

and FR4 will remain de-coupled as long as the buffer space requirements are sufficient 

to meet a day's production (based FR is to manufacture 2500 finished products a day). 

Grouping of products couples FRl and FR4 (as FRl is based on daily throughput 

requirements). Hence this solution is not considered and will not be analyzed further. 

The batching of components de-coupled the solution to a certain extent, but this 

solution does not completely uncouple FRl and FR4. This aspect of design is crucial 

and the analysis makes an important contribution to the design specifications evolved 

for other drilling machine that will be acquired by DFC. The new machines need to 

have the flexibility to changeover from one drilling pattern to another, and one size to 

another through programmed set-up changes. This design solution that can un-couple 

FRl, FR3 and FR4 is however bound by constraint # 3 (cost of customized design of 

machines). 



6A.8.3 Design of the Doweling and Face Drilling Machines 

In this section we discuss the design of the (face and end) drilling and insertion 

machine. The purpose of this is to identify the FRs (as relevant to the primary FR of 

system design), DPs and PVs. The basic operations the machine needs to perform are: 

1. drill multiple patterns on the sides of a component 

2. drill holes on the edges with ±lmm 

3. insert dowels on the edges. 

The FR and DP hierarchies are shown in figure 6A. 18 and 6A. 19. 

Drilling and Doweling Device 

Device for Drilling Flexibility 

Simultaneous 
two side 
drilling 

Through and 
Blind Holes 

Multiple drillinj 
patterns 

Volume 
flexibility 

Process 
flexibility 

Figure 6A.18: Functional hierarchy of the face drilling and doweling machine 

Multi-spindle 
top drill head 

Adjustable drill 
head configuration 

Input 
Buffer 
Size 

Output 
Buffer 
Size 

Automatic 
set-up 
changes 

Integrated 
drilling and 
doweling 
unit 

Figure 6A.19: DP hierarchy of the face drilling and doweling machine 
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Based on previous experience with drilling machines, the coupling of FRs 

discussed in section is relevant. The goal of this design is to de-couple the parameters 

and thus minimize the effect of FRs on each other. Generalizing the design matrix, it 

can be inferred that many of the FRs and DPs can be coupled in a design based on 

constraints. This general design matrix is presented in the matrix below. 

FRl xxxxx DPI 
FRl 0X000 DPI 

« FR3 
• = 

00X00 DP3> 
FRA 000X0 DP4 
FR5 xooox DP5 

By analyzing the design matrix, we can develop the design parameters that need to 

be de-coupled or un-coupled. The process variables that are required to satisfy the 

design parameters will also be developed during this design process. 

6A.8.4 Coupling between FRl and FR2 

The design of flexible drilling heads has a direct impact on the throughput at the 

drilling and doweling machines. With typical batch sizes ranging from 10-200 pieces, 

the number of batches that flow through a drilling and doweling machine could be 8-

10/day. It has been recorded through observations during time study analysis that out 

of these batches 80-90% could have different drilling patterns. This leads us to the 

conclusion that an automated or semi-automated system will be required to facilitate 

changes to drilling head configurations. Based on the data available about machines 

that perform drilling and doweling operations as an integrated unit, or drilling and 

doweling operations separate, it can be inferred that drilling machines that follow the 

32mm system (meaning all holes are located 32X mm apart along the x-y axes) have 

the most flexibility in design. DFC follows the 32mm system in its product design and 

hence design of this section is based on 32mm drilling machines, to derive advantages 

of industry standards, and move towards de-coupling FRl and FR2. 

Cost of customized machines is a constraint that will hinder design of a flexible 

machine. From data obtained from machine manufacturers, it has been recorded that 
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the flexible head units (top unit) are less crucial to the cost of the machine than the 

design of re-configurable bottom drill heads. Since the cost of the latter option is 

substantial, manual intervention is necessary to adjust bottom drill head 

configurations. However, it is possible to customize these configurations based on 

needs. It is estimated that the cost of each drill head configuration is around $15,000, 

and hence the need to determine the best drill head configuration possible. 

In conclusion based on the existing constraints on costs, FR1 and FR2 cannot be 

fully un-coupled. From observations on the plant floor and based on product demand 

information, it can be inferred that batching will not completely address this coupling. 

This is true because, small batch sizes and variegated product demands may require the 

drilling of multiple patterns. However, the effect of this coupling on throughput 

requirements can be greatly reduced by increasing individual batch sizes or batching 

similar drilling patterns. 

The coupling that could be created between throughput and buffer space 

requirements can be addressed by designing buffers at the input and output 

appropriately. This aspect of design will be addressed in the process domain by 

determining buffers based on multiple demand scenarios. Average throughput at this 

machine, and the number of batches (a pallet accommodates -100 components) 

translates directly to buffer space requirements. 

Based on the analysis and results presented in tables previously, we have enough 

information to proceed with machine acquisition. Further, based on the data of 

machine options obtained from DFC, there are two options that were considered. 

Option 1 is a high speed drilling machine (FM400) with fixed spindle head 

configuration 

Option 2 is a reconfigurable drilling machine, with multiple spindles 
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Figure 6A.20: Patterns most commonly used in unique components in table 

Based on the throughput requirements and part mix information presented, it can 

be inferred that batch sizes of components vary considerably and usually do not exceed 

200. The high speed drilling machine requires a minimum of 20 minutes between 

batches (to change drill bit, adjust spindles and drill heads). The CNC machine on the 

other hand has a fully automated changeover system and needs little set-up time 

between batches. The CNC (AR660) machine is limited in its ability to drill both sides 

of a component and takes on the average twice the amount of time compared to 

FM400. 

To decide on the best option, we need to analyze, the drilling patterns of all the 

parts to determine if the FM400 with a fixed head configuration (with minor manual 

changes possible) can satisfy the drilling requirements, and the number of set-up 

GLH3201 Left Gable 

GLH8903 Left Gable * -I 

GLH3601 Left Gable 

GLH2204 Left Gable 



changes it may have to undergo. We also need to compare the FM400 with AR660 to 

identify the impact of the different drilling patterns, set-up changes and batch sizes. 

The most common patterns used are shown in figure 6A.20. 
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Figure 6A.21: Drill head and spindle location on FM400 

Based on an analysis of all the drilling patterns, it can be inferred that most drilled 

holes are along the horizontal and vertical axes (holes apart by either 32mm or 

multiples thereof). The drilling patterns shown above have offset holes that are 32mm 

apart. Drilling heads on the FM400 machine (figure 6A.21) cannot perform this 

drilling operation as the minimum distance between holes when using two heads 

should be 96mm. 

The AR660 on the other hand has a moveable drill head with automatic spindle 

adjustment capability that can give it the flexibility to perform this operation. Also, the 

AR660 has the following spindle configuration that gives it additional flexibility to 

perform all drilling operations (shown in figure 6A.22) required. As was previously 



mentioned however, the AR660 takes double the time to perform similar drilling 

pattern as compared to FM400. 
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Figure 6A.22: Drill head (top) on the AR660 

6A.8.5 Drilling Section: Conclusions and Recommendations 

Based on the results obtained it can be seen that the AR660 is better suited to 

handle the small batch sizes and different drilling patterns requirements. The FM400 is 

a high speed machine requiring, high set-up times as well and hence will be unsuitable 
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to handle repeated set-up changes that seem inevitable due to the different drilling 

requirements. The AR660 on the other hand is a more expensive machine that will 

require substantial initial investment. But in the long run, it can be seen that the AR660 

would be a better option. 

6A.9 Design of an Automated Assembly System 

This case study discusses an application of the methodology and discusses the use 

of axioms of design discussed previously for the design of a flexible assembly system. 

The motivation behind the use of the methodology is to demonstrate its use for 

developing functionally independent design parameters that are crucial for 

"manufacturing systems" that need to adapt continuously to accommodate changes in 

product designs. They also aid in the development of design solutions that lead to the 

development of design solutions that take future needs of an evolving product designs 

into consideration by taking into account the system and design ranges. This case study 

presents one such situation wherein the assembly case clamp designed has to involve 

functional independent design parameters that can facilitate the use of the same 

assembly system for the automatic assembly of three product families. 

6A.9.1 The design problem 

Figure 6A. 23 shows one of the typical products that are representative of a family 

of products that need to be assembled using pre-programmed pneumatic case clamps. 

The three products identified: X2418, X2019, and X2416 in figure 6A.23 are called 

entertainment units and form part of a group of products manufactured by a local 

manufacturer. These units are made of laminated particleboard and are doweled to 

facilitate the assembly process. The force requirements and the support requirements 

required to assemble the product are shown in figure 6A.24. 
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Using this force and support requirement diagram, the functional requirements of 

an assembly case clamp system have been drawn. These functional requirements were 

also derived from the customer requirements that included the use of the same case 

clamp for the assembly of three different product groupings that could be identified 

from a family of products. These products are representative of their product group. By 

designing the assembly system for these products, we will be able to accommodate the 

requirements for all other products in their respective families. 

Analyzing the requirements in the customer domain, the following were identified 

to be the requirements: 

1. ability to deal with all products within the entertainment unit family of 

products 

2. flexibility to accommodate future requirements. 

6A.9.2 Function Requirements and their Relevance 

Based on the CRs, functional requirements and design parameters of the automated 

assembly system have been identified in table 6A.12. The basic functional 

requirements of the case clamp are the need for force application in all three planes i.e. 

xy, yz and zx. This particular functionality of the system, given the support and force 

application cylinders, gives the flexibility to apply force in all three directions. The 

importance of this can be seen by examining the force application and support 

diagrams for the three product groups and the product structures presented in figure 

6A.23. These figures show the planes in which force and supports are required. The 

planes have been separated into sections, top, middle and bottom and they are: 

1. left and right planes 

2. center Left plane 

3. bottom Left and right planes 

4. top plane 
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The functional requirements in the functional domain, i.e., force and support 

requirements for each product group were identified based on these requirements that 

represent all products in each group. 

FR Description DP Description 
FR1 Component support requirements; 

adequate balanced support, minimum 
damage to components 

DPI Padded forked supports for easy 
removal and min. damage; movable, 
to provide variable support for all 
product families 

FR2 Gradual application of force 
(Requirements for the pneumatic 
cylinders) 

DP2 Variable speed pneumatic cylinders 

FR3 Balanced forces on the components DP3 Predetermined location for each 
product family to minimize 
unbalanced forces and hence any 
damage to the dowels or 
components 

FR4 A sequential activation/deactivation of 
the pneumatic cylinders for stability and 
support 

DP4 A relay designed for pre-determined 
activation/deactivation of the 
cylinders 

FR5 Moveable case clamp DP5 To facilitate removal of the 
assembled products 

FR6 Easy component placement DP6 Open ended lateral supports, forked 
to facilitate easy insertion 

FR7 Easy removal of the assembled product DP7 Open ended lateral supports 
FR8 Non projecting structures on the case 

clamp to facilitate assembly operations 
DP8 Lateral supports within the product 

width 

Table 6A. 12 FRs and DPs for the automated assembly system 

Functional independence of the force and support requirements is another FR that 

is important to provide flexibility of the case clamp to accommodate changes to 

product designs which may call for force application in combinations of different 

planes. Application of the independence axiom requires the independent motion of 

each force applicator in the x-y direction and the rotation of the force applicator to 

facilitate force application in any direction. The functional sets are identified in table 

6 A. 12. FR Ideals with the support requirements and other FRs related to this category 

call for adequate and balanced support and careful handling of the parts to avoid 

damage to the assembly components. 
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FR2 deals with the force requirement of the applicators. Due to the brittle nature of 

the particleboard it was required to avoid any impact forces from the force applicator. 

Hence this FR calls for the use of gradual force application. 

FR3 deals with the balancing of the forces that are being applied on different 

planes. This is an important requirement as the use of force applicator in different 

planes could lead to imbalances that may not lead to application of required forces at 

the joints and may also result in damaged parts. This FR therefore deals with the 

design of suitable support and FA's to balance all the forces applied on the product. 

FR4 deals with the activation sequence of the force applicator to maintain adequate 

supports and balancing of forces. This requirement is related to FR3 but is treated 

separately as it can be satisfied by an independent design parameter. 

FR5 is the requirement that contributes to the flexibility of the case clamp. This 

requirement ensures the accommodation of future size changes to the product and 

facilitates the easy removal of finished products and the placement of components for 

assembly. 

FR6 deals with support requirements. The FR deals with the insertion and removal 

of the supports and cylinders without any obstruction from the components placed on 

the assembly table. 

FR7 allows the operator or assembler to perform certain manual operations on the 

product when it's being assembled. This FR ensures the avoidance any projecting parts 

on the case clamp. The design parameters that correspond to the functional 

requirements discussed above are presented in table 6A.12. Based on the design 

parameters, the following physical elements have been conceptualized. The pneumatic 

case clamp assembly designed is shown in figure 6A.25. 

Functional requirements FR6, FR7 and FR8 can be combined into one FR and dealt 

with during the design of the case clamp. The crucial functional requirements are the 

force and flexible support requirements that are to be provided on the case clamp to 

accommodate all three-product families and any anticipated changes to the product 

design. The case clamp right wall and the moveable frame on the left provides support 



to the product. Important supports have padded U-forks that are mounted on frame 

supports. These supports provide stable and balanced support causing minimum 

damage to the brittle particle board parts. The U-forks provide supports in the 

horizontal and vertical planes. 

Figure 6A.25: The pneumatic assembly system 

Based on the current design of the case clamp shown in figure 6A.25 we can derive 

the following design matrix: 

FRl ~xoooo~ DPI 

FRl 0X000 DPI 

' FR3 ' = 00X00 DP3> 

FR4 000X0 DP4 

.FR5. .oooox. DPS, 
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Functional requirement FR5 is satisfied by design parameter DP5 which is 

conceptualized to be a physical structure such, as an I frame or C frame, that allows 

movement of the case clamp to provide support and force requirements. FR5 can be 

further broken down into the following functional requirements: 

FR5 

' < i V 

FR51 FR52 FR53 
Support Force Support 

Frame 
Support 
Frame 

1 
' i r i t " ' " \t V 

FR511 FR512 FR513 FR521 FR522 FR523 FR531 FR532 
Horizontal Vertical Rotation Horizontal Vertical Rotation Vertical Horizontal 

Support 
Frame 

Support 
Frame 

Figure 6A.26: Functional requirements of the pneumatic case clamp 

An Initial design suggests the use of an I-frame for providing the horizontal and 

vertical frames to provide the horizontal and vertical movement for support and force 

requirements. 

fFi?511] "xOOOOOOOl fDP51ll 
FR512 0x000000 DP512 
FR513 00x00000 DP513 
FR521 000x0000 DP521 

1FR522 0000x000 DP522 
FR523 00000x00 DP523 
FR531 xOOxOOxO DP531 

[FR532 OxOOxOOx [DP532 

The use of an I-frame restricts the movement horizontal force and support 

requirements and hence results in a quasi-coupled design. Based on the 

recommendation of independence axiom of design, we have to separate these FRs and 

DPs. Hence the following design modification has been suggested to the I-frame 

design that de-couples the FRs and DPs that were coupled before due to restriction 
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placed by the vertical limb of the I-frame. The design modification suggests the 

movement of the support frames in slots housed on the top and bottom limbs of the I-

frame. This removes the restriction of the vertical limb of the I-frame on the movement 

of the support frames. The new design matrix is shown below. 

FR5U "JCOOOOOOO" DPSU 

FR512 0x000000 DP512 

FR513 00x00000 DP513 

FR52\ 000x0000 DP521 

FR522 = 0000x000 DP522 

FR523 00000x00 DP523 

FR531 000000x0 DP531 

FR532; _0000000x. DP532, 

Figure 6A.27: The case clamp assembly system 



6A.9.3 Future Product Changes: Relevance of Functional Independence 

The pneumatic case clamp installed in the assembly line is shown in figure 6A.27. 

Future design changes to the product are anticipated and will result in variation of 

product sizes and changes in the design of the product in terms of the location of the 

shelves, or drawers on the entertainment unit. The case clamp has been designed to 

meet many of these changes in product construction. As can be seen from the 

construction of the product, any changes to the product are reflected in the changes to 

the assembly requirements in terms of force application and support requirements. The 

force applicators and the support structures in the case clamp have been designed to 

accommodate changes to the product in all three force application planes. 

6A.10 Final Assembly Area 

The different products that are produced at DFC, and the number of assembly lines 

required are shown in the calculations below. Based on these calculations the number 

of assembly lines required are determined (shown in table 6A.13). 

6A.11 Final System Recommendations 

Based on the calculations and the design of the machines in the drilling section the 

following recommendations are put forth for final system design and implementation. 

These recommendations are based on the assumption that the cutting section produces 

parts required for processing at the edge banding and drilling sections to stock at the 

cut parts buffer 1-2 days ahead. The recommendations are: 

1. Lamination section needs to be one week ahead of the cutting section. This is 

mainly due to the erratic demand patterns that create orders for different 

colored boards on short notice. Based on the demand over the past year, it can 

be seen that customers seek certain colored products (such as dynamic oak and 

washed oak) on a regular basis. Due to this identified demand for products of a 
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particular color, it can be recommended that these boards be made to stock. 

How many boards need to be laminated can be calculated based on the MRP 

system that can accumulate orders over a given time horizon based on the sales 

orders that are entered in the MRP. Smaller orders for lamination that cannot 

be determined until 2-3 days before the actual need, can be laminated to order. 

This practice is already prevalent at DFC. However the use of MRP system for 

calculations can increase the accuracy of the production orders created for the 

lamination section. Adequate buffer space has been assumed for the lamination 

section. 

2. The cutting section is also a crucial part of the whole manufacturing process. 

As was discussed earlier, the cutting section bases its performance on 

optimizing material usage. This has resulted in a coupled solution and there is a 

need to de-couple this design parameter to satisfy the primary functional 

requirement of this section. To offset the impact of material optimization on, 

processing time and hence the primary functional requirement, this section also 

produces to stock (cut parts storage). The cutting section needs to operate one 

to two days ahead of the edge banding section to optimize on material 

utilization and also to cope with insufficient capacity at the cutting machines. 

3. The edge banding machines need to set-up based on color classifications. 

Results from simulation have shown that this classification can lead to 

improvements in performance of the edge banding sections. Based on 

calculations, it can be seen that to satisfy the primary functional requirement of 

the system (to produce 2500 finished goods per day), the edge banding section 

will have to process on the average 24000 to 25000 components over a two day 

period. There are four edge banding machines in the edge banding area (a 

design limitation), and each edge banding machine can process up to 22 m/min 

of parts. This amounts to, 8-10 parts per minute and over a 8 hour working day 

(460 minutes), a total of 3680-4600 parts/day/machine. Assuming a lower end 

for production (worst case scenario), each machine will be able to process 7360 
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parts over a two-day period. This section therefore has adequate capacity. The 

primary functional requirement (throughput) even through dependent on set-up 

time is being satisfied by the design parameter (processing time). 

4. The drilling section is the bottleneck operation within the manufacturing facility. 

Based on simulations over the 22 demand periods, it can be seen that the drilling 

and doweling machine are utilized to capacity. The design alternatives suggested 

for the drilling section include the use of the AR660 CNC machine for performing 

the doweling and drilling operations. This is based on extensive analysis of the 

drilling section and time study and operation performance observations at the 

drilling section. Based on these calculations, it can be seen from product demand 

history that the typical batch sizes do not exceed 125. At this batch size, the AR660 

performs much better than the FM400 as it has the capability to perform automatic 

set-up changes. This recommendation has resulted directly from the work 

conducted through this research. Further, given the current conditions of operation, 

the drilling section will be unable to satisfy the primary functional requirement. 

Due to the limitations placed on the number of machines that can be acquired, the 

use of overtime hours or a second shift will be able to satisfy the throughput 

requirement of the drilling section. 

5. The profile and oak sections have adequate capacity to supply the parts required 

for final assembly. The final assembly area has been divided into 10 different 

groups based on the product construction techniques. This involved a detailed 

analysis of the assembly techniques and the design of each case clamp. Further as 

applied to the design of one specific product line, and based on design of existing 

case clamps there is a need for a flexible case clamp assembly system for the 

automatic assembly of the entertainment units. 

These final recommendations lead us to the final design that is shown in the layout 

diagram (figure 6A.28). Summary of the final results is shown in table 6A. 14. 
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Night tables and stands 86387 1 360 0.88 

Night tables and stands 
(with oversized top shelf) 

17411 1 73 0.18 

Light Decks 13012 1 54 0.11 476 1.16 

Drawer and door chests 72726 2 303 0.89 

Drawer and door chests (oversized top shelves) 2604 2 11 0.03 

Drawer and door chests 10591 2 44 0.21 465 1.13 

Drawer and door dresser 70462 3 294 1.43 

Drawer and door dresser (oversized tops) 11193 3 47 0.25 691 1.69 

Mates beds 19574 4 82 0.50 205 0.5 

Desks and bookcases of Study centers type 1 1200 5 4 0.01 

Desks and Bookcases of Study centers type 2 12396 5 52 0.19 

Bookshelves of study center 11322 5 47 0.17 

Entertainment units 16765 5 70 0.43 

Desk hutch 10000 5 42 0.15 393 0.96 

Pier units 10000 6 42 0.10 

Bookcase headboards 25214 6 105 0.38 

King bookcase headboards 812 6 3 0.01 

Wardrobe 10000 6 42 0.15 

Wall Unit 10000 6 42 0.15 330 0.8 

Hutch mirror 20303 8 85 0.31 

Pine headboard 4318 8 18 0.07 

Foot-board 6436 8 27 0.10 195 0.48 

Pine night tables 4746 9 20 0.10 

Pine drawer chests 20138 9 84 0.31 

Pine bookcase 19047 9 79 0.29 

Pine bridges 10000 9 42 0.15 348 0.85 

Headboard 62485 10 260 0.63 

Mirrors 78730 10 328 0.80 

Ready to assemble furniture 46478 10 194 0.47 782 1.91 

Table 6A. 13: Final assembly line calculations 
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Section Number of 
machines (similar 

capabilities) 

Determined (DP) 
throughput 

requirements 

Comments 

Cutting 2 80-90 boards/per 
hour 

Production to stock, 2 days lead time 

Straight Edge 
Banding 

4 22-25 m/min (8-10 
pieces/min) 

Will satisfy the primary function 
requirement 

Face Drilling 2 30-40 pieces/hr Will not be able to satisfy primary 
functional requirement 

Face Drilling and 
Doweling 

3 5-6 pieces/min Will not be able to satisfy primary 
functional requirement 

Table 6A. 14: Final results 

6A.12 Case study Conclusions 

Design of the furniture manufacturing facility offered excellent opportunities for 

testing the design methodology, the axiomatic design principles and the integrated 

design tool. Based on extensive analysis carried out in product design techniques, 

furniture processing machines, assembly techniques and general practices existing in 

the industry, the design of the manufacturing facility was carried out. 

Due to the enormity of the task undertaken (400 products, consisting of more that 

3800 components), design is essentially focused on areas which can offer the best 

opportunity for the application of the design methodology and the integrated tool. The 

areas/sections considered for design are cutting, edge banding, drilling, solid wood, 

profile and final assembly area. Out of these sections, the drilling and final assembly 

sections involved extensive study as they offered good opportunity to see practical 

implementation of the solutions generated from this research work (through the 

application of the axiomatic design principles). 
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The final design recommendations presented in the previous section show that the 

system design that has been presented will be able to satisfy the primary functional 

requirements in the cutting section only if the cutting section has a lead time of 1-2 

days. Recommendations also show that the straight edge banding section will be able 

to handle the throughput requirements with adequate overtime hours. The manual edge 

banding section will also be able to handle the throughput requirements, however the 

drilling sections will be unable to meet the throughput requirements to produce 2500 

finished goods per day. Design alternatives for this section includes the use of overtime 

hours or machine acquisition. Since machine acquisition is not a viable option, DFC 

will have to deal with this bottleneck section, by enacting set-up time reductions (as 

was demonstrated through the design of drilling heads to reduce set-up time) and 

through over time hours (or second shift). 

One of the main drawbacks of the existing design that has been implemented at 

DFC is the use of FM400 machines for face drilling and dowel drilling operations. This 

research at that time recommended the use of AR660 based on time studies, batching 

requirements, and drilling pattern similarity & variance. 

In conclusion, the current design that has been implemented at DFC will be unable 

to handle the required throughput of 2500 finished products per day based on 8-hr shift 

calculations. Drilling section is a bottleneck operation that has to be dealt with. Buffer 

space requirements (cutting and parts storage) will be able to handle the storage 

requirements as long as the number of products made during a particular day have 

been cleared or moved to the next buffer storage area. 

6A. 12.1 Contributions of the Methodology and Integrated Design Tool 

The purpose of this case study is to demonstrate the application of the methodology 

and the integrated design tool for the design of a manufacturing facility. After having 

applied the principles and tool for the design of the furniture manufacturing facility the 

following areas of application were most benefited and certain other limitations and 

problems were identified. The identified areas of application are: 
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1. As applied to the use of the design methodology it was found that the use of the 

design steps aided in identifying the key areas that needed to be addressed 

during the design process. One of the main benefits of this is that not all case 

studies or system designs follow the same sequence of operations or involve all 

the steps discussed in the methodology. In this case the areas of focus was 

clearly determined using the design matrix. Though conceptual in nature, the 

use of the design matrix to identify the primary functional requirement of 

system design aided in orienting the sub-systems to satisfy the primary 

functional requirement first. 

2. The use of independence axiom for the design of the drilling and flexible case 

clamp assembly system proved beneficial. This aspect of the design process can 

be substantiated through the recommendations that were presented for the 

acquisition of AR660 over the FM400 machine. This has significant impact on 

the design and operation of the drilling section as it increases the throughput of 

this section and brings it a step closer to an uncoupled design. 

3. The use of the independence axiom is also demonstrated in the design of the 

automatic case-clamp assembly system. In this case the use of axiomatic design 

principles came after the design was about 50-60% complete through trial and 

error means of design. The use of the independence axiom helped identify the 

key functional requirements of the design, and focus on those design 

parameters that affect the identified functional requirements. The use of the 

axiom improved the design of the support frame which gives more flexibility 

for the lateral movement of the clamps, thereby facilitating assembly of 

different product configurations. 

4. The acquisition, collection and organization of data pertaining to thousands of 

products and parts proved to be an enormous task. The tool developed for this 

purpose was not entirely able to cope with the demands imposed on the 

organization and analysis of the data. Specifically this was a result of the 

platform on which the data acquisition module was initially based (UNIX). The 
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transfer of the data acquisition module and other modules of system design 

greatly enhanced the flexibility of the design tool for practical use. 

5. The use of the genetic algorithm was not very beneficial for the design of 

system configuration as the number of alternatives were narrowed down to a 

couple by the part processing sequences. While the use of GA for machine 

selection and design was helpful to evolve different machine combinations, the 

link between the simulation tool with the GA proved to be hindrance as a 

commercially available simulation tool was not easily portable. It is felt that for 

a designer to use this tool in a real world application, the development of 

simple and reliable simulation tools (implemented in C/C++) will prove more 

beneficial 

6. One of the benefits of the application of the design methodology can be seen 

while the designer needs to evaluate the actual processing time (and the 

acceptable variance) for machine acquisition. One of the main drawbacks of 

the approaches used at DFC was the gross approximation regarding processing 

times of machines. Before this research was initiated very little information 

regarding the operation routing and processing was known or documented. One 

of first things accomplished was the development of a rich database of process 

routings. 



Case study II: Redesign of a Metal Fabrication Facility 

6B. Introduction 

A Calgary-based manufacturer produces steel industrial shelters for gas plants and 

a variety of other applications. During the last two years, the demand for these shelters 

was very high and orders were often on short notice and these trends are likely to 

continue in the future. The primary concern of management is to increase the 

productivity without significant capital investment to meet these challenges. After 

some observations and analysis, the following were suggested to the management: 1. 

redesign the manufacturing system to reduce material handling time (distance), and 2. 

develop a real-time scheduling and control system to improve resource utilization. 

These two objectives form the high level FRs of system design. The redesign of the 

manufacturing system mainly focused on the selection of a manufacturing system type 

such as cellular manufacturing systems, and the layout design for reducing material 

handling activities. 

6B.1 The Manufacturing Facility 

The current facility can be divided into five relatively independent areas: 

1. Welding 

2. Door assembly 

3. Group of machines 

4. Accessory assembly 

5. Painting 



6B.1.1 Welding Area 

This area manufactures structures to support the building, e.g. I frames, H frames, 

sway braces, ice rakes and the like. 

6B. 1.2 Door Assembly Area 

In this area, glass, frame and panic handle are put on door slabs and doorframes are 

assembled and then shifted to the painting area to be painted. 

6B. 1.3 Group of Machines Area 

This area consists of the main processing facilities that are described below: 

6B. 1.3.1 Roll Former 

This machine is the most important piece of equipment in the plant where 80% of 

the parts of the building are produced. All other workstations in the plant produce the 

remaining 20% and other supported components. However, one should not be misled 

by these percentages as the time the product spends in this station is about 1/10 of the 

time the whole product spends in the system. At this station, the building wall panels, 

wall corner panels and roof panels are made. The panel profile and the width of the 

panels that is 20 inches are fixed, whereas the length varied depending on the height of 

the building. 

6B. 1.3.2 Small Wall Panel Manual Cut Station 

At this station, a person cuts wall panels that form the small panels near the door. 

The regular panels are manually cut along their length at a specific width and then 

shifted to the manual brake. 



6B. 1.3.3 Cut-line 

At this station, rolls of raw material will be cut to sheets. Sheets for liner go to the 

profiler station and the others go to the shear or to the small shear machine. 

6B. 1.3.4 Shear 

At this station, the metal sheets are cut to certain sizes and will go either to the NC 

brake or the manual brake or directly to the accessory assembly area. 

6B. 1.3.5 Brake 

This station redoes the small panels, roof flashing and components for parts in the 

accessory assembly area. 

6B.1.3.6NC Brake 

This station receives material from the shear and produces components for parts in 

the assembly area and parts directly for the building. The products from this station are 

bottom channels, top channels, ribs, and parts for ridge vents. 

6B.1.3.7 Profiler 

This machine profiles liner sheets for the inside wall of the building. 

6B. 1.4 Accessory Assembly Area 

This area makes all accessory parts for the building. It receives material directly 

from the shear machine to make things like ridge caps, end caps, name plates etc. It 

also receives components from the two brakes to assemble, for example: ridge vents, 

inactive ridges, louvers etc. 



6B. 1.5 Painting Area 

This department paints doors and doorframes. It also paints some accessory parts 

or sometimes even the whole building if required by the customer. Figure 6B.3 (see 

end of chapter for layout drawings) shows the existing manufacturing facility 

consisting of 22 unique machines used to manufacture a number of different types of 

buildings. Each pre-fabricated building comprises about 94 different parts, the quantity 

and requirements of which greatly depend on the size and customer specifications. 

6B.2 Requirements of Manufacturing System Design 

The first step towards re-designing a facility involves the acquisition of all the 

relevant information (system conceptualization). In the current application this phase 

essentially involved the analysis of product design and demand characteristics, a 

detailed analysis of the operations to process a product and their respective operation 

times, and the production policy. It also involved the acquisition of information 

pertaining to the goals and objectives of system re-design. Based on this information 

the following formed the input to the genetic algorithm: 

1. product demands 

2. product design changes 

3. the operations and the operating times required to make the products 

4. current operating strategies. 

Table 6B.1 (see Appendix for complete table) shows the processing requirement 

and the processing time for the 94 parts. The current facility could be characterized as 

a made-to-order production. Approximately 50% of the demand for the pre-fabricated 

buildings are essentially known beforehand and the rest of the demand is received on a 

day-to-day basis. The following functional requirement can be determined from the 

discussion above. 

Reorganize the facility to reduce material handling 



Based on the following characteristics, the application of group technology and 

cellular manufacturing principles was found most suitable: 

1. A relatively small variety of products 

2. Unpredictable product demand change 

3. Flexible work force 

4. Current level of machine flexibility 

5. Set-up and operations required 

Therefore designing a cellular layout is the design parameter that can satisfy the 

functional requirement. The next section determines the process variables required to 

satisfy the design parameter. 

Processing Time on each Machine 
Part# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
3 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 

\ J 
-s^ 

v y 

> 

93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 10 

Table 6B. 1: Processing requirement and the processing time for the 94 parts 

6B.2.1 Mapping the Design Parameters to Process Variables 

Mapping the design parameters to the process variables takes a bottom-up 

approach to system re-design. It involves the determination of the system 

characteristics that best suit the goals, objectives and constraints specified at the 

system conceptualization stage. 

The fact that we had to re-design an existing facility with minimal change over or 

additions obviated machine requirement design and material handling system design. 



The current facility has about 22 unique machines each with a single operating 

capability, and the material handling is performed manually. 

The genetic algorithm has been modeled to take the machine requirements and 

material handling requirements that exist in the current manufacturing facility as 

constraints in the design process. This is in accordance with the objectives that 

restricted the design with current resources and facilities with re-configuration as the 

requirement. 

System configuration design involved the application of genetic algorithms for the 

grouping of machines into cells. The primary objective of the machine cell grouping 

was the reduction of material movement between and inside a cell not only to reduce 

the material handling costs but also to reduce the movement of material between cells. 

The hierarchy of design parameters and process variables involved in system 

configuration design is shown in figure 6B. 1. 

Cellular layout design DPcl 

I i 
Adequate buffer 

space PVcll 
Resource locations PVcl2 Adequate buffer 

space PVcll 
I 1 

Adequate buffer 
space PVcll 

I I 
-r Number of 

machines per cell 
PVcl21 

Number of cells 
PVcl22 i r I 

Number of 
machines per cell 

PVcl21 
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PVcl22 

Material Buffer space 
location 
PVcll2 
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PVcl21 1 Buffer space 
location 
PVcll2 

r transfer 

Buffer space 
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distance 
PVcl22 

devices 
PVclll 

Buffer space 
location 
PVcll2 Inter machine 

distance 
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distance 
PVcl22 

devices 
PVclll 

Inter machine 
distance 

Inter cell 
distance 
PVcl22 

Inter machine 
distance 

Inter cell 
distance 
PVcl22 

PV C 1 Z 1 

Figure 6B.1: Hierarchy of PVs in system configuration design 

6B.3 Application of the Integrated Design Tool 

The integrated design tool presented in Chapter 5 has been used to evolve alternate 

system designs for system configuration. The coding, selection and reproduction 
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schemes are similar to the ones discussed in Chapter 5. However, the constraints and 

layout configuration are based on the following placement algorithm. The 

development of unique layout algorithms is a requirement of all system configuration 

designs, as each design is unique. 

Consisting of two interacting modules, the system configuration module generates 

different layout configurations by taking into consideration the center distance between 

machines and frequency of material movement. The GA module itself interacts with 

the Auto-CAD module at two levels. Firstly it generates feasible layout combinations 

and then secondly based on the output from the Auto-CAD module it evaluates the 

fitness of the layouts and regenerates the cell groupings. The AutoCAD module 

consists of a placement algorithm that receives the cell grouping information from the 

genetic algorithm and converts it into a layout. 

The first interaction between the GA-AutoCAD modules involves the transfer of 

feasible layout combinations from the GA module to the placement module for 

arrangement of machines on the plant floor. The necessary information for the 

placement algorithm are: a) plant size limitation, b) physical limitations on the plant 

floor like certain immovable structures (such as cranes, welding stations etc.), and c) 

actual machine sizes. This interaction takes place at each generation and the placement 

algorithm takes into consideration the physical limitations while arranging the 

machines on the plant floor. This may include for example the inability to move a 

certain machine or location of a machine next to an "immovable" material handling 

equipment. The cell placement procedure and the subsequent calculation of the center 

distance are as follows: 

1. locate the first machine pair based on the highest material flow 

2. find the machine with the greatest interaction with the previous machine set, 

and place it closest to the machine with the highest interaction (separated by a 

minimum inter-machine distance) 

3. repeat 2 until all machines have been arranged in the layout 

4. end. 



The procedure discussed here can be applied to arrange machines in a cell and also 

to arrange all the cells by considering the system as a cell and the individual cells are 

machines. The inter-machine distance and intra-cell distances are applied as 

applicable. The following algorithm describes the steps leading up to the final system 

configuration design. The placement of machines in a cell can be according to C, L or 

line type arrangement. In this case we used a C shaped layout as the basis for evolving 

intra-cell layouts. Inter-cell layout was based on inter-cell material movement and 

spatial constraints. 

6B.3.1 The Algorithm: 

Symbol definition: 

PC - Probability of crossover 

PM - Probability of mutation 

NG - Number of generations 

PS - Population size 

ML - Limit on the maximum number of machines in each cell 

Step 1: (Initial Random Population) 

1. Set the values of PC, PM, NG, PS and ML 

2. Generate the initial random population 

1 <— If a certain machine j is assigned to a cell i 
x ' j = 

0 <— If a certain machine j is not assigned to cell i 

Subject to: 2^XIJ < ML (limit on the number of machines in each cell i) (6B.1) 
M 

where: i = 1, 2, 3, ...n; j = 1, 2, 3, ...m; n - number of cells; m - number of 

machines 

Step 2: (AutoCAD Placement Algorithm) 

• Read in the drawings of each machine in IGES format 

• Read in the layout drawing with physical limitations (in IGES format) 



Repeat for i = 1, 2, 3, ..n;j = 1, 2, 3, ...m 

1. Begin the placement of the machines/cells after identifying the position of 

the first machine pair, where the first machine pair is selected based on the 

frequency of material movement information 

2. Check to determine placement constraint violation (overlapping with 

existing physical locations) 

• If YES, Relocate machine/cell by determining another 

suitable point of location 

• If NO, Proceed to next stage 

3. Pick out the next machine and based on the cumulative value of material 

movement with the previous set of machines. Locate the machine closer to 

the machine with the highest material movement (separated by a previously 

specified inter-machine/inter-cell distance) 

4. Repeat until all machines are arranged in cells and all cells are arranged on 

the plant floor 

Step 3: (Center distances and Fitness Function) 

1. Calculate the center distance between all machines 

2. Determine the total distance traveled using the equations (3) and (4) 

If g;(t) gives the total material distance traveled within a cell i and between other 

cells for each generation t, the fitness of each chromosome, 

f1(t)=l/g1(t) (6B.2) 

Step 4: (Selection and Recombination) 

1. Using the roulette wheel technique pick two chromosomes for reproduction 

2. Identify the crossover point using the probability of crossover (PC) 

3. Calculate the fitness function values 

Step 5: (Replacement) 

1. Create two offsprings by crossover using two chromosomes from the old 

population 

2. Check for constraint violations (equation 6B.1) 
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If YES: go to step 4 

If NO: proceed 

3. Replace the old chromosomes with their offspring 

Step 6: (Termination) 

If the current generation number (GN) < NG; go to step 2 

Else STOP and write the results of the best layout in all the generations in 

IGES format for re-display using AutoCAD. 

Figure 6B.2 shows the flow chart of the steps leading up to the final configuration 

design. 

6B.3.2 Application of the Algorithm 

The following paragraphs describe the application of the algorithm that leads up to 

the development of the final layout configuration that is finally evaluated by the user. 

Stepl 

Since the product mix involves eight different types of buildings with different part 

requirements, previous demand data was taken into consideration to arrive at the most 

realistic product mix and demand scenario. This product mix and demand was then 

used to determine the average material flow between the machines. Flow analysis gave 

us a direct indication of the material flow between the machines and formed the basis 

for deriving the machine groupings using genetic algorithms. 

Step 2 

Our main concern in grouping the machines to arrive at a cellular configuration 

was to reduce the total distance traveled on the plant floor. This was of prime 

importance as most of the material handling is manual, and the operator is also 

responsible for moving after processing or bringing material from an upstream 

machine. 
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Figure 6B.2: Flowchart of the steps leading to the system configuration design 
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One other important factor that was also considered was the effort needed to 

transport the processed material between machines. It was found that barring a few 

small components, most of the material moved on the plant floor required nearly the 

same effort and hence we were able to use the frequency of material movement 

directly to establish the material movement relationship between machines. 

Since our objective in using the genetic algorithm is to find an optimal solution by 

reducing the total material handling distances, we had to consider the actual distance 

between machines. This was accomplished by linking the GA with Auto-CAD. Further 

since the material handling is mainly manual on the plant floor, the use of Euclidean 

distance between machines seemed a close approximation for the distance between 

machines. 

Step 3 

After the cells are laid out the center distance between each machine is calculated 

to determine the total material cost for a particular layout configuration generated by 

the genetic algorithm. The total material handling cost is further used to calculate the 

fitness for each combination of machines and a new solution is evolved. The final 

solution obtained is then presented to the user for further modifications. A total often 

solutions were selected out of the many that were generated by the genetic algorithm, 

and each solution was further examined using a simulation model (in ARENA). 

6B.3.3 The Simulation Model 

The purpose of the simulation model was to determine the impact of the machine 

layout on the utilization of the machines, idle time at each machine, material handling 

time and the throughput time. It essentially simulates the layout evolved by the GA to 

test its capability to meet typical demands over 10 (8hr) working days and provides a 

basis for comparing the alternative solutions. The model consists of two modules: 

1. The product demand module 

2. The simulation module 



The product demand module essentially generates the different product demand 

scenarios. Table 6B.2 shows the 6 different demand periods and the average demand 

over each period. This demand information was then converted into actual part 

demands using table 6B.3 and the total demand for each part was spread over 10 

working days forming the inter-arrival rate. 

The simulation model mimics the actual layout by using the actual distances 

generated by the GA-AutoCAD interface. The distance between machines is converted 

into the traveling time between machines by assuming a transportation rate of 1 ft/sec. 

The results obtained from this simulation model using the processing time and process 

plans (table 6B. 1), are shown in tables 6B. 10, 6B. 11 and 6B. 12. 

6B.3.4 Results 

The cell designs were explored for 8 typical demand scenarios. Table 6B.2 shows 

the typical demands for each building type over 10 working days (2 weeks). The 

numbers 1299, 1368, 1473 etc. indicate the size of each building in square feet. 

Depending on the size of the building the design and other requirements impose 

different demands on the manufacturing system. Table 6B.3 (refer Appendix for 

complete table) shows the part requirement for the 8 types of buildings. These 

demands were used to determine the average frequency of material movement between 

the 22 unique machines. 

Building Types 
Period 

(Duration: lOdays) 
1 

1299 
2 

1368 
3 

1473 
4 

348 
5 

546 
6 

629 
7 

873 
8 

951 
1 3 2 5 1 8 2 1 1 
2 2 2 6 5 2 7 5 3 
3 2 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 
4 1 1 4 3 1 4 3 2 
5 6 1 3 2 2 2 2 1 
6 3 2 4 5 5 2 1 2 

Table 6B.2: Demand for each building type 



The different cell designs presented in this section are a result of the application 

the genetic recombination technique. Ten different solutions were culled from a 

number of different options explored by the genetic algorithm. 

Bui dine Tvoe 
Part 1 I 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 74 64 93 30 34 43 64 61 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 1 2 2 0 0 1 3 4 

. 

• 

• 

• 
92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
93 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 
94 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2Q 

Table 6B.3: Demand for each part depending on the type of building 

The options presented in table 6B.4 are the best solutions observed after 750 

generations using genetic algorithms. A limitation was imposed on the maximum 

number of machines allowed in each cell and the inter-cell and intra-cell material 

movements thereof are shown for each option. 

The distance between the machines plays a more important role than the actual 

movement of material between the machines and the cells. Hence each layout was 

carefully examined and arranged (using Auto-CAD) taking into consideration the 

practical and logistic constraints imposed by the existing plant floor and taking into 

consideration the frequency of intra cell movement. This was performed by interfacing 

Auto-CAD with the genetic algorithm that took into consideration the actual limitation 

on the plant floor and the sizes of the machines to explore different layout 

combinations. 
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Layout 
Option 

Number of Cells Max# of Machines 
in each cell 

Total 
Inter cell flow 

Total 
Intra cell flow 

1 3 8 9980 17008 

2 3 9 9537 17451 
3 4 6 13707 13281 
4 4 7 10252 16736 
5 5 5 16046 10942 

6 5 6 15700 11288 
7 6 4 21676 5312 
8 6 5 16306 10682 
9 7 4 17620 9368 

10 8 3 25198 1790 

Table 6B.4: Configurations of the final layout options 

Proposed Layouts 
Period Original I II III rv V 
1 1178836 855575 1350797 828739 821391 855368 
2 1871235 1183717 1878015 1324847 1139437 1215441 
3 922011 825829 1320407 650002 801606 861963 
4 1134687 914309 1445947 804276 871796 965798 

5 1217906 988659 1575492 865053 961201 955353 
6 1321257 1180159 1858602 934620 1121961 1236353 

Average 1274322 991374 1571543 901256 952898 1015046 

Proposed Layouts (Total material movement in feet) 

Period VI VII VIII IX X 
1 953171 1302270 1035229 688449 1055684 

2 1324715 1658702 1648962 1053427 1653552 
3 931740 817247 829052 521422 813697 
4 1002800 1005416 995261 636721 1002761 
5 1112995 1084198 1104603 695143 1078388 
6 1302270 1170895 1159965 742795 1169125 

Average 1104615 1173121 1128845 722992 1128867 

Table 6B.5: Total inter and intra cell movement for each demand period 

Table 6B.5 shows that the total distance material was moved for each of the layout 

options explored. The distance moved was also calculated for each typical demand 

period. Based on material movement alone layouts LX, III and IV seem to provide the 

least material handling. However we also have to consider the changeover costs 

resulting from these new layouts. Changeover costs are calculated mainly by the 

distance a machine has to be moved compared to its original position and the degree of 

difficulty associated with moving each machine. The degree of difficulty was based on 
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the weight and size of the machine, the preparation time required to dismantle and the 

preparation each machine has to undergo for relocation. Based on these factors each 

machine was ranked on a scale of 1 to 25 (table 6B.6). Table 6B.7 shows the distance 

each machine has to be moved to assume its position on the proposed layout. Table 

6B.8 shows the total changeover cost based the degree of difficulty (DOD) and 

relocation distance. Since labor and moving equipment are to be hired on an hourly 

basis to relocate the machines the distance a machine can be moved per minute was 

calculated. Based on previous experience, it was assumed that a machine with a DOD 

12.5 required a minute to be transported 5ft across the plant floor. Based on this 

assumption the total time required for a machine to relocated x ft is calculated. 

Assuming unit cost/min, total cost of relocation for each layout is shown in table 6B.8. 

Based on our estimates, the relocation costs including labor and machine rental 

(cranes, fork lifts etc.) the cost/min works out to be ~ $4.5. Further to estimate the cost 

associated with the material handling, which is mainly manual, a detailed study of the 

material movement on the plant floor was done to estimate the average cost associated 

with unit material handling distance. This estimate was based on the time required to 

transport material over unit distance taking into consideration the labor costs. 

Therefore, based on relocation and changeover costs (table 6B.8) and the material 

handling costs (table 6B.9), three layouts were recommended for final consideration. 

As can be seen from table 6B.5 the total average distance traveled for layouts III, 

IV and IX was substantially better than the original layout. Further on arranging the 

layouts it was found that these three layouts offered better organization in terms of 

logistics on the plant floor such as the location of the Roll-former and Cut-line close to 

the loading docks and the location of the assembly station close to the painting station 

etc. 
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Machine DOD Machine DOD Machine DOD 
1 Roll-former 25 11 Hand Brake 5 21 Painting Station I 1 
2 Nippier 1 12 Sml. Hand Brake 5 22 Painting Station II 1 
3 Cut-line 15 13 Screen Flattner 1 23 Ridge Vent 1 
4 Shear 8 14 Band Saw 2 24 Parts Rack 4 
5 Brake 12 15 Spot Welder 25 Ice Rake Rack 3 
6 NC Brake 12 16 Punch Press 26 Die Rack 2 
7 Profiler 8 17 AssemblyTools 27 Sheet Rack 2 
8 Sml. Roll-former 1 18 Cut-off Saw 28 Crane 5 
9 Slitter 1 19 Welding Machine 29 Coil Rack 10 
10 Sml. Shear 2 20 Boring Machine 

Table 6B.6: The degree of difficulty associated with each machine/storage area 

Pr jposed Layout Ool ions 
Machine 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Roll-former 0 0 0 0 0 0 55 20 90 160 
Nippier 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cut-line 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 30 90 175 
Shear 70 135 70 70 70 70 90 120 70 120 
Brake 70 65 0 120 90 45 30 0 50 60 
NCBrake 55 90 90 90 30 0 60 40 75 30 
Profiler 60 105 105 60 100 120 180 0 0 0 
Small Roll-former 15 50 45 45 40 10 0 0 0 0 
Slitter 20 55 45 45 45 45 0 0 0 0 
Small Shear 30 45 0 15 30 15 10 0 0 150 
Hand Brake 90 70 0 30 150 150 60 60 60 90 
Small Hand Brake 60 70 0 15 90 15 30 30 30 100 
Screen Flattner 100 30 0 5 15 45 0 0 0 0 
Band Saw 15 75 0 40 10 45 20 20 20 100 
Soot Weld 15 90 0 70 00 45 0 0 0 110 
Punch Press 10 00 0 15 15 15 0 0 0 0 
Assembly Tools 90 300 0 300 110 100 0 45 45 100 
Cut-off Saw 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Weldine Machine 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Borina Machine 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Paintine I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Paintine II 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ridae Vent Parts 30 100 30 100 30 15 60 30 30 150 
Ridae Vent Rack 30 50 100 60 60 60 100 100 100 30 
Ice Rake Rack 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 0 0 0 
Die Rack 60 60 0 50 45 30 20 30 70 30 
Sheet Rack 60 60 0 45 0 30 90 0 0 120 
Crane 0 0 0 0 0 0 60 0 100 180 
Coil Rack 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 30 75 135 

Table 6B.7: Relocation distance of each machine 
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Option Change over cost 
1 1968 

2 450 
3 1686 
4 946 
5 994 
6 572 
7 407 
8 522 
9 1632 
10 968 

Table 6B.8: Total changeover cost for the 10 options 

Table 6B.10 shows the idle time at each machine and the total idle time for each 

layout option simulated for the demand period of 10 days. These three configurations 

were further analyzed using discrete event simulation. The results obtained from the 

simulation model are shown in tables 6B.11 and 6B.12 (refer to Appendix for 

complete table). The results indicate a decrease in the flow time of a majority of the 

parts. This was a rather expected result as the material handling distances between the 

machine were reduced by the re-arrangement. We were more interested in finding out 

the impact on the idle time at each machine as each machine operator is responsible 

for picking up material from its preceding machine and in some cases transferring 

finished jobs to the next machine in the processing sequence. 

The low utilization values that can be seen in table 6B. 11 is due to the because 

these machines are required only for a few parts that are manufactured but are required 

none the less. It can also be observed from this table that the shear, NC brake and 

assembly operation have very high utilization can could very well become bottlenecks 

if the demand of the parts increase any more that the typical demand values used in 

this case study. 

Table 6B.12 gives the difference in part throughput time between the original 

layout and the proposed layouts, all of them simulated under the similar initial 

conditions, part arrival times and part demands. Observing the results in this table, it 

can be seen that the improvement in flow time for certain parts show very high values. 
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This is mainly due the fact that the respective parts (for example part #37) were not 

processed in the original layout due to a bottleneck. If we examine the processing 

requirement for part #37 (which requires processing on the shear and NC brake) it can 

be seen from table 6B. 11 that the NC brake is the bottleneck machine limiting the 

production of part #37. 

So far we have been concerned with choosing and analyzing the three layouts that 

were found most suitable based on material handling. In the next section we will 

attempt to put these results into perspective and choose the most feasible layout. 

Option Material Handling Cost 
Layout III 5000 
Layout IV 5300 

Layout IX 4000 
Original Layout 7080 

Table 6B.9: Total material handling costs for the final three layouts 

Machine Layout III Layout IV Layout IX Original 
1 0.418972 0.425722 0.593917 0.463250 
2 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
3 0.557500 0.593361 0.737361 0.898528 
4 0.220944 0.811722 0.390167 0.716056 
5 0.277194 0.792944 0.805194 0.775833 
6 0.335361 0.192917 0.351417 0.306750 
7 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
8 0.022500 0.017611 0.018833 0.024000 
9 0.037333 0.074667 0.018667 0.028000 
10 0.018694 0.104611 0.078361 0.089500 
11 0.020500 0.151833 0.046500 0.055967 
12 0.006944 0.093083 0.013889 0.020833 
13 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
14 0.014806 0.036389 0.017250 0.018667 
15 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
16 0.001750 0.036750 0.001750 0.000000 
17 1.619722 0.694167 1.388333 1.666000 
18 0.032556 0.026389 0.032556 0.032556 
19 0.025833 0.020667 0.025833 0.025833 
20 0.000256 0.000256 0.000256 0.000256 
21 0.000256 0.000256 0.000256 0.000256 
22 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 

Total 3.61 4.07 4.52 5.12 

Table 6B.10: Machine Idle time (hr.) for the final three layout options 
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DISCRETE-CHANGE VARIABLES 

Identifier Average 
Original Solution 3 Solution 4 Solution 9 

Cut-line RBusy .65927 .65927 .65927 .65927 
Roll-former RBusy .69583 .69583 .69583 .69583 

Shear R Busy .90137 .88885 .86975 .89012 
Smallshear RBusy .23544 .21494 .22427 .23385 

Brake R Busy .39994 .45296 .55279 .42964 
NCBrake RBusy .99894 .95246 .97698 .96923 
Profiler RBusy .46300 .42442 .71379 .52087 

SmlRoll-former RBusy .01500 .01367 .01767 .01433 
HandBrake RBusy .25983 .26623 .27165 .27056 

SmlHandbrake RBusy .13850 .12502 .16125 .13304 
Bandsaw RBusy .03833 .03833 .03833 .03833 

AssemTools RBusy .88269 .99941 1.0000 .94506 
COSaw RBusy .31833 .33458 .33133 .31833 

WeldingMac RBusy .34900 .34910 .35119 .34910 
HandSaw RBusy .04356 .04356 .04356 .04356 
Painting R Busy 2.9974 2.9974 2.9974 2.9974 
Slitter RBusv .12500 .11367 .14167 .11833 

Nippier R Busy .14467 .14467 .14467 .14467 
ScrnFlattner RBusy .03125 .01563 .01563 .02969 
SpotWelding RBusy .04167 .04167 .04167 .04167 

PuncPress RBusy .00167 .00167 .00167 .00167 
Boremach RBusy .04271 .04271 .04271 .04271 

Table 6B. 11: Machine utilization in the layouts III, IV and IX 

Solution II] Solution IV Solution IX 
Part Sign Change from Original Sign Change from Original Sign Change from Original 

1 + 19.500000 + 3.099976 139.300049 
2 N 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 
3 + 71.200195 + 70.900146 - 266.500000 

•?" *' 

93 - 75.459961 - 60.890015 n 0.000000 
94 - 7.599854 - 24.800049 - 180.399902 

+ Improvement over original; - increase in flowtime over original, n no change 

Table 6B. 12: Comparison of flow times in layouts III, IV and IX with the original layout 
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6B.4 Results Analysis and System Implementation 

Our analysis so far has been based on the following: 

1. Material Handling distance 

2. Relocation costs 

3. Machine utilization 

4. Machine idle time 

5. Flow time 

In this section we will attempt to put all these together to determine the most 

feasible layout. The three layouts, that were chosen based on total material handling, 

were further evaluated to determine machine utilization, part flow time and idle time 

at each machine. The estimated costs related to each changeover costs include crane 

rental ($300/hr) and labor costs (15 workers @$20/hr), and the material handling cost 

include labor costs for 15 workers @$20/hr. Using these figures we were able to 

estimate the changeover costs and material handling costs for each layout compared to 

the original layout. 

The changeover costs for layouts III, IV and IX work out to be $16860, $9460 and 

$16320 respectively (calculated from data in table 6B.9). The material handling costs 

are calculated based on the labor cost/min. Since there are 15 workers on the plant 

floor with an average wage of $20/hr the cost/min amounts to $5.00. Assuming that 

material can be transported at an average rate of 1 ft/sec the total time devoted to 

material handling for layouts III, IV and IX amount to 250.34, 264.70 and 200.82 hr. 

respectively (calculated from data in table 6B.5). This results in a saving of 51.81, 

44.64 and 76.57 hr. in material handling time over the original layout. 

Analyzing the machine utilization, flowtime and idle time at each machine it can 

be seen that layouts III, IV and IX are fairly close in performance. All these layouts 

show a substantial improvement in flow time for a majority of the parts (as compared 

to the original layout) and the machine utilization are almost the same for each layout. 

One distinguishing factor is the total idle time that places layout III slightly above the 
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other two layouts. One other factor that clearly distinguishes each layout is the material 

handling time for each layout. However it was found that we had to further analyze 

these layouts in terms of machine accessibility, storage spaces, loading and unloading 

stations, and the accessibility of each machine to material handling equipment. 

Therefore the analysis of the final three layouts showed that layout IX required a 

substantial reorganization of the overhead crane. This was needed as the Roll-former 

and Cut-line had to be moved to a new location and the over head crane is used carry 

steel sheet rolls that these machines. This solution even though it would result in a 

reduction in material handling was not appealing to the management due to the costs 

associated with moving the overhead crane. 

The simulation model revealed interesting results through the machine utilization 

values, idle time at the machine and the material handling times on the plant floor. As 

can be seen from the results in table 6B.11, the utilization of the shear, NC brake and 

the painting station are approaching their limits. It was therefore obvious that any 

future increase in the product demand could very well pose a problem. Our 

recommendation in this regard was the acquisition of machines that can perform these 

operations much faster than they are right now which could lead to a considerable 

initial investment but could alleviate the bottlenecks within the system. The low 

machine utilization within the system is not a cause for concern in this case, as 

dedicated personnel do not operate these machines. Operator from an upstream 

machine moves the part and performs the operations is a part needs processing on one 

of these machines. 

Layouts III and IV both have the Roll-former and Cut-line at the same positions as 

the original layout which clears them of the drawback of layout IX. As compared to 

layout IV, layout III is better in terms of material handling but has a higher changeover 

cost. The total material handling time for layouts III and IV are (51.81 and 44.64 hr.) 

respectively based on a 10-day demand period. Both these layouts facilitated a good 

accessibility to the machines, loading and unloading docks, and adequate storage 

space. After considering these two layouts the management decided to implement 
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layout III as it provided a better organization and due to the long term benefits that can 

be derived out of the savings in material handling. The final layout (figure 6B.3) was 

implemented with some minor changes to layout III. 

6B.5 Conclusions 

This chapter described an industrial application of a new design methodology and a 

genetic algorithm based approach for design of manufacturing systems. The objective 

of this industrial case study was to redesign the manufacturing system to minimize the 

material handling distance that is considered non-value added activity. After analyzing 

process plans and verifying the validity of processing time, the system was redesigned 

with a number of solution alternatives. By taking various physical and practical 

constraints into consideration, three promising solutions III, IV, and IX were 

recommended to the management. 

The proposed layout III was found most suitable for implementation because it was 

able to satisfy more practical constraints. Even though solution IX was better in terms 

of material handling, it was found to be prohibitive in terms of the overall re

organization that went along with it. As is the case in all real world problems, the 

consideration of practical constraints played a crucial role in developing feasible 

solutions. The amount of data required and the difficulty involved in collecting real 

data was lessened to a certain extent by employing a general methodology that 

provided reasonable guidelines to determine the relevant data and aid in its effective 

collection. The use of the integrated approach helped us, in using the data collected to 

impose the necessary objectives and constraints to generate a number of feasible 

designs, and eliminating many non-feasible designs. 

The local manufacturer has successfully implemented a modified version of layout 

option III. The results so far have shown that the application of cellular manufacturing 

principles and re-design methodology has led to better organization of their 

manufacturing facilities and overall cost savings. This case study shows a successful 
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application of the design methodology and the integrated design approach to a real 

manufacturing system design problem. 
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Chapter 7 

Original Contributions and Conclusions 

7.1 Contributions of the Research 

The objectives of this research as identified in section 1.3, recognizes the need for 

the development of a methodology and an integrated tool for the design of 

manufacturing systems. Having developed a design methodology and an integrated 

design tool, the following can be stated as the main contributions of this research to the 

body of knowledge in manufacturing systems design: 

1. Developed a methodology for manufacturing systems design based on the 

independence and information axioms of design. This is a first application of 

design axioms [Suh, 1992] for manufacturing systems design. The use of the 

design principles was conceived and tested in actual design cases and has 

demonstrated useful practical applications. 

2. Developed an integrated design tool for the design of manufacturing systems. 

The unique interfaces of the integrated tool to databases, simulation and 

Auto-CAD provide the designer an integrated environment for exploring 

design alternatives. 

3. The use of genetic algorithms has contributed to the knowledge and use of a 

new optimization tool for the design of manufacturing systems. Through the 

development of systems designs based on the evolution of solutions, the tool 

presents an interesting adaptation of manufacturing systems to changing 

inputs. Also, through the use of this tool for two practical case studies the 

integrated tool has been demonstrated to be a feasible tool for manufacturing 

systems design. 
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4. The application case studies that have lasted two years to-date, have seen 

practical use of design principles developed by this research. The design 

methodology and integrated system design tool have been tailored keeping in 

mind practicalities of application. The case studies presented have 

contributed substantially towards enhancing the content and aided in the 

development of a pragmatic tool for the design of manufacturing systems. 

5. The use of design axioms for large system design was proposed by Suh [Suh, 

1992] and is yet to see practical application. This research has demonstrated 

the use of the independence and information axioms in real-world 

applications (the design of an automatic case-clamp assembly system) and 

thus has shown the application of these principles for MSD. 

6. The independence and information axioms of design provide the designer 

with guidelines for designing a large manufacturing system. The former has 

been applied in two real world case studies. Through these applications it can 

be stated that the independence axiom had an impact in the following areas 

of activity: 

• A team of engineers at DFC proposed the design of the I-shaped frame in 

the case clamp. The application of the independence axiom aided in 

narrowing down the design parameters to satisfy the functional 

requirements of multiple product assembly. After the recognition of the 

need to have flexible independent movement of the support and clamps on 

the frame, it was found that the I frame was unable to facilitate unhindered 

movement of the supports and clamps. Therefore it had to be modified to 

facilitate the support of center gables on the EU- product assembly. 

• The independence axiom was used also in the design of the drilling 

machining system to determine the unique design parameters that were 

required to satisfy the primary functional requirement of design. The case 

study presented indicates that the application of the independence axiom 

lead to the satisfaction of the primary functional requirements of system 
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better solution that satisfied the functional requirements of the DFC 

manufacturing facility. 

• One of the primary objectives of the design methodology was to see its 

application in the real world. The methodology developed was to a large 

extent enhanced during the application of the methodology. It was found 

that in the design of the manufacturing facility at DFC, the design team 

comprised of experienced professionals with 10-15 years experience in 

furniture manufacturing. Many of the methods and tools used by them were 

manual and they need tools that are user friendly and can aid them in the 

design process. In reality, the methodology may not provide guidelines for 

an experienced practitioner, however it was found that in this particular 

practical application, the use of axiomatic design principles did make a 

difference to the design of two important manufacturing sections. There is 

substantial validity in the application of steps in the design methodology, 

and this can provide the designer with concrete steps for the design of a 

manufacturing facility. 

As related to the application of the methodology it can be inferred that the steps 

discussed in the methodology are sufficiently general to cover discrete manufacturing 

systems. Within this class of systems it should be noted that the design of any 

particular type of facility such as cellular manufacturing systems, is subject to rules 

and guidelines that are unique to that particular situation and have to be evolved by the 

designer. 

7.2 Conclusions 

Research work towards the development of design methodologies and integrated 

approaches has drawn a number of academicians and practitioners over the last several 

years. While all of them have contributed to the knowledge and understanding of this 

field a literature survey revealed considerable room for advancement. The work 
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presented here was initiated due to an identified need for a methodology and an 

integrated design tool. One ulterior aim that also motivated this research was to test the 

practical use of some of the theoretical manufacturing system design principles. This 

motivation led to the development of some manufacturing system design tools that 

have drawn theory closer to practice. 

7.2.1 Design Methodology 

The salient points of the methodology include: 

1. sequence of steps that lead the designer to a final design solution 

2. hierarchy in the design domains to derive the FRs, DPs and PVs 

3. the independence axiom of design to map the FRs $ DPs and DPs $ PVs 

4. the information axiom of design to evaluate design aspects of a solution 

Based on these salient features, it can be seen that the methodology presents the 

designer with specific tools for identifying the FRs and deriving the DPs that 

independently satisfy the function identified by the designer. Considering other 

methods of system design such as [Doumeingts, G., et al., 1987], this methodology, 

based on axiomatic design principles, gives the designer some guiding principles that 

can be used to develop system designs that are better suited to handle changing 

functional requirements. The application of the design axioms for the design of the 

automated case clamp assembly system and the drilling section presented in the case 

study demonstrates two practical design applications. These applications show that the 

use of design axioms can lead to designs that satisfy the most important FRs to satisfy 

both global and local objectives of design. Especially in the design of the automated 

case clamp system it was seen that the use of hierarchies in design provided a clear and 

focused approach to system design that led to a design that is better suited to handle 

changing FRs. 

On the other hand the use of the design methodology requires the designer to be 

aware of the principles of axiomatic design. From practical experience acquired about 

the use of the methodology, it can be concluded that the design methodology does 
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knowledge of the designer to map the axiomatic design principles to the problems on-

hand. 

Through these applications it was also realized that the design axioms at this stage 

of their development do not provide a firm science base for the design of 

manufacturing systems. This is mainly because the axioms can only be used during the 

conceptual stage of the design process and lack any detailed basis for addressing the 

issues regarding performance evaluation or evaluating the design alternatives. 

Fundamentally however, the design axioms do provide a general basis for approaching 

a large and complex system design activity. 

7.2.2 The Integrated Design Tool 

The integrated design tool has been developed to aid the designer to carry out the 

steps in the methodology. Specifically the tool aids the designer: 

1. build a database of information to evolve alternate system designs 

2. incorporate practical constraints such as operation grouping feasibility, limit on 

operation/machine duplication, limit on performance variables such as 

utilization buffer sizes, and layout constraints 

3. map the design parameters developed by the designer to process variables 

determined by the genetic algorithm 

4. evolve alternate machine configurations 

5. evolve alternate layout configurations. 

The genetic algorithm developed to aid the designer perform system design 

activities is a unique tool that has the following capabilities 

1. incorporate user defined objective functions 

2. adaptive mutation based on product/component demand 

3. changing population size. 

These capabilities give the designer the means to develop alternate system designs, 

by varying the number of machines, operations and layout configurations. Further, the 
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GA has a user-friendly interface that aids the designer in the input of product 

information, objective functions, and design constraints. Developed in C/C++ the GA 

has effective interfaces to a simulation tool and Auto-CAD to carry out integrated 

design of manufacturing systems. 

7.2.3 Practical Implementations 

Through the use of the techniques developed here for the re-design of a sheet metal 

manufacturer (cellular manufacturing system) and a wood manufacturing industry 

(process based, high volume manufacturing), we have clearly demonstrated that the 

method and tools developed by this research can be used in real-world applications. 

Further, these experiences have realized the initial objectives of this research and 

recognized the practical difficulties that are involved in the design and implementation 

of a large manufacturing system. Given the variegated nature of systems present in the 

industry today, the methodology and the integrated design tool present no panacea for 

manufacturing systems design. However, it does recognize that there are certain 

commonalties in all these systems that can lend itself to the application of design 

principles developed in this research. 

7.3 Future Work 

In retrospect, the research work presented here offered insights into the 

development of tools needed by a designer for manufacturing systems design. One of 

the major objectives of this research was to see the practical application of the 

methodology and integrated tool. During the course of these applications many 

practical considerations of system design helped identify limitations of the tools and 

techniques developed in this research. Through these limitations the following areas 

have been identified for future work which will enhance the design methodology and 

the integrated tool. Future work should focus on the following key points: 
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1. Development of the integrated design tool to aid the designer store, query, and 

update the knowledge base of products, sales information, process information 

etc. To accomplish this, research work needs to focus on developing a object-

oriented database or consider the use of existing databases that are widely used 

and linked to a spreadsheet application. This work is crucial if the integrated 

design tool and the methodology are to be used by practitioners in the field. 

2. The current research work uses a commercially available simulation software 

for system performance evaluation. However, the use of a commercially 

available package has advantages and disadvantages. The advantages being that 

the initial models can be used for further detailed analysis during system 

implementation. The drawback of this however will be the familiarity and 

knowledge of the software that is required to use the integrated tool. To make 

the integrated tool more practical for use and considering software portability 

issues, it is recommended that future development of the software use a simple 

but effective simulation package development in either a platform neutral 

environment or generally used programming languages such as C/C++. 

3. As related to the design methodology, future work needs to focus on 

developing tools to automate the mapping process between the domains. This 

work can aid the user/designer by providing more flexibility in manipulating 

the FRs, DPs and PVs for system design 

4. One of the difficulties faced during the design and development of the 

integrated design tool was the platform specific simulation software that 

restricted the portability of the software. One way dealing with this 

inconvenience is to develop the whole package in C/C++ or move the entire 

development to JAVA or similar programming languages. Initial work in the 

development of a JAVA based simulation package that can be accessed through 

the Internet has been developed and future work can be based on it. 
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Appendix 

Processing Time on each Machine 

Part# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
3 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
4 2 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
6 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
7 2 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
8 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
9 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 20 0 0 5 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 30 0 0 5 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 20 0 0 5 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 30 0 0 5 
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 30 0 0 5 
15 0 0 .5 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 0 0 .5 1 3 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
17 0 0 .5 0 3 0 0 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
18 0 0 .5 1 3 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
19 0 0 .5 0 3 0 0 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 .5 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
21 0 0 .5 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 
23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24 0 0 .5 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25 0 0 .5 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26 0 0 .5 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 2 
28 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
29 0 0 .5 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
30 0 0 .5 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
31 0 0 .5 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32 0 0 .5 2 0 2 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
33 0 0 .5 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
34 0 0 .5 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
35 0 0 .5 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
36 0 0 .5 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
37 0 0 .5 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
38 0 0 .5 0 3 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 
39 0 0 .5 0 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 
40 0 0 .5 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
41 0 0 .5 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
42 0 0 .5 0 3 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 10 
43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 
44 0 0 .5 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 

45 0 0 .5 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 

Table 6B. 1: Processing requirement and the processing time for the 94 parts 

(Continued next page) 



Processing Time on each Machine 

Part* 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
47 0 0 .5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
48 0 0 .5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
49 0 0 .5 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
50 0 0 .5 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
51 0 0 .5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
52 0 0 .5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
53 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 
54 0 0 .5 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
56 0 0 .5 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 
57 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
58 0 0 .5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
59 0 0 .5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
60 0 0 .5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
61 0 0 .5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
63 0 0 .5 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 
64 0 0 .5 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 
65 0 0 .5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
66 0 0 .5 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 
67 0 0 .5 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 15 
68 0 0 .5 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
69 0 0 .5 0 3 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 20 0 0 5 
71 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 20 0 0 5 
72 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 
73 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 
74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 30 0 0 0 0 0 
75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 
76 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
77 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 
78 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 t 0 0 0 0 2 
79 0 0 .5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 
80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
81 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
82 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
83 0 0 .5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 
84 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 
86 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
87 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 10 
88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 
89 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 
90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 
91 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 0 0 5 5 15 
92 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 10 

Table 6B. 1: Processing requirement and the processing time for the 94 parts 



Bui dins Tvrje 
Part 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 s 
1 74 64 93 30 34 43 64 61 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 1 2 2 0 0 1 3 4 
4 8 11 11 7 11 7 2 12 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 2 2 3 0 0 1 1 2 
11 0 2 3 0 0 1 0 0 
12 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
13 6 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 0 8 11 0 6 6 8 0 
16 0 0 0 4 0 4 0 4 
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 4 4 4 0 4 0 4 0 
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 4 4 4 2 2 4 4 4 
23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 
28 52 60 65 24 22 26 36 37 
29 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 
30 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 
31 11 10 12 7 8 6 8 10 
32 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 
33 4 4 4 2 2 0 0 0 
34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
35 6 6 64 92 4 0 0 0 
36 6 6 64 46 2 4 0 54 
37 32 24 38 7 9 18 22 26 
38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
40 3 4 3 2 4 2 3 3 
41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
42 6 6 0 0 0 0 8 74 
43 6 6 0 0 0 0 8 74 
44 84 84 0 0 0 0 82 82 
45 84 84 0 0 0 0 82 82 
46 4 4 0 0 0 0 2 2 
47 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 9 
48 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 9 
49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
51 0 3 3 0 0 2 0 0 
52 0 9 9 0 0 6 0 0 

Table 6B.3: Demand for each part depending on the type of building (Continued on next 

page) 



Building Type 

Part 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

53 0 9 9 0 0 6 0 0 
54 0 9 9 0 0 6 0 0 
55 0 9 9 0 0 6 0 0 
56 8 0 4 0 0 0 4 8 
57 0 6 6 0 0 4 0 0 
58 0 3 3 0 0 2 0 0 
59 3 23 49 0 0 2 0 40 

60 8 0 0 0 0 0 4 8 

61 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
62 2 3 1 3 1 1 1 
63 2 2 0 1 1 1 0 
64 2 2 0 1 1 1 0 
65 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

66 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
68 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 
69 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

70 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
71 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
72 2 2 4 1 2 2 4 0 

73 8 8 16 4 8 8 16 0 
74 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

75 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 

76 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
77 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 

78 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

79 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 
80 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 
81 6 0 6 6 6 6 0 6 

82 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 
83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
84 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

85 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 
86 3 3 3 0 0 0 3 3 
87 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
89 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

91 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 3 

92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
93 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 

94 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2D 

Table 6B.3: Demand for each part depending on the type of building 
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Solution HI Solution IV Solution IX 

Part Sign Change from Original Sign Change from Original Sign Change from Original 

1 + 19.500000 + 3.099976 139.300049 

2 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

3 + 71.200195 + 70.900146 - 266.500000 

4 + 38.400146 + 102.000000 - 204.699951 

5 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

6 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

7 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

8 - 41.199707 + 261.800293 - 194.500000 

9 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 
10 - 96.800049 - 103.600098 - 139.700073 

11 . 15.770020 - 10.660004 - 46.700012 

12 . 13.199951 - 28.799927 . 102.900024 

13 + 6.400024 - 10.699951 - 132.599976 

14 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

15 + 125.470001 + 127.500000 + 65.609985 

16 + 65.209991 + 116.119995 + 9.089996 

17 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

18 + 228.939941 + 151.329956 + 99.269958 

19 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

20 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

21 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

22 + 283.400024 + 129.199951 + 97.099976 

23 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

24 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

25 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

26 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

27 + 323.699951 + 151.399902 + 96.799927 

28 + 92.700073 - 602.500000 - 139.000000 

29 + 20.800049 + 21.099976 + 15.599976 

30 + 39.400024 + 39.700073 + 29.500000 

31 + 125.500000 + 125.799927 + 94.099976 

32 - 44.200012 - 35.200012 + 0.600006 

33 - 44.200012 - 35.200012 + 0.600006 

34 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

35 + 305.700195 - 2.699951 + 205.500000 

36 + 270.899902 - 13.799805 + 4.300293 

37 + 295.700195 + 4783.600098 + 174.200195 

38 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

39 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

40 . 51.500000 - 39.800049 + 7.100098 

41 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

42 - 89.199707 + 44.300293 - 220.799805 

43 - 111.199707 + 94.200195 . 232.699707 

44 n 0.000000 n* 0.000000 n 0.000000 

45 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

46 . 72.899902 . 89.899902 + 12.400146 

47 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

48 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 
49 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

50 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

Table 6B. 12: Comparison of flow times in layouts III, IV and IX with the original layout 

(Continued next page) 
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Solution III Solution rV Solution IX 

Part Sign Change from Original Sign Change from Original Sign Change from Original 

51 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

52 + 17.399994 + 17.759995 + 7.699997 

53 + 19.899902 + 28.500000 + 16.399902 

54 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

55 - 2.500000 . 34.199951 + 17.600098 

56 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

57 - 28.199951 - 26.000000 + 39.599854 

58 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

59 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

60 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

61 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

62 + 50.269989 + 35.179993 - -20.190002 

63 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

64 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

65 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

66 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

67 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

68 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

69 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

70 + 45.600098 + 11.100098 - 149.199951 

71 + 42.300049 + 7.800049 - 158.600098 

72 + 52.600098 - 10.500000 - 227.399902 

73 + 51.400146 + 12.600098 - 248.099854 

74 - 2.399902 - 34.199951 + 17.600098 

75 - 2.399902 - 34.199951 + 17.600098 

76 - 2.399902 . 34.199951 + 17.600098 

77 - 2.399902 - 34.199951 + 17.600098 

78 . 2.399902 - 34.199951 + 17.600098 

79 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

80 + 19.600098 - 6.399902 - 24.199951 

81 + 13.000000 - 13.000000 - 30.799927 

82 - 2.399902 - 34.199951 + 17.600098 

83 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

84 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

85 - 0.500000 - 32.300049 + 18.199951 

86 + 1.199951 - 30.600098 + 18.800049 

87 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

88 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

89 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

90 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 n 0.000000 

91 . 66.199951 - 66.399902 - 115.399902 

92 + 48.500000 - 16.400146 - 190.100098 

93 - 75.459961 - 60.890015 n 0.000000 

94 - 7.599854 - 24.800049 - 180.399902 

+ Improvement over original; - increase in flowtime over original; n no change 

Table 6B. 12: Comparison of flow times in layouts III, IV and IX with the original layout 



#!/bin/csh 

echo -n "how many iterations?" <= 
@ ans = $< 
@ i = 0 
pl.exe <= 
while ($i < Sans) 
echo $i > seed 
part 1 a. exe Ne w. p <= 

p2.exe <= 

echo $ i » results <= 

echo -n "Generation" 
echo $i 
@ i + + 
end 

Number of generations: User defined 

Generates an initial random population 
subject to user specified constraints 

User customized simulation program 

Program call to evaluate the previous 
solution and evolve the next solution 

Writing feasible solutions to a file 

Program listing 5.1: The shell program 



BEGIN; 

CREATE, DISC(1,10,3):timestep; 
EVENT: 3; 
QUEUE, partypeQ; 
ASSIGN: demand(partype) = md(partype): 

arrv(partype) = NORM(meanarrv(partype),sa(partype),3): 
bsize(partype) = (demand(partype)*pdmnd)/arrv(partype): 
intrvl(partype) = timestep/arrv(partype); 

BRANCH, 1:IF, partype.lt. 10,disp: 
ELSE, nxt; 
NXT ASSIGN: partype = 0; 
DISP ASSIGN: partype = partype + 1 :DISPOSE; 

CREATE, POIS(bsize(l)), offset(l):intrvl(l):mark(timein); 
ASSIGN: type=l:next(strt); 

CREATE, POIS(bsize(10)), offset(10):intrvl(10):mark(timein); 
ASSIGN: type=10:next(strt); 

STRT COUNT: type; 
LOOP EVENT: 1; 

BRANCH, 1: 
IF,qtogo = 0,EXIT: 
ELSE,CATCH; 

CATCH QUEUE, transq; 
SEIZE: Agv; 
DELAY: ttime; 
RELEASE: Agv; 
QUEUE, qtogo; 
SEIZE: Mac(qtogo); 
EVENT: 2; 
DELAY: optime; 
RELEASE: Mac(qtogo); 
ASSIGN: OpId = OpId+l: 
NEXT(LOOP); 
EXIT TALLY: TypeJNT (Timeln): 
DISPOSE; 
END; 

Program listing 5.2: The model file 

partype.lt
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BEGIN; 
PROJECT, gsm,Harish; 
ATTRIBUTES: Timeln: 

Type: 
OpId,l: 
qtogo: 
optime: 
ttime: 
oprn: 
pdmnd: 
tqtogo: 
agv2go: 
ttime2; 

QUEUES: 20,„SHARED: 
21„,SHARED: 
22,„SHARED: 
partypeQ: 
PARTQ: 
transq; 

RESOURCES: Repeat(Machine, 20): Agv, 20; 
SETS: Mac, Machine 1 ..Machine20; 
COUNTERS: Tpartl: 

TpartlO; 
TALLIES: Parti: 

Parti 0; 
DSTATS: NR(1)*100,M1_U: 

NR(21) / MR(21 )* 100,AGV_U: 
VARIABLES: timestep,5000:demand(10):arrv(10):bsize(10): 

intrvl(10):partype,l: 
md(10),4,3,3,2,2,2,2,3,l,3: 

REPLICATE, 1,0,10002; 
END; 

Program listing 5.3: The experiment file 



#include <stdio.h> 
#include 7usr/local/arena/lib/simlib.h" 
#include <math.h> 

SMREAL seql[50][50], aseq[50][50][50], seq[150][150]; 
SMREAL t[50][50], odM[50][50], machl[50], mach2[50], que[50]; 
SMINT pplans[50][50], chromosome[50][50], ptyme[25][25]; 
SMINT lchrom, popsize, maxgen, mvmts[50][50], flag, pd = 0; 
SMINT freq[25][25],nque[50],pdemand[100]; ' 
SMINT wk=0, ww= 1, nparts, ndistop, har= 1; 

void cprime() 
{ 

/*Initialize program variables */ 

/* 
Set the Input Values 

*/ 

Population size, length of chromosome, nparts, number of operations etc. 
Process time information 
Part sequences 
Part demand 

void cevent(l, n ) 
SMINT 1; 
SMINT n; 

{ 
Initialize variables 

/* Attributes 
1 = Timeln 
2 = partype 
3 = Operation Id 
4 = qtogo 
5 = oprn time 
6 = travel time 
7 = operation 
8 = part demand 

*/ 

Program listing 5.4: Partial listing of the user-customized simulation program 
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/* sr_Printf ("\n\nEntered ceventW); */ 

if(n = l) 
{ 

k=l; 
templ=99999; 
pointer = 1; 
partype = a(&l, &onetwl); 
partype = 1; 
opid = a(&l, &thr); 
pq = a(&l, &fr); 

cumbk: temp = (int)aseq[partype][opid][k]; 

final:seta(&l, &fr, &aseq[partype][opid][pointer]); 
seta(&l, &fv, &aseq[partype][opid][pointer+l]); 
seta(&l, &sv, &aseq[partype][opid][pointer+3]); 

temp = a(&l, &fr); 
tempi = a(&l, &fV); 
k = a(&l, &sv); 

if(pq*temp != 0) 

{ 
mvmts[pq][temp] += tempi; 
trtime = (double)freq[pq][temp]; 

} 
else 

{ 
trtime = 0.0; 

) 

seta(&l, &sx, &trtime); 
que[temp] += tempi; 
++nque[temp]; 
++parts [partype]; 
odM[temp][k] += tempi; 

} 

Program listing 5.4: Partial listing of the user-customized simulation program 

file:///n/nEntered
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if(n == 2) 
{ 

temp = a(&l, &fr); 
tempi = a(&l, &fv); 
k = a(&l, &sv); 
machl[temp] = tempi; 
que [temp] = que [temp] - tempi; 

mach2[temp] = gettnw(); 
nque[temp] = nqueftemp] - 1 ; 

} 

if(n == 3) 

{ 
if(pd > 9) pd = 0; 
temp2 = (double)pdemand[pd]; 
seta(&l, &et, &temp2); 
temp2 = a(&l, &et); 
pd = pd+ 1; 
ww = (int) gettnw()/5000.0; 

} 
return; 

} 

Program listing 5.4: Partial listing of the user-customized simulation program 




